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Thank you to ABMA for making the archives of the association available to BBM’s staff. While
there are not specific records/minutes/photos for each year of the association’s existence, ABMA’s
available records and BBM’s archives give us quite a good overview of the association’s activities
during the past century.

This issue is not intended to be a history of the association, but rather a commemoration of this
landmark achievement. We honor ABMA and its activities over the past century. In addition to BBM’s
staff researching the available association archives, past ABMA presidents were contacted, and we
hope you will enjoy reading their thoughts on what ABMA membership and service has meant to
them and their companies. They agree that ABMA is well poised for the years ahead, due to its strong
financial position, and the advantages and services it offers members.

Please join the staff of Broom, Brush & Mop in congratulating ABMA, and all its members, on 100
years of service to this great industry. It has been our pleasure to join in the commemoration with this
special issue of Broom, Brush & Mop. 

Don and Linda Rankin

  Broom, Brush & Mop magazine
Commemorates the 100th anniversary of ABMA, and its service to the 

industry with this special issue dedicated to the association.

Founded in 1917, The American Brush Manufacturers Association has been serving the
industry for a full century.
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Badger Brush Company
Baker Brush Company
A. E. Burton Company

J. S. Costello & Son Brush Co.
Devoe & Raynolds Co.

Dixon & Rippel
Wm. Dixon, Inc.

E. I. duPont deNemours & Co.
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Shaefer, McLaughlin Co.
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CHARTER MEMBERS
Courtesy of ABMA

AMERICAN BRUSH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

D. MARK FULTZ, President
Abtex Corporation

CARLOS R. PETZOLD, Vice President
Bodam Int’l Ltd./Borghi USA

D. SCOTT ENCHELMAIER, Treasurer
The Industrial Brush Company

BOARD MEMBERS
KIRK BEATTY
Beatty Machine and Tool

JAMES L. BENJAMIN
Precision Brush

TINA BURNET
Freudenberg Household Products

DAVID KALISZ
MFC Ltd.

KEVIN B. LANNON
Lanoco Specialty Wire

CONNIE McKINNEY
Sherwin Williams

ENRIQUE MEJIA
PMM

GREGORY C. MILLER
The Mill-Rose Company

CHRISTOPHER MONAHAN
Brush Fibers, Inc.

CARLOS R. PETZOLD
Bodam Int’l Ltd./Borghi USA

JILL SHINNERS
Pioneer Packaging

BRENT SWENSON
Linzer Products

GARY TOWNES
Magnolia Brush Mfrs.

Past President

JEFFREY J. MALISH
The Malish Corporation

Management Staff

DAVID C. PARR
SilvaCor, Inc.

DIVISIONAL OFFICERS
Broom & Mop Division

TINA BURNET, Chair
Freudenberg Household Products

GARY TOWNES, Vice Chair
Magnolia Brush Mfrs.

Industrial & Maintenance Division

GREGORY C. MILLER, Chair
The Mill-Rose Company

JAMES L. BENJAMIN, Vice Chair
Precision Brush Co.

Paint Applicator Division

BRENT SWENSON, Chair
Linzer Products

CONNIE McKINNEY, Vice Chair
Sherwin Williams

Suppliers Division

DAVID KALISZ, Chair
MFC Ltd.

JILL SHINNERS, Vice Chair
Pioneer Packaging

2nd Vice Chair
Secretary/Treasurer
Suppliers Reception Chair
CHRISTOPHER MONAHAN
Brush Fibers, Inc.

3rd Vice Chair / Exhibit Chair
KEVIN B. LANNON
Lanoco Specialty Wire

At Large (4 year term exp. 2017)
KIRK BEATTY
Beatty Machine and Tool Works, Ltd.

At Large (4 year term exp. 2019)
ENRIQUE MEJIA
PMM

2017 OFFICERS
AMERICAN BRUSH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
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1917

1927

1929

1933

1938

1941

ABMA Founded

Convention Program thoughts ... “How can
the Brush Business be Made More Prof-
itable?” Increase the volume? Possible costs
can be reduced. What steps must be taken to
do so? What other steps can be taken to en-
sure adequate return on capital and brains in-
vested in industry?

FEBRUARY 11, 1927

NOVEMBER 22, 1917

Transportation from New York to Alantic City for 10th An-
nual Convention. Mr. Frederick Cone of New York City
arranged to have Pullman Car attached to train leaving
Pennsylvania Station for convention at Ambassador
Hotel. Contact Mr. Cone at Frederick H. Bone & Co. for
tickets.  The fare: Single: $4.93 / Round Trip: $8.40 /
Parlor Car Seat $1.13

FEBRUARY 28, 1927

Stockmarket Crash

OCTOBER 1929

ACTIVE MEMBERS
The ABMA Pioneers:
American Brush Co. Inc.
Atlanta Brush Co.
Cocher-Weber Brush Co.
Detroit Quality Brush Mfg. Co.
DuPont Viscoloid Co.
Elder & Jenks

Empire Brush Works
Flour City Brush Co.
The Fuller Brush Co.
Los Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp.
Milwaukee Brush Mfg. Co.
The Osborn Mfg. Co.
Rubberset
Schaefer Brush Mfg. Co.

T.S. Simms & Co. Ltd
Woonsocket Brush Co.
The Wooster Brush Co.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Chas. E. Green & Son
Maryland Fibre Products Co.
E.B. & A.C. Whiting Co.

To those members participating in the 1939
World’s Fair, exhibits were located in House
Furnishings Building. Space divided into bays
and sold at $14 per square foot for entire Fair
in 1938 beginning April 30. Smallest bay was
234 square feet. 

APRIL 27, 1938

Wage and Hour Bill in front of House Labor Committee
provided minimum wage of 25 cents/hour for first year
and increase of 5 cents/hour each year for three years
when permanent minimum of 40 cents/hour will become
effective. Maximum work week of 44 hours for first year,
42 hours second year and 40 hours thereafter.  

APRIL 1938

U.S. enters WWII

DECEMBER 7, 1941

ABMA TIMELINE
1917-2017
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1956

1960

1961

1967

ABMA receives “Competition vs. Cooperation” from Fernley & Fernley to respond to plans to stabilize prices without trans-
gressing U.S. Laws: 

“Paradoxical as it may sound, goodwill and confidence among competitors pay larger dividends than being on intimate terms with
your customers.”
“Goodwill, confidence and the sincere desire to cooperate, are the most constructive forces we can develop in our industry.”

“Hating a competitor is an expensive - almost ruinous - ‘luxury.’ The promotion of confidence and goodwill, especially towards com-
petitors, will prove to be a most profitable policy in 1956 and the years to come.”

JANUARY 5, 1956

Paint Brush Division publishes “Tips on Brushes” and “It’s Easy to Paint with a Brush!” The publications were designed to use
as sales tools. Over 400,000 copies were printed. 

JANUARY 26, 1956

A series of press releases warned of a shortage of Chinese hog bristles due to a U.S. government deci-
sion to change its position to remove the raw material from its list of strategic materials and make it eli-
gible for disposal to the Industry. The government plan to release only 2 million pounds of bristle was
cause for a great concern to the industry which imported over 4 million pounds the previous year. The
drama forced manufacturers to wrestle with producing products with pure vs. lower quality materials
and materials of differing sizes. 

MARCH 1956

The ABMA officers, Executive Committee, and Advisory Board unanimously approved the President’s
Committee recommendation to organize a Suppliers Division. 

JANUARY 23, 1960

Five “Gold Brush Awards” for outstanding paintbrush sales promotion 1960, were presented to
manufacturer members of ABMA’s Paint Brush Division. 
TRADE ADVERTISING: Rubberset Co., East Newark, N.J. 
CONSUMER ADVERTISING: T.S. Simms & Co., Ltd., Saint John N.B., CN
POINT-OF-SALE DISPLAY: Ideal Brushes, Inc., Van Nuys, CA
DIRECT MAIL PROMOTION: Maendler Brush Mfg., Co., Inc., St. Paul, MN
BRUSH PACKAGING: Edy Brush Co., NY

MARCH 28, 1961

ABMA 50TH ANNIVERSARY

1982The National Broom Council merges with ABMA
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1992 of the American Brush Manufacturers Association. 
Boca Raton, FL

1983

75TH ANNIVERSARY

1988
Proposal to combine Bristle and Hair Merchants
Division with the Handle and Block Mfg. Divi-
sion and the Artist and Sign Writer Division.

Debate begins on changing the previous format
of 2 meetings per year to 1 meeting per year.

1993 Bill Libman heads Fair Trade Committee with purpose of modifying
corn broom portion of free trade agreement with Mexico

1996 ABMA wins anti-dumping ruling.

1998
ABMA hires professional facilitator
to guide the association into the
next decade and beyond.

Manufacturers enter into discus-
sions regarding a neutral site for
a new international brush ma-
chinery show (Brush Expo).

ABMA creates its first website.

1999 The Household Maintenance Division and the Industrial Brush Division merge.

2000 Brush Expo, a new international brush machinery show, is held in Luxembourg.
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Introduction of the “Made in USA” camera ready logo to the Executive Committee and
Advisory Board. Chairman Richard Hyman encouraged members to promote the “Buy
America” concept through use of this artwork on their products, letterhead, etc. 



The ABMA Foundation is established. 
The Kathy Parr Memorial Endowment
Fund is founded.

ABMA votes to accept international manufacturers as members. Associate members will now
have full voting rights and can serve as officers and directors.

2007

2012

2014

2016

The first ABMA Finished Goods display was a part of the annual convention
along with technical presentations as a part of the Suppliers Display.

ABMA’s 100th Anniversary Fund Raising committee sets a goal of $350,000. ABMA becomes
a financial partner of the international trade show, InterBrush (formerly Interbrossa).

ABMA presents a new logo at its annual convention.

2001

2015Funds from the Canadian Brush Association (now defunct)
are now included in the ABMA treasury.

2017ABMA 100TH ANNIVERSARY

2002The two international trade shows, Interbrossa and Brush Expo,
reach an agreement to move forward with one show.
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American Brush 
Manufacturers Association

FIRST ABMA PRESIDENT
1917-1928

William Cordes
Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co.

1928
Ernest B. Wright

Hanlon & Goodman

1928-1933
Samuel F. Dixon

William Dixon, Inc.

1933-1935
J.H. Heroy

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

1935-1937
A.E. Pitcher

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

1937-1939
Philip H. Thayer

Hanlon & Goodman Co.

1939-1941
William C. Bird

Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co.

1941-1943
George A. Millard
The Fuller Brush Co.

1943-1945
Norman F. Smith

The Osborn Mfg. Co.

1945-1947
Milton W. Alexander
TEK-Hughes, Inc.

1947-1949
A.S. Polk

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

1949-1951
Wallace E. Campbell
The Fuller Brush Co.

1951-1953
Franklin C. Maxwell
Elder & Jenks, Inc.
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1953-1955
A.B. Snyder

Owens Brush Co.

1955-1957
Elwood M. Jones Jr.

Rubberset Co.

1957-1959
Jack Gantz

Empire Brush, Inc.

1959-1961
J.J. Heroy Jr.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

1961-1963
Philip A. Singleton

Vistron Corp.

1963-1965
V.F. Miller

The Mill-Rose Co.

1965-1967
G.E. Hartwell

Samuel M. Dell & Co., Inc.

1967-1969
C.G. Dore

Owens Brush Co.Inc./Div. Oral-B Labs

1969-1971
Douglas K. Rose
Paint Brush Corp.

1971-1973
William C. Arthur Jr. 

Anderson, Div. Dresser Ind., Inc.

Worcester Telegram & Gazette photo

1973-1975
Robert L. Weiss

The Wooster Brush Co.

1975-1977
Richard M. Hyman

Owens Brush Co.Inc./Div. Oral-B Labs

1977-1979
Hammond Hopkins
Dallas Brush Mfg. Co.

1979-1981
Stanley Edelson
Edy Brush Co.

1981-1983
Terry J. Malish

The Malish Corporation

1983-1985
Leonard Chasin

Stance Industries, Inc.
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1985-1987
Richard H. Godfrey
Felton Brush, Inc.

1987-1989
Jerry E. Lorenz

Empire Brushes, Inc.

1989-1991
Karl M. Weiler

Weiler Corporation

1991-1993
Joe Gantz

Empire Brushes, Inc.

1993-1995
Barry B. Wood
Shur-Line Inc.

1995-1997
Victor J. Miller

The Mill-Rose Co.

1997-1999
John A. Lindstrom
Zephyr Mfg. Co.

1999-2001
Robert G. Fowlie

Brush Research Mfg. Co., Inc.

2001-2003
John L Cottam

Industrial Brush Corp.

2003-2005
Bruce M. Gale
Michigan Brush

2005-2007
Kenneth L. Rakusin
Gordon Brush Mfg.

2007-2009
Barry D. Harper

Harper Brush Works

2009-2011
Mark Godfrey

Felton Brush, Inc.

2011-2013
Ian Moss

Static Faction, Inc.

2013-2015
Jeffrey J. Malish

The Malish Corporation

2015-Present
D. Mark Fultz

Abtex Corporation
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1981-1983
Comradeship and love for the brush industry have been driving

factors for Terry Malish during his nearly 50 years of ABMA in-
volvement. 

Malish, who served as ABMA president in 1981-1983, has held
a variety of positions within the organization. He had the pleasure,
as well, of watching is son, Jeff Malish, serve as ABMA president
in 2013-2015. Both men represented the family business, The Mal-
ish Corporation (www.malish.com), based in Mentor, OH. Terry
Malish is now retired from day-to-day operations at the company,
while holding the title of board chairman; while his son, Jeff Mal-
ish, is the company’s president/CEO. 

“A great memory of mine was watching my son as ABMA pres-
ident. Being able to serve as the association’s president was a major
part of both of our lives,” Terry Malish said. “I attended by first
ABMA meeting in the mid-1960s, but my first formal meeting as
a full-time employee of the Malish Brush & Speciality Company
was in March 1968. After a period of time, I was elected treasurer
of the association’s Industrial Division, and ultimately, served as
chairman of that division. I also served on, and chaired, numerous
ABMA committees, and was elected as the ABMA treasurer prior
to becoming the president.

“It was an exciting time for me, and worked out very well. Most
of my memories of ABMA involve good relationships with people who have
become lifelong friends. I also remember major achievements that took
place within the industry with the help of ABMA. This included improved
safety and raw material import standards. In earlier years, an anthrax
threat involving animal hair was also addressed. All the while, new
product innovations continued to come along. I feel another major
event for ABMA took place when David Parr took over as execu-
tive director. This move has done a lot to solidify our membership
and move the association forward.”

Malish also spoke of the importance of different programs spon-
sored by ABMA that are designed to help member companies grow
and prosper. An example he gave is the ABMA Wage Rate Survey,
which is a benchmarking tool that provides information from un-
named participating companies about their employee benefits, com-
pensation rates, etc. It’s designed to help ABMA member companies
evaluate their own wage and benefits structure.

“This is just one example on how different ABMA programs can
really help the association’s members,” he said. 

Malish has been involved with the brush industry for just about
all of his life. The family company was started in the 1940s in the
basement of the home of his parents, John and Pauline Malish,
near Cleveland, OH. 

“I began working in the business after school and during week-
ends and summer vacations. I had a very early start with the com-
pany,” Malish said, with a
laugh. “After completing col-
lege and tours with the U.S. Air
Force and Air National Guard,
I joined our company full time
in 1968. I worked my way
through various departments,
and was vice president for a
number of years before becom-
ing president after my dad re-
tired.”

Through the decades, Terry
Malish has helped the com-
pany grow thanks to several
building expansions and many
product developments. 

“We started by making
brushes for floor maintenance, and eventually expanded into the
production of hand maintenance brushes and specially-designed
items. The company also became involved in producing extruded
plastics, rotational moldings and injection moldings,” he said. “We
have come a long way.” 

The same can be said for ABMA on its 100th anniversary. The
centennial mark proves to Malish that there has been immeasurable
strength of character and commitment, for the betterment of
mankind, displayed by many people over the years. They wanted
to improve a vital industry by becoming active in a strong trade as-
sociation. 

“The products that we manufacture (in the brush and related in-
dustries) are so integrated in people’s daily lives, yet many of them
take us for granted,” Malish said. “Despite this, members of ABMA
have been able to help our industry improve operations as well as
product design.”

He added that there is also great value in coming together as an
industry to network and discuss current challenges.

“There are always problems and situations that affect us all. This
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Terry Malish

REFLECT ON SERVICE FOR
ORGANIZATION THAT CONTINUES TO GIVE

PRESIDENTS
PAST ABMA
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is especially true pertaining to government regulations, legal mat-
ters or any of a number of other situations that we encounter as
business owners and industry professionals. There is definitely
strength in numbers,” Malish said. “It helps to have an organized
association behind you when you want your voice to be heard.”

Malish sees a bright future for ABMA. 
“There continues to be a very strong nucleus in place of growing

companies involved with ABMA, whose leaders see the benefits
of the association. As leadership changes within many member
companies, a commitment to ABMA is usually supported by the
new management,” he said. “Once an individual attends a meeting
and experiences the take-home value of our association, it often be-
comes a no-brainer as far as understanding why ABMA is so im-
portant.”

Looking back on his own long involvement with ABMA, Malish
said it warms his heart to sit back and watch the younger generation
of members take over the association’s leadership roles. 

“There is a positive core of fine young people who are now in-
volved with ABMA,” he said. “It’s great to see.”

1989-1991
Having spent much of his working life in the brush industry, for-

mer ABMA President Karl M. Weiler has seen his share of
changes and growth take place, not only in the family business he
once ran, but also the association he once led.

Weiler served his term as ABMA president in 1989-1991, and
was a member of the ABMA Board of Directors for many years in
other leadership roles. He is also a past chairman of the Industrial
Brush Division for the association. 

“I began attending ABMA meetings in the early 1960s,” Weiler
said. “I have always enjoyed interacting with ABMA members and
have made many lifelong friends through the association. As op-
portunities presented themselves, it seemed natural to become more
involved in the governance of ABMA.”

Weiler Corporation (www.weilercorp.com) began as Weiler Brush
Company in 1944. The business was founded by Karl M. Weiler’s
father, Karl E. Weiler, in the basement of his Long Island, NY,
home. As the company grew, operations were moved to Cresco,
PA, in 1957, which is located in the heart of the Pocono Mountains
in the northeastern part of the state.

The company, however, traces it heritage to 1898, when Joseph
Weiler (Karl E. Weiler’s father) began manufacturing polishing
brushes for the jewelry industry in Pforzheim, Germany. 

Today, the Weiler Abrasives Group manufactures in five coun-
tries and sells in over 80 nations. The company produces a full line
of power brushes and abrasive products, serving such market seg-
ments as welding and fabrication; industrial production; and main-
tenance, repair and operations. Weiler’s products help customers
tackle various cleaning, grinding, cutting, deburring and finishing
challenges.

“I started with Weiler Corporation in 1961 after serving in the
U.S. Army,” Karl M. Weiler said. “I began as a product manager
and became president of the company in 1971. Today, I serve as a
non-executive chairman.”

Weiler and his wife, Ann, have three sons and six grandchildren.
Son Chris Weiler is the CEO of The Weiler Abrasives Group,
while the other two sons, Richard and James Weiler, serve on the

company’s board of directors.
Although it’s been over a

quarter of a century since he
served as ABMA president,
Weiler feels the experience left
a lasting impact on his career
and life 

“When you become heavily in-
volved with a trade association,
such as ABMA, you get to know
suppliers as well as competitors
much better. While president, for
example, these people helped
the association write specific
safety standards that have left a
positive impact on our com-
pany,” Weiler said. “Comrade-
ship has also been an important part of my ABMA experience. Ann
and I have made many longtime friends who have meant a lot to
the both of us. 

“Getting to know your competitors as people, and not simply
names, helps us all find ways to work together in order to improve
the industry as a whole. Today’s established safety standards for
power brushes are a great example.”

According to Weiler, over the years he has found that involve-
ment in a trade association, such as ABMA, helps members learn
that there is truly strength in numbers when addressing common
industry and/or business issues. By working together, what seems
like insurmountable problems can often be worked out.

As ABMA turns 100, Weiler said association members have
demonstrated — throughout various generations — a strong com-
mitment to making the brush, and related industries, evermore dy-
namic.

“ABMA has become much more than just the ‘American’
Brush Manufacturers Association. There is now a strong inter-
national presence involved, while continuing to provide impor-
tant educational opportunities,” Weiler said. “The interaction
among members, however, is probably the biggest benefit the as-
sociation brings to the table. This has had a very positive influ-
ence on my career. 

“Participation in ABMA helped me learn how to better work with
other companies, including competitors, in order to solve common
problems that affected the entire industry. This interaction continues
to be important today as additional government regulations, placed
on American businesses, become more burdensome.”

1991-1993
Joseph M. Gantz’s term as president of ABMA was 1991-1993,

but his family’s involvement with the association spanned three
generations, beginning with his grandfather, who was member in
the 1920s and 1930s. Furthermore, his father, Jack Gantz, was
ABMA president in 1957-59.

“We go back a long way, almost as long as the association has
been around,” Gantz said. “In the old days, we used to go to ABMA
annual meetings in Boca Raton, FL. I remember going down there
when my dad was president. I was 9 or 10 years old. I also remem-
ber my dad telling stories about the importance of ABMA. He and
my mother (Sarita) always went, and took a very active part in the

Karl M. Weiler
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association and its affairs.
“Both of them were very

good dancers, and my mother
was also a singer, so, they
were very active in the social
scene at the conventions.”

Gantz’s mother is Cuban,
and her ability to speak Span-
ish came in handy when the
need arose in the context of the
ABMA.

While Gantz had made some
childhood trips to ABMA an-
nual events, he became a regu-
lar attendee and more involved
after joining the family busi-
ness, Empire Brushes, Inc., in
the early 1970s.

“As soon as I came into the business, I started going to the meet-
ings with my father, mother and, later, with my wife, Paula,” Gantz
said. “I became president of Empire in the early 1980s, and contin-
ued to attend ABMA meetings. I became more and more active and
was named president of the association in 1991.”

Like his parents, Gantz also enjoyed the social side of attending
association events. While he left the brush industry shortly after
Empire Brushes was sold to Rubbermaid in 1994, he still has fond
memories of the friends he made while involved with ABMA.

“When I was president, there was a smaller group of us who were
more or less the same age, and we had fun,” Gantz said. “I always
looked forward to ABMA annual events. I found the association to
be quite collegial. It wasn’t a cut-throat group of people.”

While Gantz looked forward to, and enjoyed, attending ABMA
events with his father and mother, a trip to one annual convention
was bittersweet.

“My father died in February 1990 and our convention was in
March, so it was tough to attend that year,” Gantz said. 

After his father’s death, his mother still attended ABMA events
for awhile, including the convention where Gantz was elected pres-
ident.

“It wasn’t one of my goals to become president of the association,
but I’m happy I was in a position to do so,” Gantz said, who also
served on the board of directors for the National Housewares Man-
ufacturers Association. He was chairman of that organization in
1993-94. 

As for ABMA and the brush making industry, Gantz said, “Hav-
ing grown up in the business, I felt it was important to keep the in-
dustry as strong as possible. At the time, it was under considerable
threat. This was  during the rise of Walmart, Home Depot, Lowes,
etc., and the demise of a lot of variety stores and distributors. The
whole model of how we went to market was changing. Therefore,
I thought it was important for the industry to remain strong.

“Also, from a selfish point of view, the ABMA conventions gave us
the opportunity, at Empire, to meet our competitors and suppliers.
ABMA gave us an environment to meet with them in a productive and
legal way.”

In addition to consolidation and the rise of large retailers, there
were other serious issues on ABMA’s plate when Gantz was pres-
ident.

“In the early 1990s, China was becoming much more aggressive, so

there was a lot of discussion about possible extension of 
ABMA  membership, to include brush makers and suppliers from out-
side the United States,” he said. “We could see consolidation coming,
and so the association had to figure out how it was going to continue to
grow its membership.”

The broom making segment was also under pressure concerning
where it was going to obtain broom corn, Gantz said.

Poised to celebrate its 100th anniversary, ABMA has been able
to survive while many other trade associations have fallen by the
wayside. Why? One reason, Gantz said, is the association’s ability
to adapt.

“I have pictures of my grandfather in the 1930s at an ABMA con-
vention, and it was a whole different cast of characters and set of is-
sues,” Gantz said. “After the war (World War II), there were other
industry challenges at hand. The association continued to reinvent it-
self and change with the times. 

“One of the strengths of the association is its relationship with
industrial brush makers. If you look at today’s membership, the in-
dustrial brush segment, or some derivative of that group, remains
strong. The shaving brush and hair brush people have come and
gone, but brushes on the industrial side continue to be used by
American industry. These companies are very good at adapting to
the changing needs of customers.”

He added: “From a social point of view, I feel ABMA remains
very important. The association allows members to stay in touch,
helping them deal with important issues as they arise.”

Following the sale of Empire Brushes in 1994 to Rubbermaid,
Gantz worked for Rubbermaid for another year. After that, he did
work for a couple of private equity firms. Subsequently, in 1999, he
co-founded a private equity fund with some partners from Cincinnati,
OH. In 2006, Gantz and three other people founded Pine Brook Part-
ners to invest in energy and financial service companies. He currently
serves as a managing director at Pine Brook Partners, which has of-
fices in New York City and Houston, TX.

“I still have a small connection to the brush business, as I have
an interest in a South African brush factory,” Gantz said.

1995-1997
Involvement in ABMA has been strong over the years for various

members of the Miller family, representing The Mill-Rose Com-
pany, of Mentor, OH. Among these family members are two former
ABMA presidents, the late Victor
F. Miller, who served that role in
1963-1965, and his son, Victor J.
Miller, who was the association’s
president in 1995-1997. 

For the younger Miller, attend-
ing ABMA events was a family
tradition long before his presi-
dency of the association. 

“For me, participation in
ABMA began in the early 1960s.
My father would bring his family
to annual conventions. I’m very
proud to have followed in my fa-
ther’s footsteps as president of
ABMA,” Victor J. Miller said.
“The annual conventions were a

Joseph M. Gantz

Victor J. Miller



little different when my dad was very active. There was more of a
fraternity atmosphere. The social aspect of those conventions was
strong. Everyone looked foreward to seeing one another. We would
all be hanging out at the pool by 5 p.m. Many ABMA members at
these conventions were part of family-owned businesses, and had
known each other for years.

“Today’s conventions have changed a bit, but I think the social as-
pect of people looking forward to seeing each other is still very
strong.”
As a young adult, Miller found himself more involved with the

family business, following both his father and grandfather, Victor
H. Miller, who started the company in 1919. 
“I was the product of the Vietnam War generation, but I had polio

as a child, and was not drafted. My dad, however, drafted me into
the business,” Miller said, with a laugh. “When I joined, our com-
pany was located in the central part of Cleveland, OH. Mill-Rose
was relocated in 1965 to nearby Mentor, which gave us room to
grow.” 
The business remains a U.S. manufacturer of brushes used in var-

ious industries around the world. As Miller became more involved
with the family company, his association with ABMA also grew.
“I started with the ABMA Industrial Division, eventually becoming

its chairman. This allowed me to be a member of the association’s
board of directors. From there, I went through the ranks, serving as
ABMA treasurer, vice president and president,” he said. 
Miller listed as one of the highlights to his ABMA leadership

years as supporting the process of having suppliers gain greater
footing in association membership and involvement. 
“It took a couple more presidents after me for this to eventually

happen, but I was happy to be a part of that evolutionary process,”
Miller said. 
He added that involvement with a trade association can be very

beneficial for its members. It allows participants to learn more
about the industry, and to meet with existing, and find new, cus-
tomers. 
“When I started with Mill-Rose, a lot of our business was con-

ducted with other brush manufacturers. We were specialists in mak-
ing twisted-in-wire brushes, and most of the people who were
involved with the ABMA Industrial Division were our customers,”
Miller said. 
According to Miller, the need for a strong trade association is as

important today as 100 years ago. 
“This anniversary is a testimony to the many strong relationships

that members have developed over the years and decades,” he said.
“I feel ABMA will continue to prosper as long as there remains a
fraternal spirt among association members, and the belief that we
are all in this together, big and small.”
Retired from The Mill-Rose Company for 15 years, Miller said

he still has many fond memories of not only the events, but of the
people he befriended, through his involvement with ABMA. 
“I wish ABMA nothing but the best,” he added. “I hope the as-

sociation is around for another 100 years.” 

1997-1999
Seeking greater personal and business development, John Lind-

strom’s longtime involvement with ABMA culminated with his
term as the association’s president, serving in 1997-1999. Today,
the former owner of Zephyr Manufacturing Company, located in

Sedalia, MO, is enjoying retirement with his wife, Pam. Their son,
R.J. Lindstrom, is now leading the business. He’s a fourth gener-
ation family member to be at the company’s helm. 
Zephyr Manufacturing (www.zephyrmfg.com) supplies mops,

brooms, brushes, handles and associated products to wholesalers
directed toward the institutional, industrial, janitorial and food serv-
ice markets. The company was started in 1927 by John Lindstrom’s
grandfather, Harry Lindstrom, and continued under the direction
of John’s father, Robert Lindstrom. 

During his time leading
Zephyr, John Lindstrom saw
the need to seek professional re-
lationships that could further
advance his development as a
business owner. He said ABMA
provided such direction.  
“I feel ABMA was, and con-

tinues to be, attractive, in part,
because so many of its mem-
ber companies are privately-
held, smaller businessess,”
John Lindstrom said. “If you
are an owner of a smaller busi-
ness, it’s easy to become iso-
lated in your own world. It’s
also easy to feel your world is

sometimes falling apart because something bad is happening. By
becoming involved in a trade association, such as ABMA, I was
able to find people who were having the same issues that I was ex-
periencing. Many of them knew of solutions that eventually worked
for my company and vice versa.
“There is a wealth of information that can be attained when you

meet with your peers and share different business experiences. It’s
important to learn and grow from each other. There is always an
educational component to ABMA, which includes content-based
conventions. When you are able to network with suppliers and other
manufacturers, you often get good ideas. It’s an important part of
the evolution of conducting business.”
Lindstrom spent two separate periods in leadership positions

at ABMA. He was originally a board director for the former Na-
tional Broom & Mop Council, when it was dissolved in the
early 1980s and became a division of ABMA. This move led to
initial leadership roles within ABMA for Lindstrom. Several
years later, he again became active in ABMA leadership, even-
tually leading to his service as the association’s president in the
late 1990s. 
One of the accomplishments Lindstrom noted, during his term

as ABMA president, was the association’s involvement in organiz-
ing an international tradeshow in Luxembourg.  
“It turned out to be a one-time event, but I think a lot of good

came as a result of that show. It was a pretty big undertaking,” he
said. “The industry was looking to become more international, and
I personally felt we needed to go in that direction. I was glad to be
a part of that event during the early stages of planning. 
“Overall, I had a lot of fun serving as the ABMA president and

felt we accomplished some good work.”
Lindstrom feels two main factors have helped lead ABMA to 100

years of productivity. 
“Obviously, the association has met the needs of its members. This is
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how it’s been able to survive after all these years,” he said. “Secondly, it
reinforces the fact that the North American brush, and related industries,
have remained strong and still include many smaller businesses. I think
that is unique in today’s world. 

“ABMA also remains a strong organization because it’s very ori-
ented toward entrepreneurs. Members want to be involved in the
learning and networking aspects of the association. I feel these
needs will continue.”

Lindstrom officially retired from Zephyr Manufacturing in 2011,
passing the baton to his son, R.J. Lindstrom, who holds the title of
company president. 

“I started working for my father (Robert Lindstrom) at Zephyr
in 1976. After 35 years, I was ready to retire, and sold the company
to R.J.,” John Lindstrom said. “I still enjoyed a lot of what I was
doing prior to retirement, but it was becoming more of a chore. It
was time for somebody younger to take over.”

Today, John and Pam Lindstrom spend a large part of their time
traveling in an RV, visiting different sites in North America and en-
joying retirement. 

“We travel about 200 days a year. Our goal is to go where the
weather is good. We take our bicycles along and also enjoy hiking,”
Lindstrom said. “Pam and I are having a great time and seeing some
wonderful sites. We even visited Don Aslett’s Museum of Clean,
in Pocatello, ID.” 

1999-2001
The list of involvement is a long one for Robert Fowlie as it per-

tains to his past ABMA committee and other leadership roles.
Fowlie’s participation culminated with his term as ABMA president
in 1999-2001. 

At one time or another, Fowlie, co-owner of Brush Research
Manufacturing (BRM), located in Los Angeles, CA, also served
as ABMA treasurer, Finance Committee chairman and
secretary/treasurer of the Industrial Division, among other asso-
ciation assignments.

“I have been a member of
ABMA since 1982, and repre-
sented our family-owned manu-
facturing business at association
events for a long time,” Fowlie
said. “I enjoyed learning about
the different divisions within
ABMA. While each division’s
products may be different, vari-
ous manufacturing problems and
issues are often the same. 

“The opportunity to learn
about new ideas and solutions
in manufacturing was exactly
what I wanted as a new ABMA
member. I thought I would just
participate in a couple of com-

mittees and contribute a bit of my experience, while learning a lot
more about business from other members. One office led to another
committee of interest to me, however; and I soon received a much
fuller picture of the brush industry. I would not have traded what I
learned, and the networking opportunities from such a diverse

group of business leaders, for any class.”
Fowlie counts many members of ABMA as friends. They are

people he can turn to for trustworthy support. 
“Rather than meeting competitors through the association, I found kin-

dred spirits. These are people working hard to make a good living, who
also love this nation. They respect the capitalistic method of growing a
business and employing hard working people, while offering valuable
products for sale,” Fowlie said. 

BRM (www.brushresearch.com) was purchased by Fowlie’s
stepfather, Steve Rands, in 1958. At the time, the company was
a small, twisted-in-wire manufacturer serving the Southern Cali-
fornia aerospace industry. The business had three employees when
Rands took over. 

Today, the BRM product line includes twisted-in-wire, power
and abrasive nylon brushes featuring synthetic and natural materi-
als. The company’s trademark  product, the Flex-Hone, is an abra-
sive finishing tool sold around the world. BRM has foreign
distributors in over 30 countries. Historically, the company’s ex-
ports have accounted for about 35 percent of the company’s total
shipping.

“We are still located in eastern Los Angeles, and employ over
100 people in our production and management departments,”
Fowlie said 

After college and graduate school, Fowlie worked for the state
of California as an employment counselor. He mostly served dis-
advantaged adults who were seeking education and employment
opportunities. 

“After eight years of this experience, my stepfather asked me to
join the family business. I accepted the opportunity to work with
my parents (Steve and Mary Rands) and sister (Tara Rands). I
began learning the brush business as a production scheduler,”
Fowlie said. “I also quickly assumed human relations duties due to
my experience in the state employment office. From there, every
day became a learning experience. 

“When my stepfather died in 1983, I stepped into his very big
shoes. Truthfully, I had grown to know a lot about our specific man-
ufacturing business, but didn’t really know much about the brush
industry as a whole. I had been encouraged by a couple of wire sup-
pliers to look into a group called ABMA. I soon attended the asso-
ciation’s national conference at Boca Raton, FL, and was shocked
at how many businesses and suppliers were represented. I was also
impressed with the quality of the ABMA seminars. From then on,
I attempted to attend all of the association’s conferences. The first
office I held was treasurer of the Industrial Division in 1987. I even-
tually joined the ABMA board of directors in 1995, as the associa-
tion’s treasurer.”

After Steve Rands’ death, Fowlie and his sister (Tara Rands) as-
sumed greater management roles with BRM, with their mother
(Mary Rands) at the helm until her health declined. She died in
2016, just prior to her 98th birthday.

“Today, BRM is operated by a third generation of family busi-
ness leaders,” Fowlie said. “My son, Grant Fowlie, and my
daughter, Heather Jones, are now president and executive vice
president. I have retired from active management, but continue
to be on our board of directors with my co-owner and sister, who
is our CEO.”

Reflecting on his term as ABMA president, Fowlie said one spe-
cific highlight was helping the association look into employing its
own staff. 
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“I think this is when ABMA turned a new corner and became the
organization it is today. Suddenly, we were able to initiate specific
actions in essential directions,” he said. “While president, it was
also decided that an ABMA website should be created and main-
tained. This was another turning point. Not only did it save the as-
sociation money, but allowed for instant communication between
members.”

Looking back, Fowlie said he became a better business
owner/operator due to his ABMA involvement. He also benefited
from relationships that were established with other association
members. 

“Where else could I find so many similar people facing the same busi-
ness issues? When times are tough, it is easy to get discouraged. This
drains enthusiasm. Even in hard times, however, I found that by sharing
problems, laughs and ideas with others who were ‘in the same boat,’ that
it provided the spark I needed,” Fowlie said. “I love that the attitude
among many ABMA members is consistently positive. They are
willing to support each other. We are a network of experts, and we
grow together more times than not.”

It’s not of great surprise to Fowlie that ABMA is turning 100. He
said this milestone is a true testament to the association and its
members. 

“No business owner will pay money or waste time with an affil-
iation that does not offer good benefits,” Fowlie said. “For our as-
sociation to exist this many years shows that it has been able to
keep up with changes, and at times, be the agent of change.”

2001-2003
For many longtime attendees of ABMA annual conventions, an

enduring memory of past ABMA President John Cottam is the
time he rode into the 2003 Suppliers Reception on a live bull, one
with very long horns — all in the effort to highlight the recep-
tion’s western theme. This “bull ride” helped conclude Cottam’s
2001-2003 term as president for the association, a term he enjoyed
very much. 

“We will have to see if there
will be another bull to ride in
Orlando, FL, for the 100th an-
niversary celebration,” Cottam
recently said, with a laugh. 

Cottam, who is president of
the Industrial Brush Corpora-
tion (IBC), of St George, UT,
spent many years in ABMA
leadership roles. This included
stints as the association’s In-
dustrial Brush Division secre-
tary, vice chairman and
chairman as well as ABMA
treasurer, vice president, pres-
ident and past president.  In
total, Cottam served 12 years
as a member of the ABMA Board of Directors, and took part in var-
ious committees, which included a special assignment to help find
new funding sources for the association.

“I always felt that trade associations play key roles in the success
of participating companies. Like most things in life, the more you

put into something the more you will get out of it,” Cottam said. “I
believed my company would benefit most if I became directly in-
volved with ABMA. I think any company would benefit from being
part of this association regardless of personal involvement, but the
more a person becomes involved, the more everyone benefits.

“The biggest impact for me, and our company, when it came to ABMA
involvement, centered around industry awareness and knowledge. It’s
critically important to know what your industry, competition and sup-
pliers are doing as things evolve. The synergy surrounding ABMA is
greater than the sum of individual companies. ABMA also provides
an important voice to government agencies when needed, and
has educational forums in place that are essential when trying
to keep abreast of industry and business changes.”

Cottam added that he greatly enjoyed working with other ABMA
board members over the years, and helping plan for the associa-
tion’s future.  

“There are so many really great people within ABMA. The most
memorable event, during my term as president, was deciding that
we needed to review the group that had been managing our associ-
ation for 85 years. Replacing that group was thought to be too risky
and difficult by many members of the board and the association,
but it needed to be considered,” he said. “With the help of my fel-
low officers, we compiled the necessary information and sent a
package out for bids. We invited three association management
companies and (current ABMA Executive Director) David Parr to
bid on managing ABMA. 

“Following their presentations, the most memorable ABMA
board meeting that I ever attended took place. It was spirited, to
say the least. Every board member was allowed time to have his
say. After considerable discussion, the board voted unanimously to
replace the existing management company. The board then voted
to hire David Parr. It was fun to be part of something that I believe
significantly changed ABMA for the better, and set it on a great
course for the future.”

Today, IBC (www.industrialbrush.com) manufactures both strip
and tufted brushes after originally producing street sweeper, car
wash and spiral wound strip brushes. 

“IBC has evolved into more of a specialty brush manufacturer,
which includes circuit board cleaning brushes,” Cottam said. “We
have concentrated on the food processing industry as well, by ex-
panding into tufted brush production along with making strip
brushes as applications require. There is also our ‘clean and repair’
service for the food processing industry, which allows us to provide
an extra level of customer service and support.”

Cottam began working at IBC as the company’s general manager
in 1982 when it was owned by the FMC Corporation. 

“After running the business for three years, we purchased it from
FMC in 1985. I have been president of the company since that
date,” Cottam explained. “Today, I am involved in getting the com-
pany ready for the next 30 years by helping my sons learn the busi-
ness so they can make it bigger and better.

“My wife Joan and I have six children — three boys and three
girls, as well as 20 grandchildren. Our daughters are scattered
across the country with their families, while two of our sons
work for IBC. One son is director of operations and another is
director of technology and business development. Our third son
is finishing an engineering degree and plans to eventually join
the business.”

By celebrating its 100th year, Cottam said ABMA has demon-
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strated tremendous staying power. He credits the association’s abil-
ity to adapt and evolve, when necessary, to remain relevant and
meaningful. 

“Above all else, I have always felt that ABMA is full of wonder-
ful people. I truly enjoy associating with everyone. Though we all
have competitors within the association, there is a general feeling
of good will,” he said. “A few years ago one of IBC’s factories was
moved to a different state. It was a big move, with a lot of com-
plexities. Due to possible delays and other problems that could de-
velop with the move, a competitor offered to produce brushes for
us, if needed, allowing our company to supply customers with un-
interrupted service.  

“While we didn’t end up needing to accept the company’s offer,
the gesture was very much appreciated. This is typical of what can
be expected from many ABMA members.”

2003-2005
Following in his grandfather and father’s footsteps of leadership

at Michigan Brush in the late 1970s, Bruce Gale also knew the
value that these men placed on ABMA participation. It was there-

fore important for him to con-
tinue that family tradition.
However, Gale recently said he
had no idea at the time of his
early ABMA involvement that
it would eventually lead to the
association’s presidency (in
2003-2005). 

“When it came to ABMA
participation, I started at the
bottom and worked my way
up,” Gale said. 

From 1991 to 2007, he held
such association positions as
chairman of the convention
and finance committees, inter-
national membership task
force, and Paint Applicator Di-

vision; was public relations committee co-chair; and served as
ABMA treasurer, vice president, president and past president. 

Long known within the association for his sense of humor and a
quick joke, Gale stated that being ABMA president came with some
unexpected perks.

“Representing ABMA in Europe during FEIBP (European Brush-
ware Federation) meetings resulted in some exceptional moments
for both my wife, Beverly, and myself. It was always an honor,”
Gale said.  “Going to Venice for our first FEIBP meeting, and then
‘forcing’ ourselves to the south of France for the next meeting, was
tough, but someone had to go.” 

Still a regular attendee of ABMA events, Gale added that the re-
lationships he has been able to build with suppliers, other manu-
facturers and customers have been invaluable over the years. 

“In general, trade associations are important because there is
greater strength in numbers. What one company might not be able to
accomplish, 50 or 100 companies — working together — can carry con-
siderably more clout,” Gale said. “It’s fortunate that there are large,
medium and small companies all involved with ABMA membership. No
matter each company’s size, everybody can use help when it

comes to such issues as shipping rates, credit card fees and a
host of other challenges that ABMA addresses on behalf of its
members. The association has made a real difference for a lot
of members. 

“There is also great value in networking at association events.
This process allows people from different parts of the country, and
world, to meet and discuss common issues and concerns.”

Just like ABMA, Gale’s Michigan Brush (www.michigan-
brush.com) is also celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2017. The
company, located in Detroit, MI, provides such products as paint
rollers, commercial and industrial squeegees, car wash brushes
and mop items. 

As a business owner, Gale said he continues to see great advan-
tages to his company’s ABMA membership. 

“I feel those people in our industry who don’t participate in
ABMA miss out on many golden opportunities, and in today’s busi-
ness world, we all need as many opportunities as we can find,” Gale
said. “I also don’t think ABMA would have prospered to its present
state without the work of David Parr (ABMA executive director).
He and others have been a driving force behind the association’s
recent success.”

Gale added that the “strength in numbers” mantra to ABMA
membership is as true today and when he started attending associ-
ation events several decades ago. 

“There is always a need for more companies in the brush and re-
lated industries to join the association and unite with our group,”
he said. “Greater involvement leads to stronger relationships with
manufacturers, suppliers, and ultimately, customers.” 

2005-2007
Any association that survives for 100 years is a testament to its

members and leadership, as well as being part of a fantastic indus-
try, according to Ken Rakusin, president and CEO of Gordon
Brush, who served as ABMA president in 2005-2007. 

“The networking aspect of the association is invaluable. You never
know, during an ABMA Annual Convention, what you might learn from
another member or one of the guest speakers. Frankly, I believe
those who don’t participate are missing out on more than they
will ever understand,” Rakusin said. “This industry is unique in
the way members help each other, while competing at the same
time. Most of my business friends are fellow ABMA members.

As I would do for them, I be-
lieve they would do anything
to help me if I needed assis-
tance in any way.”

Rakusin has been attending
the ABMA Annual Conven-
tion and participating on vari-
ous committees since 1990.  

“I served on the ABMA
board of directors for 16 years,
eventually achieving the role
of president. On several occa-
sions, I left other tradeshows
where my company (Gordon
Brush) was an exhibitor to at-
tend the ABMA Annual Con-

Bruce Gale

Ken Rakusin
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vention. I did this because the ABMA meeting was more important
to my company,” Rakusin said. 

Gordon Brush Mfg., Co., Inc., (www.gordonbrush.com), founded
in 1951, is an ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturer of over 15,000
specialty, custom and standard brushes for industrial and consumer
purposes. The company sells to a multitude of industries, including
janitorial, medical, electronics, manufacturing, military, aerospace
and pharmaceutical. 

“I’ve been president and CEO of Gordon Brush since 1990, and
have led the company’s growth from a small mom and pop brush
company to one of the largest players in the industrial and technical
portion of the brush industry,” Rakusin said. “Over the years, we
have acquired several different businesses that have helped our
company grow.  In 2016, we moved our Commerce, CA, and Dela-
van, WI, locations to a new, 183,000-square-foot building in the
City of Industry, CA.

“I was honored when asked, years ago, to become a member of
the ABMA board of directors. Coming from a small brush com-
pany, I never could have imagined that I would be asked to partic-
ipate at such a high level. Once involved, I could see that there were
many opportunities to help the association grow, and I was very ex-
cited to do whatever I could to make ABMA stronger and better.”

While serving as ABMA treasurer, Rakusin said he analyzed the
association’s financial condition, its contracts for future meetings
and expenses from prior meetings. This eventually led to a change
in management leadership, with David Parr being hired as the as-
sociation’s executive director.  

“It led to a major boost in the way our association is now op-
erated, and over the years also has saved its members over $1.5
million,” Rakusin said. “The value of ABMA is so significant.
Being on the board helped me personally grow as a leader. I have also
developed a number of business friends through the association. These
are people I call for advice when faced with challenging issues.”

As for the future of the brush industry, and ABMA’s correspon-
ding role, Rakusin said further consolidation will likely take  place
among the association’s current member companies. However, the
need for the association will not go away, as there will always be
demand for brushes, brush makers and suppliers.

“ABMA has helped its members grow, develop and remain
competitive, despite international threats to domestic brush man-
ufacturing,” he said. “The networking opportunities for our mem-
bers are endless, and no member should miss the annual
convention.”

Rakusin is also optimistic about the future of his own businesses. 
“I have a great wife, Maureen, a beautiful and wonderful daugh-

ter, Lauren, and two athletic and smart boys, Sam and Nolan,” he
said. “We have a great time together as a family. The only one
working in the business is Maureen, who is the primary owner of
StaticFaction, LLC, a new business of ours that was purchased from
Ian Moss, another ABMA past president.”

1985-1987 & 2009-2011
There are a few North American brush companies older than

ABMA, but Felton, Inc., of Londonderry, NH, can trace its roots
well before a group of brush executives decided to form a trade as-
sociation in 1917. The business, which began in 1852 as the H.G.
Wilson Company, has not only played a key role over the decades

in the brush industry, but has also enjoyed a strong presence at
ABMA.

Two Felton, Inc., representatives, Mark Godfrey, and his father,
Richard Godfrey, both served as ABMA presidents, doing their
part to help the association develop and grow during their many
years of service. 

Richard Godfrey was ABMA president from 1985-1987, while
Mark Godfrey held the association’s top post from 2009-2011. 

“I always felt that if you are going to become involved with
an organization, it’s important to go all in,” Mark Godfrey said.
“I would rather be a member of fewer organizations and stay
very active, than to spread myself too thin and not be able to do
much.

“Also, it helped that my dad always spoke very highly of ABMA,
and made some lasting friendships in the association. I saw early
the benefits of membership.”

Both Richard and Mark Godfrey have retired from the company
where they spent much of their working lives, although Mark re-
mains chairman of the board at Felton, Inc.

“Just like ABMA, a lot of transition has taken place at our com-
pany over the decades. Felton, Inc., started as a shoe brush manu-
facturer, and later produced such items as push brooms and
sweeps,” Mark Godfrey said. “Eventually, we became involved
with the production of custom-made technical brushes and assem-
blies for different industries.”

Mark Godfrey began his career at Felton, Inc., in 1985 as a man-
ufacturing supervisor. He eventually moved up the ranks, becoming
the company’s operation manager, and later, president and CEO. 

Like most ABMA presidents, Mark Godfrey began his leadership
service with the association by actively participating in various
committees. This included those focused on public relations and
conventions. It was a similar story for Richard Godfrey, according
to his son. 

“I remember him talking with (other past ABMA presidents) Karl
Weiler and Terry Malish about different issues that committees

Past ABMA presidents, father and son, (l-r) Richard and Mark Godfrey.



were addressing at the time, such as industrial brush standards,”
Mark Godfrey said. “During my father’s time of leadership in
ABMA, there were more family-owned companies involved with
the association. As I became president, although family businesses
remained an large part of membership, consolidation was growing.
Larger companies were becoming more prevalent. 

“The next generation has a lot of things to think about regarding
what they want from a trade association. I do feel future conven-
tions will involve more educational opportunities, which is good.”

Among the memories that stick out the most for Mark Godfrey,
while serving different ABMA leadership roles, was helping sup-
plier members gain equal footing within the association. 

“I feel it’s much better that manufacturers and suppliers have equal
representation,” he said. “ABMA has been successful over the years be-
cause its leadership has not been afraid of change. One of the big
moves was switching ABMA to a member-run association, through
the leadership of current executive director David Parr. The previ-
ous management company was very good, but it did everything.
With the change, we, the members, had to do more. This was a
major shift, but it was a good shift. It helped our association move
forward.

“ABMA has been able to stay relevant, and change with the
times. Too many organizations rest on their laurels. Just because
something has worked in the past, doesn’t mean it will automati-
cally work in the future. Those in charge of associations must figure
out how they can best serve future generations. Technology will
play a key role, such as with social media.”

On aspect of ABMA, however, that has remained steady through
the years is the comradeship often exhibited among members —
even those people who are technically competitors. 

“There is a feeling among many in the North American brush industry
that, ‘We are all in this together.’ As a trade association, ABMA takes this
positive feeling and helps members combat business-related challenges,”
Mark Godfrey said. “When you get to know members from other
companies through trade association involvement, even competi-
tors, you start to understand that everyone is simply trying to make
a living. It’s therefore possible to develop stronger friendships and
understanding.

“There is always strength in numbers. People often think that
their company’s situation is unique, but when members come to-
gether from different locations, a realization often takes place that
certain issues and challenges are very similar. By coming together,
through trade association involvement, it’s often easier to solve
problems. Working this way is so important.”

2011-2013
Serving as the first ABMA president who was also an industry

supplier rather than a manufacturer, Ian Moss said his most endur-
ing memory of the association has been working with fellow
ABMA officers and board members over the years. These are peo-
ple he has viewed as both role models and friends. 

“Running a small company can lead to very insular day-to-day
thinking. Many of the members I befriended on the ABMA board,
as well as throughout the industry, helped me realize just how much
I could learn by becoming more involved,” Moss said. 

He served as ABMA president in 2011-2013, while the founder
and president of Static Faction, located in Salem, MA. Moss re-
cently sold that business, but still represents Brush Fibers, Inc., in

the areas of bristle and animal
hair trading. It’s a company he
also founded in 1979, in part-
nership with The Thomas
Monahan Co. 

Moss started Static Faction,
meanwhile, in 1994, and ran
the business until its sale in
2016. Static Faction special-
izes in anti-static and static-
control products for a wide
range of industries.

“I became involved with
ABMA in 1987 and first
served in the Suppliers Divi-
sion. I worked my way
through various committee and
executive board positions, be-

fore becoming ABMA president in 2011. I retired from the ABMA
board in 2015,” Moss said. “I resisted getting involved in the early
days, but soon realized what a great organization ABMA is for sup-
pliers. I became eager to help promote the role of suppliers within
the association.”

Of all the benefits that ABMA members find valuable, Moss feels
the most important is networking. 

“I cannot understand why anyone in the industry would not become a
member of ABMA. The networking opportunities by themselves are price-
less,” he said. “Through my years of membership, I have enjoyed
networking, having access to greater knowledge, and simply having
fun — not necessarily in that order. 

“Although I have no family members who are involved in the
brush industry, I consider many ABMA members as my ‘honorary
family.’” 

Moss explained that there is a genuine comradeship that exists
among many ABMA members. The same can be said of the entire
North American brush and related industries. 

“In the grand scale of things, the brush industry is pretty small,
with a lot of family businesses involved. There are some larger,
multi-national companies that make brushes, especially in the oral
care and paint applicator sectors, but I feel family-operated com-
panies have played a major role in helping ABMA stay together
and grow,” Moss said. “There are very few trade associations in the
United States that are older than ABMA. The association has en-
joyed a strong presence, not only in the brush and related industries,
but in overall American life. For example, ABMA played a signif-
icant part in the war effort during World War II.”

Moss feels ABMA, and the entire North American brush industry,
should have bright futures despite challenges brought on by chang-
ing times. 

“Consolidation among companies will continue, but hopefully
so will entrepreneurial innovation, leading to new ABMA mem-
bers,” he said. “I certainly wish ABMA a successful second century,
and continue to be proud of the importance and diversification of
the brush industry. 

“I always tell people I work in an industry that enabled the van
Goghs and Andy Warhols of this world to flourish (through the use
of artist brushes), while their work can now be enjoyed in museums
by patrons who are able to discuss the art’s meaning without giving
offense, because they use oral care brushes.” 
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2013-2015
By serving as ABMA president during the 2013-2015 term, Jeff

Malish not only followed in his father’s footsteps, he also con-
firmed his family’s commitment to the association, dating back to
1956. His father, Terry Malish, served as ABMA president from
1981-1983.

“My family has always been involved with ABMA,” Malish said.
“We are passionate about our association, and I felt it was my duty
to serve.”

Malish is currently the presi-
dent and CEO of the Malish
Corporation (www.malish.com),
headquartered in Mentor, OH, a
suburb of Cleveland. The com-
pany was founded in 1945 by
his grandparents, John and
Pauline Malish, and produces
rotary and disc brushes for com-
mercial floor cleaning machines
as well as color-coded and jani-
torial brushes. It has manufac-
turing facilities in the United
States, China and Europe. 

Jeff Malish’s involvement in
the family business began
when he was in school, work-
ing summers in the factory.
After working a few years at Royal Appliance Mfg. Co., the man-
ufacturer of the Dirt Devil brand of vacuum cleaners, he returned
to Malish Corporation full time in 1993.

“I spent time in our quality assurance, product development and
sales departments,” Malish said. “I then moved into an administra-
tive role as executive vice president.  I assumed the role of president
& CEO on Jan. 1, 2006.”

Malish began attending ABMA annual conventions in the early
1990s. To gain more exposure to the association, he attended com-
mittee meetings with his father.

“In 1999, I was nominated as treasurer of the Industrial Mainte-
nance Division,” Malish said. 

At that time, after serving two years as treasurer, the progression
for Malish was to then serve two-year terms as second vice chair,
first vice chair, and chair of the Industrial Maintenance Division.
The chair of the Industrial Maintenance Division is also a member
of the ABMA board of directors.

“In 2007, my term on the board ended. In 2009, I was nominated
to the position of treasurer of the ABMA board,” Malish said. “In
a similar fashion, you spend two years in that position, and then
you progress to vice president, president and immediate past pres-
ident. I was president from 2013-2015, and will serve as immediate
past president until March 2017.

“By being involved in ABMA, I have established great relationships with
suppliers and customers. These relationships have allowed me to grow
my business much more than if I was not a member, or did not participate
in the conventions. I have also established life-long friendships that I
wouldn’t trade for anything.”

One relationship that stands out in Malish’s memory is his asso-
ciation with ABMA Executive Director David Parr.

“I was extremely fortunate that our association was/is healthy,

and I had our outstanding executive director helping me steer the
ship,” Malish said. “The business relationships and personal
friendships have been extremely valuable to me and my com-
pany. We are a very different industry due to the fact that we will
help each other in the time of need. Most people from outside
the industry who come in, have a hard time understanding that
fact.  It is who we are, and what makes us different — it is truly
special.”

One attribute that makes ABMA special has been its ability to
adapt, throughout its century of existence, to the needs of the in-
dustry it represents.

“Trade associations around the world are struggling to survive,”
Malish said. “ABMA has shown resilience, and the ability to adapt
to member needs, to remain relevant and strong.

“I think the biggest highlight of my tenure as president was
being right in the middle of planning the 100th anniversary con-
vention, to be held in March 2017. The planning began several
years before my term, and will culminate this March as we cele-
brate in Orlando, FL.” 

Malish’s passion for ABMA is evident in his appeal to companies
in the brush and related industries to come on board.

“Those who do not join ABMA or become involved in it are
doing a disservice to their respective companies,” Malish said. “At-
tending the annual convention is the easiest, and most inexpensive,
way to meet with most of your suppliers and customers. Serving
on committees or the board is a way to give back to our association.
It is the right thing to do. ABMA is our industry’s mechanism to
address issues that face our membership.”

ABMA influences the brush and related industries in many ways.
Malish highlighted just some of what he thinks are ABMA’s most
significant accomplishments.

“We developed, and have maintained, safety standards for our indus-
try,” Malish said. “In addition, we have fought for anti-dumping legislation
to combat unfair trade practices from overseas.”

Malish is optimistic about ABMA’s future, as the association is
poised to begin another 100 years of service.

“ABMA is positioned to be very successful for the foreseeable
future.  We need to keep adding strong leadership to the board of
directors to maintain the association’s appeal,” he said.

Malish’s parents, Terry and Cec Malish, remain involved with
the Malish Corporation, serving on its board of directors.

“I am the only family member currently active in the day-to-day
operations of the company,” Malish said. “I have two children in
college, and time will tell if they will have interest in the business.” 

2015-2017
Mark Fultz is grateful for the opportunity to be the current pres-

ident of ABMA, as he looks forward to the association’s 100th
birthday celebration during its annual convention in March 2017,
in Orlando, FL.

“The association has meant a tremendous am  ount to my wife,
Judy, and I,” Fultz said. “I feel very honored to be the president at
our 100th anniversary.”

Fultz, who is also president of Abtex Corp. (www.abtex.com), of
Dresden, NY, joined ABMA 24 years ago, and has been intimately
involved ever since.

“I think the benefits that existed when I joined are still the same
today,” Fultz said. “ABMA, especially the annual convention, pro-

Jeff Malish
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vides a great networking op-
portunity, where members
have the chance to interact
with other brush makers. 

“There is what I call ‘horse-
trading’ that exists in our in-
dustry. Like my company,
Abtex, there are many brush
companies that specialize in
one particular type of brush.
To a certain extent, all of us try
to round out our product offer-
ings with items that we may
not manufacture. Therefore,
we rely on other brush manu-
facturers to provide the prod-
ucts. The great thing about

ABMA, particularly the convention, is the opportunity to meet di-
rectly with the owners of other brush companies and casually dis-
cuss the unique capabilities that we all seem to have. It also opens
the door to the opportunity to potentially sell to one another.”

The suppliers display is another reason to attend the convention,
Fultz said.

“The suppliers display gives people the opportunity to see the ‘latest
and greatest’ in terms of technology and raw materials,” he said. “The
annual convention is a chance to see the premier suppliers of the industry,
all in one place.”

Fultz calls the above benefits of ABMA “tangible” ones that im-
pact members’ bottom line in a positive manner. He also talked
about what he calls the less tangible benefits of being a member of
the association.

“ABMA is comprised of a wonderful group of people,” Fultz
said. “It provides the opportunity to make new friends, and to renew
those friendships on an annual basis at the convention.”

Indeed, Fultz feels the bonding and friendships that take place
within ABMA set it apart from other trade associations.

“To a certain extent, members compete with one another,” he
said. “However, there is a genuine spirit of cooperation. As I have
described to people who are not in our industry, there is something
very unique about the brush business. 

“We tend to run our companies a little differently from other busi-
nesses I have been associated with in the past. Predominantly, we are
family-run companies that hold very special ideals in terms of how
we deal with our customers, employees and one another.

“We have a lot of fun at our conventions. Speaking as a long-
time member of the board, we have a tremendous amount of cama-
raderie and a great deal of fun when we get together for our
meetings.”

After joining Abtex in 1993, it was Fultz’s drive and determina-
tion to learn about the brush industry that, ultimately, led him to
leadership roles within ABMA.

“I began to travel and meet with owners of other brush com-
panies, just to try and get my bearings,” Fultz said. “It was sug-
gested to me that the association would be a good way for me to
become better educated about the brush industry. So, Judy and I
went to our first convention in Atlanta, GA, in either 1993 or
1994. I quickly saw there would be an advantage for our com-
pany to join ABMA. 

“As luck would have it, the mentor we were assigned to was John

Cottam (president of Industrial Brush Corp., of St. George, UT).
My wife and I became good friends with John and his wife, Joan.
He was on the board of directors and I questioned him and learned
more about leadership roles in the organization. 

“I just believed so strongly in the benefits of membership and I
wanted to contribute. I wanted to be part of running the association.
I expressed my interest to someone on the board and, a couple of
years later, I was asked to join. It has been fun, and personally very
rewarding, to be a part of the board of directors.”

While it is unusual for a trade association, as well as a company,
to still exist after 100 years, Fultz said ABMA’s longevity is tied
directly to how ABMA members treat one another.

“I think the fact that ABMA has survived for 100 years speaks to
the friendship, camaraderie and the special bond we all feel with
the association,” Fultz said. “Furthermore, the fact that many mem-
bers are the second, third, or fourth generation within their busi-
nesses has also contributed to ABMA being around for 100 years.
Many members’ fathers, grandfathers and, perhaps, their great-
grandfathers have been involved with the association. There is a
great spirit of commitment and we all want to see the association
continue. That seems to permeate from generation to generation. I
think that is, quite frankly, what has led to the survival of ABMA.”

While ABMA’s 100-year run is impressive enough, Fultz expects
the association will still be an important and viable organization
when it celebrates its bicentennial in 2117.

“Fundamentally, businesses are all about people,” Fultz said. “When
you boil it down, relationships — whether with employees, customers or
business associates — are always enhanced through face-to-face interac-
tions. For this reason, I foresee our annual conventions remaining relevant
indefinitely into the future.”

Another important value that ABMA brings to the table is its abil-
ity to speak, on a federal government level, on behalf of its mem-
bers, many of which are small business owners, Fultz said.

“There is no doubt the association can accomplish a lot more than
any one of us individually,” he said.

The planning to make the upcoming 100th anniversary conven-
tion in March 2017 a special event has been in the works for about
eight years, Fultz said.

“There are a number of differences in the way we have scheduled
this convention in terms of the activities. It is going to be a very
special and enjoyable celebration,” Fultz said. “The board has a few
surprises that we are not going to reveal prior to the convention.”

Choosing the best location for the 100th anniversary event was
also done with much thought, while considering the attendees and
their families.

“We purposely picked Orlando as the destination,” Fultz said.
“No. 1, it is easy to get to, and, No. 2, it is very family oriented.
Historically, ABMA has been a very family oriented association.
We are encouraging younger members to bring their children, and
others to bring extended members of their families. There is a lot
to do in Orlando.”

Fultz emphasized the 100th anniversary convention will be a
party people don’t want to miss.

“For everyone out there still thinking about going, know that you
are going to miss a very special event if you don’t attend the con-
vention,” Fultz said. “We are expecting a very big turnout. We are
hoping for some international members to also attend. It is just
going to be a wonderful opportunity where we can all get together
to celebrate, enjoy each other’s friendship and have a great time.”

Mark Fultz



THE BEGINNING
Our association had its origin at the Whitehall Club in New York

City on October 26, 1917. The brief record that has been left us reports
that Mr. Frederick Kreutzer, manager of F. W. von Stade (a New York
bristle importer) arranged for the use of the club’s facilities, and that meet-
ing was held “upon the suggestion of Mr. J. G. Mackenzie of Ames Bon-
ner Company, Toledo, OH, for the purpose of discussing the advisability
of effecting an organization of American brush manufacturers.”

We know the names of only six men who attended the meeting,
and we know that “after some discussion on the part of many present,
it was the opinion of the majority that this was not the opportune time
to take up tariff legislation.”

The fragmentary record of the day’s activities mentions Mr.
Harold M. Barnes had moved that Mr. Mackenzie serve as chairman
of the meeting. A motion made by Mr. W. G. Howard resulted in Mr.
Mackenzie appointing a Constitution and By-laws Committee consist-
ing of Mr. Harold M. Barnes, Mr. William Cordes, Mr. George D.
Pushee and Mr. Franklin G. Smith. These men were directed to choose
a fifth member to complete their committee, and they unanimously se-
lected Mr. Mackenzie for the post.

The Constitution and By-laws Committee met that evening with Mr.
Pushee as chairman and Mr. Cordes as clerk. “After some discussion and
work in drafting the organization,” the committee agreed to call a meeting
of brush manufacturers interested in forming an association.

In response to this call, 23 men representing 20 manufacturers
convened on November 22 at the Hotel Breslin in New York City with
Mr. D. G. Maynard as chairman. The constitution and by-laws submit-
ted by the committee were adopted with a minor amendment. It was
also decided that the financial needs of the association would be met
mainly through annual dues based on each member’s individual num-
ber of employees.

A nominating committee consisting of Messrs. Mackenzie, Pushee
and Smith submitted a list of companies which they proposed be rep-
resented on the board of directors for the year of 1918. The list was
approved by the meeting. Adjournment followed, and the directors
went into session to elect an executive committee.

With Mr. Maynard as executive committee chairman and with Mr.
Cordes as its clerk, the following association officers were elected:
President, Mr. William Cordes. Vice President, Mr. Ernest B. Wright.
Secretary, Mr. Harold M. Barnes. Treasurer, Mr. Franklin G. Smith.

In addition to the appointment for a membership committee con-

sisting of Mr. Gates B. Aufsesser, Mr. J. H. Heroy and Mr. E. Laitner
and the appointment of Mr. Mackenzie as sergeant at arms, other busi-
ness that day included the decision that the association’s funds should
be deposited in the Union National Bank, Cleveland, OH, and that the
treasurer should be bonded for $5,000. Also, President Cordes was au-
thorized to communicate with Mr. Ralph R. Lounsbury, Chicago, IL,
with the view of engaging him as a permanent Commissioner (Secre-
tary) of the association.

Thus, within a few days less than a month, the American Brush
Manufacturers Association became a reality on November 22, 1917.

THE SECRETARY’S OFFICE
The association’s organizational meeting on November 22, 1917

authorized President Cordes to explore the possibility of engaging a
full-time commissioner (secretary). After nearly a year of searching
and interviewing by Mr. Cordes, the post was filled by Mr. Dwight J.
Reed on October 1, 1918.  However, early in 1919, it was decided that
even though Mr. Reed was performing his work in a highly satisfactory
manner the association could not afford his salary and expense.

Consequently, beginning in July 1919 President Cordes also
served as secretary, handling the Association’s business from his office
at the Florence Manufacturing Company.

With the secretarial workload continually increasing, President
Cordes investigated the services available through the office of Fernley
and Fernley, an organization in Philadelphia, PA, which had been provid-
ing trade associations with full-time management assistance since 1886.

The manifold advantages of engaging such facilities, as were offered
by the office of Fernley and Fernley, were readily apparent, and, at its
third annual meeting in New York City on May 6, 1920, the association
named Mr. George A. Fernley as secretary. He continued in the position
until his retirement in 1958, when he was succeeded by his son, Mr.
Robert C. Fernley, who had been groomed in association affairs since
joining the office of Fernley and Fernley in 1946. Thus, in 1967, Mr.
Robert C. Fernley is completing 21 years of service with the association.

THE FORMATIVE YEARS
At the association’s second meeting, held in New York City on

December 11, 1918, President Cordes reported optimistically: “This,
the first year... has necessarily been one of organization in bringing the
members of our industry together. The world war naturally made this
a more difficult problem... however... enough has been accomplished
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to fully justify the existence of our association.”
This could be taken to mean that President Cordes considered that

the association was just about through its crawling stage and was ready
to begin to walk. Secretary Reed indicated as much in his report to the
meeting, saying:

“I want my office to be a clearing house for the members of the
association in matters of information relative to labor, raw material,
distribution or any other data connected with our industry, so that you
can call at any time and receive such information as you desire.”

To a large degree, Mr. Reed’s statement—particularly his mention
of providing members with “any other data connected with our indus-
try... and such information as you desire.”—summarizes the role of the
association since 1917. Apart from the general goals outlined in the
constitution, a definite program never has been delineated. Rather, a
policy of elasticity to meet current conditions has been the rule, and
this policy crystalized throughout the 1920s which rightfully may be
regarded as the association’s formative years.

Eighteen years after Mr. Reed, the philosophy of the
purpose of the association was stated in more detail in a
letter to members accompanying the material presented
at the 19th Annual Convention.  The letter said:

“Many associations are created to do two or three spe-
cific things. Their purpose and program are rigid and fixed...
our association, however, operates on a very flexible basis.
Our work is not limited to a narrow range of activities.

“Instead, we have always endeavored to serve the best
interests of our members in any manner possible. As a re-
sult, the nature of our work varies from time to time to meet
changes which occur in the industry and give our members
any character of assistance they consider necessary... to
conduct their business with greater efficiency.”

In giving substance to his conception of the associ-
ation’s function, Mr. Reed had pointed out the need for
the formulation of a uniform system of cost accounting,
the desirability of “an identification mark or button to be
attached to every American-made brush,” and the use-
fulness of a “geographical monthly survey or chart show-
ing distribution.”

Within the next year, the association also was en-
gaged with the necessity of establishing a United States
Arbitration Committee for determining the quality and
value of bristles and the problem of reducing and stan-
dardizing styles.

Among the activities initiated in 1920, and in the
years immediately following, were the clearing house
bulletins to assist members dispose of surplus stocks and
also to locate hard-to-find items, the membership direc-

tory, the trade mark directory, the brush buyers directory, and the credit
interchange and collection bureau.

It was in the early 1920s as well that the association became the
vehicle for consultation with the Federal Specifications Board Com-
mittee on Brushes and Brooms to assist in establishing satisfactory
government specifications and to lodge complaints when a federal
agency deviated from the specifications and purchased non-conforming
brushes.

The value of a non-rigid program was further demonstrated by such
diverse activities as a study of packing and shipping methods to determine
ways of preventing damage to brushes in transit, procuring the aid of the
Department of Agriculture to find a way of combating moths in bristles,
and research directed toward profitability using waste material.

The earliest years of the association saw the inception of an en-
during cooperative relationship with state and federal health authori-
ties.  This had its origin following an outbreak of anthrax in New York
City in 1919 and 1920, which was traceable to shaving brushes pro-
duced by unscrupulous “cellar” manufacturers. A joint effort combin-
ing the forces of the association, the New York City Health Department
and the United States Public Health Service resulted in establishing
sterilization regulations that not only are effective but completely prac-
tical from an industry standpoint in that they do not impose undue hard-
ships on brush manufacturers.

The association never has relaxed its anti-anthrax vigilance or its
rapport with the health authorities, and, as recently as 1946—when the
end of World War II brought in influx of shaving brushes from
abroad—it induced the federal government to apply to importations
the same sterilization procedures that are required for American
brushes.

Similarly, the association never has relaxed its tariff vigilance.
President Cordes appears to have given the matter the major portion
of his attention throughout his 11 years in office, winning an upward
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revision in rates with the Fordney-McCumber Act of
1922, and contributing significantly to laying the groundwork

for a further upward revision via the 1930 Hawley-Smoot Act.
The need for an ever-watchful eye on tariff policy has become in-

creasingly important in recent years, as the United States occupies a
steadily expanding international role. The threat of harmful competi-
tion nurtured by this U.S. participation in world affairs led to the reac-
tivation of a Tariff Committee in 1957. It is continuously studying
import trends and the effects on domestic manufacture of such factors
as the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the general agreements for tariff
and trade, and the Geneva tariff negotiations.

Two other areas of competition have engaged the attention of the
association from the formative years to the present.  One of these is
the principal concern to the paint brush division. It began in the late
1920s with the rapid development of spraying equipment for applying
paint. It has intensified over the years, and, since the 1940s, it has been
reinforced by the competition from paint packaged in aerosol cans.

The other area of competition has concerned all divisions since at
least 1929. It is rooted in the growing U.S. prison population and the
trend toward mechanization of prison brush factories.

Research, experimentation and publicity have been employed to
acquaint professional painters, do-it-yourselfers and industrial users of
paint with the advantages of brush application. Prison competition has
been met by winning the cooperation of legislators and of penal au-
thorities at the federal and state levels.

THE GREAT DEPRESSION
During the painful years that followed the catastrophic stock mar-

ket crash in October 1929, the association provided its members with
an effective medium for aiding themselves individually and collec-
tively, and also for aiding the country as a whole.

They were the years that called for leadership of the highest order.
Fortunately for the association, such leadership was available through-
out the national crisis.

At the onset of the Great Depression, Mr. Samuel F. Dixon held
the office of president, having succeeded Mr. Ernest B. Wright who
served only a few months in 1928. President Dixon’s administration,
expiring in 1933, was a period of continually increasing perplexities
as the economy sunk to an unbelievably low point.

Between 1933 and 1935, Mr. J. H. Heroy served as president,
steering the association through the complexities of the First New Deal.
The problems arising out of the Second New Deal were met by Mr. A.
E. Pitcher during his 1935-37 term as president. Then, beginning in
1937, President Philip H. Thayer took office and guided the association
out of the closing days of the depression.

Under President Dixon, the association cooperated vigorously
with the nationwide share-the-work movement headed by Mr. Walter
C. Teagle, president of Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. Simi-
larly, President Dixon’s administration gave strong support to President
Herbert Hoover’s emergency committee for employment. A Buy Amer-
ican Movement, with a constructive, patriotic appeal, also received the
full backing of the association.

In these same areas directed toward helping solve the problems
of the jobless and the country’s economic sickness, the secretary’s of-
fice became an employment clearing house for individuals who were
seeking positions and also for members who were seeking qualified
personnel to fill vacancies.

One member, who apparently preferred to remain anonymous, pro-
posed in December 1930 that the unemployment situation could be re-
lieved to some extent if various city, state and federal authorities “would
start a clean-up and paint-up drive.” This suggestion was forwarded to
the editors of numerous publications, and it “received considerable pub-
licity of a favorable nature.” Thus was born the Clean Up, Fix Up, Paint
Up campaign, which has become an annual nationwide event.

In addition to industrywide problems, the Great Depression cre-
ated individual problems for individual members, and many turned
with more frequency to the association for assistance through the serv-
ices that had been established in the formative years. The facilities of
the Collection Bureau were employed to a greater extent than at any
previous time as the number of delinquent accounts rose with the grow-
ing scarcity of money. There also were notable increases in the use of
the Surplus Equipment and Materials Information Service and in the
use of the Credit Interchange Bureau.

Other individual assistance provided by the association included
tracing missing debtors, reporting on the status of cases in bank-
ruptcy and the possibility of dividends, and mediating disputes be-
tween members and customers and between members and their
salesmen.  Such disputes undoubtedly were aggravated by the un-
certainty of the times.

It is possible that the National Industrial Recovery Act, signed
into law on June 13, 1933, has been the most outstanding demon-
stration of the association’s strength through unity. Prior to the pas-
sage of the act, it was evident that the law would require every
industry to formulate a Code of Fair Competition. Foresightedly,
President Heroy called a meeting of the members in New York City
in May 1933 to discuss this possibility and to appoint a Code Com-
mittee. On July 28, after obtaining industrywide suggestions, the
association completed the final draft of its code and forwarded it
to Washington, D.C. Within a few days, the document was entan-
gled in government red tape, as was the case with every other in-
dustry code.

The N.R.A., as the National Industrial Recovery Act became known,
bogged down completely. Impatient with the delay, the White House an-
nounced the President’s Reemployment Agreement as an intermediate
step in getting the program underway. Industries that had presented codes
and had received approval of their labor provisions under the Reemploy-
ment Agreement, were authorized to use the Recovery Act’s blue eagle
symbol to indicate their cooperation with the government.

In reviewing the brush industry code, N.R.A. Administrator Gen-
eral Hugh S. Johnson and his associates deleted a clause the associa-
tion’s committee had thoughtfully inserted to guarantee each member
of the industry his constitutional right to object to any future govern-
ment modification of the code. The association balked at the deletion.
The N.R.A. officials refused to reinstate it. The association then went
on record that the industry would work only under the President’s
Reemployment Agreement.

Months of negotiations followed. In the end, General Johnson and
his aides conceded to the association and returned the controversial
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clause to the code.
Every New Deal measure preceding and following the N.R.A. pre-

sented the Industry with baffling complications. There was a Social
Security Act of 1935, the Wagner-Connery National Labor Relations
Act of 1935, the Robinson-Patman Act of 1936, the Miller-Tydings Act
of 1937, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. The Federal Trade
Commission instituted far-reaching proceedings, and the supreme court
handed down complex opinions.

It is likely that without the simplified interpretations that were
made available by the association’s machinery, none of the members
could have found a safe way through the maze of regulations and rul-
ings flooding out of Washington in the New Deal days.

The only alternatives would have been highly costly legal counsel
retained individually by each member, or frequent infractions of the
law with consequent penalties.

WORLD WAR II
Mr. William C. Bird held the office of president in 1939 when the

Nazi invasion of Poland changed the entire complexion of the American
economy, and vastly altered the future of the industry and the future of
the world. His administration was less than a year old when the United
States began its defense build-up, and it fell to him to initiate measures to
assure the civilian supply of brushes and also meet military quotas.

By the time Mr. George A. Millard became president in 1941,
there was even greater need to provide Washington with the associa-
tion’s aid. Special committees were formed to develop and present to
government officials suggestions for modifying existing specifications
with the view to conserving raw materials and speeding production.
Among the agencies continually assisted by these committees were the
Federal Specifications Executive Committee, the Navy Department,
the Army Quartermaster’s Department, the Production, Legal and Pur-
chasing Division of the Office of Production Management, Federal
Prison Industries, Inc., and the Tariff Commission.

With the pressures on the government steadily mounting as the
international crisis deepened, President Millard conferred with federal
officials, asking their suggestions for additional helpful steps which
the association could take. As a result, Mr. Philip A. Thayer was invited
to become Consultant on Brushes and Bristles in the Textile, Clothing
and Leather Division of the Office of Production Management. He pa-
triotically accepted and went to Washington in August 1941. Early in
November, only about a month before Pearl Harbor, Mr. Thayer agreed
to become a dollar-a-year Chief of the Bureau which was continued
under the War Production Board following the commencement of hos-
tilities.

Mr. Thayer served for the duration, winning great esteem in Wash-
ington and throughout the industry. As a token of the association’s ap-
preciation of his service, he was presented with a handsome desk at
the 29th Annual Convention.

It was only one day less than a week after the attack on Pearl Har-

bor that Mr. Donald M. Nelson, Director of Priorities of the Office of
Production Management, issued General Preference Order M-51 to
conserve the supply and direct the distribution of hog bristles. This
likely is the most historic document in the annals of the industry.

Initially restricting the use of bristles that were three inches or
longer to defense orders having the highest priority ratings, Order M-
51 was supplemented again and again to overcome scarcities of nylon,
copper, aluminum, tin, horsehair, rubber, every component of every
type of brush.

It probably would be impossible, and it is certainly unnecessary
at this point in history, to catalogue the rules and regulations that fol-
lowed General Order M-51. A few examples will suffice.

Order M-210 restricted the use of cattle tail and mane hair. Order
P-100 governed the sale of maintenance, repair and operating supplies.
Order L-20 covered the use of cellophane. Order M-9c regulated the
use of copper. Order M-138 regulated the use of istle.

And so it went from immediately after Pearl Harbor on De-
cember 7, 1941, until after V-J Day on August 14, 1945. The as-
sociation and its members were beset with countless problems,
and the burdens fell successively on President Millard whose
term expired in 1943, on Mr. Norman F. Smith who served as
president from 1943 to 1945, and then on Mr. Milton W. Alexan-
der who was elected to the presidency by mail because wartime
conditions prevented holding an Annual Convention.

During every one of those years of hostilities, explanations and
interpretations of Washington’s language were circulated to members
on an almost-daily basis. Restrictions that were unnecessary and hurtful
were examined with government officials and, as a result, usually were
rescinded or relaxed.

Through the inspiration and untiring guidance of Mr. Isidor A. Rubin,
one of our association’s most noted individuals, a program for the recla-
mation of used bristle was inaugurated, as well as a program for the recla-
mation of old, hardened paint brushes. With the cooperation of the
American Meat Institute, an effort was made to develop a domestic source
of bristle, but this proved largely fruitless because of the high-speed, mass-
production methods of the American meat-packing industry.

Our industry’s and our association’s contributions to the war effort
are extensively detailed in the association-sponsored volume entitled Bris-
tles and Brushes, written by Mr. Merrill Denison in collaboration with
Mr. Thayer, and published by Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc. in 1949.

Probably the best summation of the war years in their entirety is
the following excerpt from the secretary’s report to the 1943 Annual
Convention:

“War conditions have caused pronounced changes in our industry.
Our members have been called upon to substantially expand production
despite growing scarcities and rigid controls over raw materials. Our
situation has been further complicated by a lack of skilled employees,
compliance with a steadily growing number of orders issued by the
War Production Board as well as regulations of the Office of Price Ad-
ministration imposing ceiling prices, wage stabilization orders, and the
voluminous reports, records, and paper work which have developed as
a part of the war program.

“It has been the purpose of our association to substantially expand
its activities and extend the utmost service and assistance to members
under these trying conditions. In addition, we are constantly cooperat-
ing and maintaining close contacts with government officials for the
double purpose of keeping them informed regarding conditions in our
industry, the effect of their orders, etc., and to secure information for
the guidance and assistance of our members.”

In retrospect, it is clearly evident that the years of World War II
were our association’s most trying years and—through the service it
rendered members and the nation—its years of greatest justification.

SilvaCor, Inc.
736 Main Ave. Suite 7
Durango, CO 81301 
970-799-7940
dparr@silvacor.com
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Post-World War II
The opportunities in every phase of life were radically broadened as

a result of the developments created by World War II. In order to benefit
from these, the activities of the association were, as reported at the 1947
Annual Convention, “extensively reconverted and reconstructed.”

This was to say that the historic policy of a flexible program was
to be implemented with an even greater flexibility that would stimulate
an even wider latitude of thought and action.

The 1946 Annual Convention initiated this forward-looking effort
by modernizing the constitution and by-laws, and by voting that the of-
ficers, executive committee and advisory board should meet quarterly
to review and supervise the association’s work.

Unhappily, the effort, which was launched so successfully under
President Alexander and carried on with encouraging success by Pres-
ident A.S. Polk (1947-49) and President Wallace E. Campbell (1949-
51), was seriously curtailed, though not halted, midway in President
Campbell’s administration by the outbreak of the Korean War.

Almost overnight, it seemed, the industry (and therefore the asso-
ciation) again was handicapped by numerous troublesome yet neces-
sary wartime restrictions.

Although the Korean conflict and its impact did not reach the pro-
portions of World War II, President Campbell, throughout the second year
of his term, and President Franklin C. Maxwell, throughout his entire term
(1951-53), grappled with many problems of the magnitude and confusion
that had plagued their predecessors from 1940 through 1945.

Among the governmental agencies and orders that impinged upon
the association’s program from mid-1950 until the cease-fire in 1953,
were the Defense Production Act, the Controlled Materials Plan, the
Economic Stabilization Agency, the Office of Price Stabilization, the
National Production Authority, the Maintenance, Repair and Operating

Supplies Order, and the Selective Service System.
Steel, rubber, tin, tin plate, nickel, aluminum, copper, copper-based

alloys and nylon, as well as bristles, were under strict control.
It is unlikely that individual brush manufacturers could have coped

single-handedly with the manifold difficulties of the Korean period. It
is equally unlikely that the government could have met the situation
successfully if it had been dealing with individual manufacturers. The
association again proved to be the ideal liaison between the government
and the industry, for the benefit of the industry as well as for the benefit
of the government.

From the standpoint of the industry’s interests, the 1950 embargo
on China bristle probably was (and probably still is) the most trouble-
some aspect of the Korean War. It came virtually upon the heels of the
government’s first post-World War II release from its bristle stockpile.

This release occurred in December 1947 after months of delay fol-
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lowing Washington’s initial announcement that it would take place.
There can be no doubt that the delay was materially shortened by the
efforts of President Alexander in obtaining the cooperation of the War
Assets Administration.

(Similarly, after Washington announced in December 1955 that
releases from the stockpile would be reinstated, President Elwood M.
Jones (1955-57) turned delay into action through his effective work
with the General Services Administration. Later, under the Presidency
of Mr. Jack Gantz (1957-59), the government was persuaded—in
1958—to abandon its policy of floor prices based on the acquisition
costs of the stockpiled bristle and adopt a policy of open bidding for
all bust the more desirable longer lengths.)

Any review of the association’s activities resulting from the 1950
embargo must take cognizance of the Bristle Reports initiated in 1938
when Japan was over-running China and completely disrupting the
bristle market. Relatively simple at first (though highly valuable), these
reports grew in scope and frequency as they grew in usefulness with
the developments of international events.

Efforts to maintain a bristle supply in the years since can be traced
to this 1938 innovation. These efforts ultimately included the compi-
lation of significant data relative to tampico, bassine, palmyra, rice root
and horsehair. With the institution of less restrictive measures on the
importation of Japanese and German bristles in the middle 1950s, the
effort was extended toward a simplification of customs inspection.
Higher bristle standards also became a goal of the program, and the
association sought and gained the cooperation of the Agricultural De-
partment of the Indian Government, the Formosan Government and

the Taiwan Bristle Dressers Association, and the German Bristle
Dressers Association.

With the end of the Korean conflict, the association’s program
geared to the new era again moved forward under the vigorous Presi-
dency of Mr. A. B. Snyder (1953-55). It has broadened and gathered
momentum, year by year.

In scanning the accomplishments of relatively recent years, it is nec-
essary, in some instances, to look back to the early years of the reconversion
and reconstruction period and the groundwork that was laid at the time.

High freight rates had been a concern of members since the early
1920s, and relatively sporadic efforts to obtain favorable adjustments
had produced varying degrees of success. The present-day Traffic
Committee, formed in 1948, has been increasingly active since the Ko-
rean War and has a notable record to its credit. Rail, motor truck, air
and postal rates are under continuous study. Reclassifications resulting
in marked savings for members have been achieved. Quarterly newslet-
ters keep members apprised of developments in all areas related to
shipping and offer suggestions for effecting numerous economies. All
members, and particularly those who do not maintain a Traffic Depart-
ment, recognize the value of this publication.

The exceedingly helpful Mid-year Meeting was inaugurated in
1960 during the Presidency of Mr. J. H. Heroy, Jr. At the second of
these meetings—held in 1961—the ABMA Distinguished Service
Award (another innovation of President Heroy’s constructive admin-
istration) was bestowed upon Mr. Alfred C. Fuller.

Since then, only two other members have been honored by this
recognition. They are Mr. Isidor A. Rubin who received the award in

ABMA Executive Committee Meeting on January 17, 1961, in New York City. Pictured, left to right, are Karl E. Weiler, Sidney J. Bedell, Jack Gantz, Russell F.
Bright, Stanley E. Worden, Vice President Philip A. Singleton, President James J. Heroy Jr., Philip H. Thayer, ABMA staff member Frank E. Wilcher Jr., Robert H.

Bunn, Secretary Robert C. Fernley, Wallace E. Campbell, Victor F. Miller, Elwood M. Jones Jr., and Edwin H. Keller. 
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1962 and Mr. Philip H. Thayer who received it in 1963.
The Personal Brush Division’s educational program in coopera-

tion with the American Dental Association is another of the forward-
looking, steadily expanding new activities since the Korean conflict.
It began in 1957 with a modest appropriation for a store-window dis-
play during National Children’s Dental Health Week. Mr. Glen E. Mil-
lard was the first chairman of the responsible committee. He was
succeeded by Mr. Philip A. Singleton. Both chairmen gave the program
the character and impetus needed to assure its success.

Becoming president in 1961, Mr. Singleton brought his worldwide
experience and viewpoints to bear to intensify general membership in-
terest in the association’s endeavors as a whole, and his knowledge
gained as chairman of the Tooth Brush Promotion Committee was a
major factor in effectively furthering the program. Appropriations (ex-
ceeding $9,000 in 1966) have provided radio announcements, televi-
sion announcements, and film strip and motion picture film for use in
schools and among civic service organizations.

Mr. Victor F. Miller became president in 1963, giving the Associ-
ation his imaginative leadership, which has been a force in the emer-
gence of the Industrial Brush Division in Association affairs and in the
nation’s economic life.

Capitalizing on the growth of U.S. military needs and on the dy-
namism of American industry in these last two decades, the Industrial
Brush Division made a compilation of federal specifications for brush-
ing tools, initiated recommendations for the safe operation of power-
driven brushes, and made a wide distribution (to buyers, to the press,
to technical libraries, to government officials, and to engineering and
business schools) of a comprehensive brochure entitled Brushing
Tools—Engineered for Industry. Another more technical publication
entitled Standard Nomenclature for Construction of Brushing Tools

has helped eliminate areas of confusion between Industrial Brush Man-
ufacturers and their customers.

Since the late 1940s, the Paint Brush Promotional Committee has
made increasing use of the traditional public-relations media (newspapers
and magazines) as well as the techniques of the relatively new media known
as visual aids to stimulate the use and proper care of brushes among pro-
fessional painters, do-it-yourselfers and industrial users of paint.

In voting in 1952 to retain the Battelle Memorial Institute to con-
duct a research program on the composition of paint-brush knots, the
Paint Brush Division optimistically hailed the event: “The year of 1952
can well be a year of monumental achievement.”

The services of Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., of the Palo Alto Medical
Research Foundation and of the American Society for Testing Materials
ultimately were brought into the program. The results have fully justi-
fied the initial optimism, and they have had a far-reaching effect. They
not only have established standards of evidence in court cases, they
also undoubtedly helped stimulate the initiation, in 1963, of the Sup-
pliers Division Research Program.

An equally monumental achievement by the Paint Brush Division
was the evolvement during the 1965-67 Presidency of Mr. G. E.
Hartwell of the ethics program to its present strength and meaningful-
ness, which undoubtedly is a firm foundation for the association and
the industry to build upon.

Having long advocated Industry-wide labelling procedures, Pres-
ident Hartwell must surely find great satisfaction in the encouraging
furtherance of his beliefs and ideals.

During the two decades since 1947, Americans have become in-
creasingly aware of the value of facts and figures as business tools.
This statistic-consciousness has been enhanced, and also has been sat-
isfied, by the wizardry provided by computers.
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None of the implications of computeriza-
tion has been lost on the association, and, today,

members are in almost continuous receipt (periodically in some in-
stances, intermittently in other instances) of operating Analyses, Pro-
duction and Sales Statistics, Expense and Profits analyses, handle
shipment reports, bristle consumption data, wage surveys, unionization
surveys, employee fringe benefits data, employee vacation data, and
salesmen’s compensation data.

The information provides management with dependable guide-
lines, and its value percolates downward to benefit employees as well
as to benefit the wholesalers of brushes, the retailers of brushes, the
ultimate purchaser of brushes, and—overall—the general economy. As
small as the brush industry may be in comparison with other segments
of American industry, its health and its contributions to the general wel-
fare are of vital importance to the nation.

And so...here in review is the record of the first 50 years of our
association. Today, we number 193 members representing every facet
of our industry...and, despite our name, we comprise not only brush
manufacturers but also those whose interests are interwoven with the
brush maker’s:  the suppliers of raw materials and the designers and
builders of brush making machinery and equipment.

We are diversified, yet we are unified. Regardless of our individ-
ual pursuits, the goal of all (as it was for those who proceeded us) is a
more efficient industry achieved through the strength of cooperation.

The Years Ahead
The first 50 years of our association have been the most convul-

sive and revolutionary period in all the long history of man. Never be-
fore has there been such vast change in any equivalent span of time.
Yet, as revolutionary as the change has been, it is little more than a pre-
liminary of an even greater change that will evolve in the years ahead.
There will be a steadily increasing population growth, and the attitudes
of people, their daily routines and their needs will differ widely from
those that prevail today.

At the beginning of the last third of the 20th century, any thought
of the future invariably turns, first of all,  to pioneering in outer space.
No one can foresee the nature of the position that brushes will occupy
in the planetary distances. It only can be said that many of the tech-
nologies now employed in space would not be possible without
brushes, and that ultimately there will be even more sophisticated tech-
nologies requiring even more sophisticated brushes.

In the area of space-travel needs, as well as in every other area—
whether it be household needs, domestic government, merchandising
and selling, world economics, the decoration and preservation of man’s
buildings and equipment—the imagination and flexibility of our asso-

ciation will be called into play to meet the change.
Moreover, in addition to being a medium for keep-

ing abreast of change, our association will be a
medium for creating change.

Most certainly, the phenomena of the laboratory
will be an increasingly major factor in the industry. The

association’s present and future research programs will
have a vital role here.
Fifty years ago, no one could have predicted that the health, ed-

ucation and welfare of the citizens of the United States would be-
come a concern of a department of the government, and that

government would extend its interest in these spheres to include peo-
ple around the world.
The association’s educational programs, in cooperation with pub-

lic and private health agencies, may well become global. It even is
conceivable that they may become interplanetary, as new environ-
ments necessitate health considerations unknown at present.

The minerals of the sea and of the moon may be joined by new
metallurgical skills that could not be accomplished without the aid of
brushing tools. Through the application of nuclear fission, metals may
be created at will. Thus, a magic akin to the dream of the alchemist
would be realized, and it undoubtedly would necessitate new types of
metal-processing brushes.

The most sophisticated electronic data processing devices of the
1960s ultimately will be supplanted by mechanism that will make the
present-day equipment appear as uncomplex as the abacus. As a result,
wage computations, stock control, production forecasts, consumption
forecasts, assembling and extrapolating statistics of all sorts—includ-
ing many statistics which are unneeded and undreamed of today—will
be performed with greater speed and efficiency.

Fifty years ago, scrub brushes were, for the most part, the only
brushes sold at the corner grocery store and at the recently innovated
chain store. Personal brushes usually were bought at the drug store and
other brushes were bought at the hardware store. Or brushes were
bought from the door-to-door salesman or from the mail-order catalog.
Today, brushes in a wide variety for almost every purpose, and in colors
to suit the decor of the kitchen, bathroom and lavatory, are staple items
in every supermarket.

Who can say where and how brushes will be sold in the future?
Who can visualize the packaging and merchandising techniques of only
10 years hence?

Who among our founders could have said, as they met on October
26, 1917, at the Whitehall Club, that brushes would be shipped from coast
to coast via motor truck and by air within only a relatively few years?

Will the time come when freight rates via space-vehicle are a con-
cern of the Association’s Traffic Committee?

These are some of the possibilities of the distant and not-so-dis-
tant future. In the foreground, there are the immediate problems:  the
quality of natural materials, the quality of man-made materials, com-
petition from tools and equipment that would replace brushes, inter-
national trade, the tariff and competition from low wage-scales
overseas.

All of these problems, and many more that will come in the years
ahead, present our association with challenges and with opportunities
for greater service to our members.

We must look to—we do look to—the youths among us to help
carry a major share of the burden of meeting these challenges and turn-
ing these opportunities into realities. We hope they will find inspiration
in our association’s accomplishments during these 50 years, and that
they will bring all of their energy, imagination and dedication to bear
upon their task.

The future is theirs...and the vista is limitless!
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“During the 1930s, the idea for ‘Clean-Up, Paint-Up,
Fix-up Week,’ came from the association and was 

originated as a device for reducing unemployment during
the depression of the 30s,” according to a news release
written by former ABMA president Richard Hyman. “Its

impact for public good has been far reaching.”

1938
    In 1938: Franklin D. Roosevelt, U.S. president, established the March
of Dimes; the first cartoon featuring Bugs Bunny was released; heavy-
weight boxer Joe Lewis knocked out Max Schmeling; Winston Churchill
called upon America and western Europe to prepare for armed resistance
against Adolph Hitler; the minimum wage was established, and Orson
Welles’ radio adaptation of “The War Of The Worlds,” was broadcast, caus-
ing panic in various parts of the United States. For ABMA, it was business
as usual.
    Included in a 1938 notebook of correspondence with the ABMA board
and membership, from then ABMA Secretary George A. Fernley, were a
variety of industry topics.
    ABMA officers at that time were: President, Philip H. Thayer, Hanlon
& Goodman Co.; First Vice President, William C. Bryd, Pro-phy-lec-tic
Brush Co.; Second Vice President, Clifford W. Titgemeyer, The Osborn
Mfg. Co., and; Treasurer, Harry B. Maxwell, Elder & Jenks.
    The organization’s 21st Annual Convention was scheduled for March
24 and 25, at The Traymore in Atlantic City, NJ. Members were notified

on March 16 that, “Through
the courtesy of Mr. A.H.
Lange, of Frederick H.
Cone & Co., arrangements
have been made for a spe-
cial Convention Car at-
tached to the train leaving
New York on Wednesday
afternoon.”

A full report of the as-
sociation’s activities, in-
cluding Bristle Report,
Hours and Wage Rates,Tar-
iff Duties,Tariff Investiga-
tion, Prison Competition,
Paint Brush Rules, Stan-
dard Guarantee, Brush
Complaints, Census Fig-
ures, etc., was presented to
officers and the executive
committee for possible

changes before being presented to convention attendees.
    The Paint And Varnish Division was set to consider the volatile trend of
the bristle market and its effects on costs. The Chinese consul general was
to address attendees of the banquet on the subject. 
    New officers elected during the convention were: president, Philip H.
Thayer, Hanlon & Goodman Co.; first vice president, William C. Bird; second
Vice President, Clifford W. Titgemeyer; and treasurer, Harry B. Maxwell. 
    Later in March, correspondence from George Fernley to members noted
that The Osborn Mfg. Co. wanted to dispose of a Monitor 12-inch straight
arm box stitching machine with motor and attachments in good working
order. In June, the Rubico Brush Mfg, Inc., offered surplus equipment for
sale to the membership through ABMA.
    Members received, from ABMA, the death notification of Harry Cham-
pelovier, western manager of T.S. Simms & Co., Ltd. In June, they received
notice of the death of Don J. Foss, vice president and general manager of
The Wooster Brush Co.
    The Shaving Brush Division received an article by Jack Spector, on the
processes through which badger hair passes before reaching the manufacturer.
    Several reports were sent to the membership regarding the continuing
volatility of the Tientsin bristle market in China
    Fernley also sent the membership a Washington Bulletin stating, “A min-
imum wage of 25 cents per hour be paid for the first year and increased 5
cents an hour each year for three years, when the permanent minimum of
40 cents an hour will become effective. 
    “A maximum work week of 44 hours be fixed for the first year, 42 hours
the second year and 40 hours thereafter, overtime permitted at one and one-
half times regular wages.”
    Fernley notified members of the Brush Industry of the opportunity to
participate in the 1939 New York World’s Fair. Space in the House Fur-
nishings Building would be available at $14 per bay.
    Compliance with the Trade Practice Rules for the toilet brush industry
was going to be determined partially through an ABMA survey.

From ABMA Meeting Notes

heading to war
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    By May, 1938, Secretary Fernley notified members that, “In the opinion
of a number of members, conditions in the bristle market had reached a
point where it might be well to consider the advisability of adopting a new
bristle break-up.” The Bristle Committee was asking for membership ad-
vice before moving forward.
    A May, 1938, letter stated, “During the past year, our Collection Bureau
has performed a most outstanding service to members in securing payment
from delinquent accounts.” Thirty-one members used the ABMA Collec-
tion Bureau during 1937.
    A radio program, “Woman Of Tomorrow,” wanted to augment the talks
on brushes presented on the program with additional printed materials.

1941
    In ABMA’s  archives, was a complete set of 4 notebooks containing the
correspondence between George A. Fernley, the board and the membership.
   In 1941: Standford beat Nebraska in the Rose Bowl: President
Franklin D. Roosevelt gave his “Four Freedom Speech,” (freedom of
speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want and freedom from
fear); the movie, “Rebecca” won the Academy Award; Joe DiMaggio
started his 56-game winning streak; and on December 7, 1941, the Im-
perial Japanese Navy, with 353 planes, attacked the U.S. fleet at Pearl
Harbor, HI, killing 2,403.
In a loose-leaf notebook containing typed minutes of meetings and copies of

correspondence from ABMA Secretary George A. Fernley from January 29,
1941- April 29,1941, was the February notice to members that another survey of
average hourly earning would be sent to members. It was hoped this would indi-
cate wage trends in the industry for both men and women.
    Other letters to members noted that, “Most businesses enjoyed an in-
crease in sales volume with the outlook for 1941 good or excellent.”
    In a letter to the Bristle Committee, Fernley wrote, “It is said that
Chinese bristle dealers in Tientsin suspended business temporarily on
February 3, because of reported Japanese insistence upon military per-
mits to move bristles from interior markets to Tientsin and rumors of
Japanese efforts to fix proces and control activities of Chinese bristle

dealers.” The committee
would decide whether or
not to send the report to
the membership.
Members of the Advi-

sory Board and Executive
Committee were notified
that Wright-Bernet had
applied for active mem-
bership.
The 24th Annual Con-

vention was to be held at
the Traymore Hotel in At-
lantic City, NJ. The man-
agement quoted rates of
$4.00 per day for those on
the European plan and
$5.00 per day for single
rooms, with doubles at
$7.00. In discussing activ-

ities during the convention, Fernley said that the same type of program as
the previous year was planned, and would be presented through the, “pri-
vate subscription of 25 members.”
    Fernley said, “Ample provision is being made for the consideration of
the effects of the Defense Program. I believe all of our companies will be
affected by more or less of a transition to a war economy, and it perhaps
more essential than ever that we make our association as active and helpful
to its members as possible.”
    On March 21, 1941, the board reviewed a document entitled, “What We
Do,” outlining the activities of the association for the past year. It was to

be handed out to the attendees of that year’s convention. A similar docu-
ment was presented to attendees of the convention the previous year. One
of the items discussed was the effort being made to supply all the defense
needs, and at the same time fill orders placed by the regular trade. Some
of the listings were headed: Thistle Information; Government Specifica-
tions; Hourly Earnings; Business Conditions; Damaged Brushes; Wage
and Hour Act; Vacations For Factory Workers; Standard Guarantee Tags;
Spring Datings; Cost Policies; New Directory; Trade Marks; Washington
Bulletins; Prison Labor; Trade Practice Rules; Interchange Of Credit In-
formation; Special Credit Bulletins; Social Security Taxes, Our Collection
Bureau; Surplus Material Bulletins; Census Figures; Membership Em-
blem; and more.
    Among the speakers during the convention was Isidor A. Rubin, presi-
dent of Rubico Brush Manufacturers, Inc., who had visited and inspected
the brush factory at the Federal Penitentiary in Leavenworth, KS.
    During the convention, George A. Millard was elected president. The
membership decided to continue compiling quarterly figures on the stocks
of bristle in the hands of members, and to compile information on brushes
actually shipped and billed rather than just on orders received.

May-August, 1941
    The bristle report from Hong Kong said quotations were U.S. $315.60
per picul of 133 / 1/3 lbs. for the number 37 assortment. Independent deal-
ers are thought to have practically no stock.
    The association was evaluating the government specifications for navy
deck scrub and clothes scrubbing brushes.
    The following divisional committees were elected during the annual
convention: Paint & Varnish Division, Philip H. Thayer, Hanlon & Good-
man Co., chairman; A.H. Mohrhusen, Devoe & Reynolds Co., Inc., vice
chairman; Household Brush And Twisted-In-Wire Divisions, George W.

1941 & 1942 Meeting Minutes

Members list from 1941 archives.
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Flatt, Jos. O. Flatt & Co., Inc., chairman; Jack
Gantz, Empire Brush Works, secretary; Toilet
and Shaving Brush Divisions, A.B. Snyder,
Owens Staple-Tied Brush Co., chairman; Warren
E. Hill, Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co.; Industrial,
Jewelers, Dental and Wire Brush Division,
William McDermott, Woonsocket Brush Co.,
chairman; Fred Stirling, Newark Brush Co., vice
chairman, and E.S. Jenkins, M.W. Jenkins’ Sons,
Inc., secretary.
    World War II was affecting the industry.
    Correspondence included, “A National De-
fense Committee to represent our industry and to
cooperate with the Office of Production Manage-
ment in furthering the Defense Program was ap-
pointed by ABMA president Millard after
consultation with other members of the official
board.”
    A civilian allocation program restricting the
civilian use of synthetic resins and plastics made directly or indirectly from
formaldehyde was announced. The reason given was the increasing use of
such plastics as substitutes for other materials had created a shortage. 
    The industry was looking for ways to conserve bristle as the government
was insisting that products manufactured for them be made of bristle when,
“other fibers would serve their purpose.”
    “It has been suggested that an effort be made to have toothbrushes placed
under the Health Supplies Rating Plan. The plan assigns an A-10 Priority
Rating to manufacturers of a variety of medical, surgical and dental sup-
plies to assist them in securing scarce materials.” It was recommended that
the recommendation should be enlarged to include all brushes intended for
personal use.
    G.A. Millard, ABMA president, sent a letter urging membership in the
association because, “Now, we are in the midst of plenty, but find ourselves
faced with shortages of various supplies. I think it should be clear to every-
one that his individual interests can be better served by the American Brush
Manufacturers Association than by his own efforts.”
    The number of products being placed on the “critical” list was growing,
and that trend was expected to continue. A resolution presented to the mem-
bership suggested that brush manufacturers  compile statistics showing the
quantities of all materials used in production during 1941 so that officials
of the OPM (Office Of Production Management) could be advised as to
the amount of materials needed by the industry for 1942.

December 1941
    A special luncheon meeting at New York City’s Commodore Hotel for
all “eligibles” was called to, “consider problems affecting our industry as
a result of the Defense Program.” The government had issued an order
freezing all bristle three inches and longer.

1942
    January 15, 1942, in a letter from the I. Sekine Company to George A.
Fernley:
The association had requested information regarding the ownership of I.
Sekine Co. of New York.
Stockholders were:
Mr. Ioji B. Sekine, 300 1/2 shares
Mrs. Constance Sekine, 319 1/2 shares
r. Hideo Sekine, 130 shares
Mr. S.C. Kossoy, 250 shares

“Ioji Sekine is a Japanese national who was arrested by the federal gov-
ernment on Dec. 8, 1941. Mrs. Constance Sekine is the wife of Mr. Ioji B.
Sekine. She is an Englishwoman by birth. She is of the White race, and
has applied for American citizenship. Mr. S.C. Kossoy is a native-born

American. Ioji Sekine is still being detained at Ellis Island. Hideo Sekine
was also questioned by federal authorities and was released.” 
    The letter also contained the information that on December 22, 1941,
the Treasury Department issued a 30-day license allowing the “normal con-
duct of the business.” The license provided representatives of the Treasury
Department the supervision of all business transactions. Application had
been made for a 60-day renewal of the license. 
    In January 1942, there were 99 active members of ABMA and 30 asso-
ciate members. According to the1939 census, there were 245 brush man-
ufacturers in the United States with a total of 9,149 salaried and wage
earning employees. ``

is proud to be a part 
of the ABMA and 
celebrating this 

amazing milestone 
of it’s

Cesyl Mills

100th Anniversary 

ABMA Application



1982
    In 1982, following the merging of the National Broom & Mop Council
(NBMC) into ABMA, as its own division, ABMA’s 65th Annual Conven-
tion was held at the Boca Raton Hotel and Club, Boca Raton, FL. The fea-
tured speaker was Dr. Charles B. Reeder, chief economist  for E.I. Du Pont
de Nemours & Co. The event drew a near record attendance of 361 (the
event in 1981 drew 273).
    Jerry Lorenz, (Lorenz Housewares), chairman of the newly formed
Broom and Mop Division told those in attendance that 29 members of the
National Broom & Mop Council had joined ABMA. Of that 29, 15 were
broom and mop manufacturers, and 14 were suppliers.These numbers did
not take into account members of the NBMC who were already members
of ABMA.
    Chairmen of the other ABMA divisions were: David Sklar, Nashua
Wood Products, chairman of the Handle and Block Manufacturers Divi-
sion; Sidney Zichlin, Linzer Products, chairman of the Paint Applicator
Division; Fred Mink, F.M. Brush, was chairman of the Artist and Sign
Writers Brush Division; Lucille Raphael, Jack Spector, Inc., chaired the
Bristle-Hair and Processors Division; V.J. Miller, of The Mill-Rose Com-
pany, chaired the Industrial Brush Division; J. Joseph Kelly of Kelly Han-
dle, Div. of Clinton Plastics, Inc., chaired the Suppliers Division; Joe
Gantz, Empire Brushes, was chairman of the Household Maintenance Di-

vision; and Richard M. Hyman, Owens Brush, Division of Cooper Labs,
was chairman of the Personal Brush Division.
    Officers of ABMA elected to serve 2 terms were Terry J. Malish, (Malish
Brush and Specialty Co.), president; Leonard C. Chasin, (Stance Indus-
tries), vice president; and Richard Godfrey (Felton Brush), treasurer. 
    Officers of the newly-formed Broom and Mop division were Jerry
Lorenz, chairman; John A. Lindstrom (Zephyr Manufacturing) vice pres-
ident; Harry Leventhal, treasurer, Vining, and; Deacon Millard, secretary,
Mississippi Industries For The Blind.
    Managing Director of ABMA  in 1982 was Robert Clifton, Fernley and
Fernley.
    The Paint Applicator Division had sent a letter to Senator Jessie Helms
requesting the GSA (General Service Administration) take advantage of

technical developments in brush fiber and fabrics over the past several
decades; it had not been updated since the 1960s.
    Lindstrom reported that the Cotton Dust Standard had been reprimanded
by OSHA  back to rulemaking. OSHA was also requesting information re-
garding health effects in non-textile industries as to whether there was a
significant risk in those industries. The committee asked that mop manu-
facturers be excluded from the cotton dust standard.
In his keynote address, the featured speaker said the business outlook

was generally optimistic. He believed infla-
tion was going down and that the Reagan tax
cuts would help the economy. He predicted
that 1983 would be a good year and that the
economy would continue to pull out of its
slump. He said that high interest rates were
the main problem.
Also addressing attendees was Joe Larson,

Sparta Brush, delivering first-hand advice on
what to do if your business suffers a fire. Lar-
son’s business was nearly destroyed by a fire on
July 6, 1980.
In 1982, ABMA also reviewed its stance on

the issue of product liability. The organization
announced it would not take a position on the
subject.
The organization’s mid-year meeting boasted

a record attendance of nearly 400 people. 
The event was held in Boston, MA, at the

Copley Plaza. Nine divisions held meetings.
President Terry Malish announced that the
membership dues unit in 1983 would be re-
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(1982) Joe Larson addresses the meeting about the 
fire at his company, Sparta Brush Co.

Nearly 400 people (a record number) attended the 1982 Mid-Year Meeting. 

1980s
ABMA IN THE

From the archives of BBM
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duced from $98 in 1982 to $83 in 1983. A record 54 suppliers took
part in the Suppliers Display program. The association hosted
guest speakers with presentations on, “Self-Interest and the Free
Enterprise System,” and a humorous presentation on the impor-
tance of attitudes and personal well-being. Spouses were invited
to attend a special event including a tour of Beacon Hill.

1983
    ABMA announced results of a survey of carrier rates that
showed increases from 2.5 to 23 percent during 1982. The survey
was included in ABMA’s monthly Freight Transportation
newsletter. Conditions for motor carriers in 1983 were expected
to be the same as in 1982.
    Also in 1982, ABMA’s Industrial Brush Division developed a new
safety slip for power brush users.
    The annual convention was held at Marco Island, FL. Attendance
was 278. Topics addressed by guest speakers included, “Now That
You’ve Made It, How Do you Get It out and Keep It From the IRS,”
and “Keeping Pace With Tomorrow.” Newly elected ABMA officers
were Jerry Lorenz, Lorenz Housewares, president; Leonard C.
Chasin, Stance Industries, treasurer; and Richard Godfrey, Felton
Brush, vice president.
    Officers of the Supplier’s Division elected included, Bill Sigler, vice
chairman, (Ametek, Inc.); Bob Rapp, (Hardman, Inc.) secretary-trea-
surer; and Doug McDonald, (Charles E. Green & Son) chairman.
    New officers of the Broom and Mop Division included: John
Lindstrom, chairman; Bob Leventhal, vice chairman; and Matt
Kubrick, secretary/treasurer. The Industrial Division’s new officers
were Raymond Maher, president; Charles Streich, vice chairman,
and; Bill Enchelmaier, secretary/treasurer.
    New leaders of the Industrial Brush Division were Raymond
Maher, chairman (Osborn Manufacturing, Inc.); Charles Streich, vice
chairman (Milwaukee Brush); and Bill Enchelmaier, Jr. (Industrial
Brush Co.), secretary/treasurer. Leading the Household Maintenance
Division were Jeff Bowen, Flo-pac., Inc., treasurer; Jeff Hunt, Mil-
waukee Dustless Brush Co., vice chairman and,; Joe Gantz, chairman.
    Richard Hyman was chairman of the Personal Brush Division and
Scott McLean was chairman of the Handle and Block Manufacturers
Division. Fred Burns chaired the Paint Applicator’s Division.
    Sidney Zichlin of Linzer Products, reported that the Paint Appli-
cator Division was establishing a committee to determine if rates
could be raised on import duties for mainland China.
    A new ABMA committee was formed, The World Trade Commit-
tee, to study the ever increasing role of imports and exports in the
U.S. brush industry.
    ABMA members met in Williamsburg, VA, for the Mid-Year
Meeting. Special events included a workshop on small computers.
Spouses toured Colonial Williamsburg. A concern was the increasing
levels of imports of foreign brushes, as well as the fibers used in
producing brushes.
    Brush block suppliers were experiencing an upswing in business,
but bristle suppliers were facing price increases. There was strain on
mop yarn suppliers due to a poor growing season and the Payment
In Kind program which reduced the amount of cotton planted.

1984
    Addressing the 1984 ABMA Annual Convention held in Boca
Raton, FL, was Cpt. James Lovell, of the Apollo 13 mission to the
moon. He stressed the importance of physical fitness. A non-com-
petitive “Fun Run/Walk” was listed among activities for attendees.
    The members of the Paint Applicator division initiated anti-dump-
ing procedures against China.
    During a special session, Sidney Zichlin, of Linzer Products
Corp., offered advice on how to prepare for a disaster. His California
facilities were flooded in 1982. 

Joe Kelly, chairman
Suppliers Division

Erwin Hirsh presented a report on
bristle, during the Hair Merchants and

Processors Division meeting. 

(1983) The new officers of the Industrial Brush Division are, (l-r) 
Raymond Maher, chairman; Charles Streich, vice chairman; 

and Bill Enchelmaier, Jr., treasurer. 

(1982) The new officers of the Suppliers Division of ABMA are, (l-r) Bill Sigler,
vice chairman; Bob Rapp, treasurer; and Doug MacDonald, chairman. 



    ABMA’s 1984 Mid-Year meeting was held in Chicago, IL. Among the
activities was a presentation on “Effective Marketing.” One of the impor-
tant topics addressed was the closing of the Mexican border in regard to
broom corn imports.

1985
    ABMA released a special transportation report in January that covered
1984 legislation and federal activities related to shipping.
    The 68th ABMA Annual Convention was held March 7-10 at the Cer-
romar Beach Hotel in Puerto Rico. New officers elected were Richard H.
Godfrey, Felton Brush, president; Jerry Lorenz, Lorenz Housewares, vice
president; and Karl Weiler, Weiler Brush, treasurer. Entertaining the group
was The Honorable Lee Sherman Dreyfus, a former governor of Wiscon-
sin, university president and businessman. Jerry Lorenz also led a discus-
sion on, “The Successful Future Of Closely-Held Business.”
    The Mid-Year meeting was held November 13-15 at the Hersey Hotel,
in Philadelphia, PA. The event focused on the Suppliers Display. Sessions
on marketplace negotiating, and another on personal relationships were
presented. 

1986
    The ABMA membership was, “Back To Boca” (Boca Raton, FL) in
1986 for the 69th Annual Convention. Along with routine committee meet-
ings, the World Trade Committee discussed “Country Of Origin Mark-
ings.” There was a renewed interest in the topic due to a decision handed
down on brush dumping. The U.S. Trade Commission ruled there was a

threat to the domestic industry and ruled in favor of import tariffs to protect
U.S. manufacturers.
    Topics of the guest speakers included “Family Business Ownership and
Succession.”
    The Suppliers Display once again highlighted the Mid-Year meeting, held
in Loews L’enfant Plaza Hotel, in Washington, D.C. George Will was the fea-
tured speaker. Also on the adjenda was the topic of product liability.
    ABMA worked out an exchange of representatives between the Euro-
pean Brush Federation and ABMA. Jan Vermunt, vice president of the Eu-
ropean Federation, was in attendance and addressed the meeting.
    ABMA published a booklet regarding the content and implementation
of OSHA’s Hazard Communication Rule (aka The Right To Know Law)
giving employees the right to know which chemicals they are handling
that might be hazardous.
    Fernley and Fernley, the ABMA Association’s long-time management
firm, celebrated its 100th anniversary.

1987
    The annual convention was at the Marriott Ranch Las Palmas, in Rancho
Mirage, CA. The ABMA Mini-Olympics debuted that year. The five sporting
events included volleyball, a snorkel, pantyhose tennis ball relay, obstacle
course and an amoeba race. A special activity was the nearby Palm Springs
Aerial Tramway. Men’s and women’s tennis tournaments and a shotgun golf
tournament were also among activities.
    New officers elected were Jerry Lorenz, Lorenz Housewares, president;
Karl Weiler, Weiler Brush Co., vice president; and Joe Gantz, Empire
Brush, treasurer.

Robert Clifton, of Fernley and Fern-
ley and managing director of the asso-
ciation, said that business was flat, with
the most important concern being im-
ports. There was also concern that
some foreign countries were finding
ways to bypass tariffs by bringing
brushes into the U.S. through other
countries.
The ABMA was considering offer-

ing a one-day meeting for non-mem-
ber broom manufacturers during its
Mid-Year meeting that year.
Political commentator and humorist

Mark Russell was among the attrac-
tions for the November 4-6 Mid-Year
meeting at the Fairmont Hotel, in Dal-

(1984) Fred Leventhal, vice president of Vining Industries. Vining Industries
purchased Standard Brush and Broom in 1962. The facility is Vining’s primary

manufacturer of nailed brooms and brushes.

(1984) Representing DuPont Filaments at the ABMA Suppliers Display Pro-
gram were, (l-r) George Schreiber, Richard Dunn, and Wayne Marshall.

Nemours & Co. is located in Wilmington, Delaware.
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1986 ABMA brochure



las, TX. The topic of “How To Make Your Prices Stick,” was also on the ad-
jenda, along with “Substance Abuse in The Workplace.”
    The Dec. 20 death of G. Edward Hartwell, former president of ABMA
(1965-1967) was announced.
    

1988
   The 70th annual ABMA Convention was held at the Hyatt Regency
Grand Cypress, Orlando, FL. Leading the Broom and Mop Division
meeting was Judy Cline, of the Drackett Company; Fred Mink, F.M.
Brush, led the Artist and Sign Writers Division; Chip Parr, National
Brush Co., led the Household Maintenance Division; Dick Noon, Rae
Metal Pds., chaired the meeting of the Handle and Block Division; Bill
Enchelmaier, Industrial Brush Co., chaired the Industrial Brush Divi-
sion’s meeting, and; Richard Hirsh, A. Hirsh, Inc., led the Bristle and
Hair Merchants Divisional meeting. 
    Hirsh said a proposal to consolidate the Bristle and Hair Merchants Di-
vision with the Handle and Block Manufacturers Division and the Artist
and Sign Writers Division would meet resistance.
    The 1988 Mid-Year Meeting was held in Atlanta, GA, at the Ritz Carlton
Buckhead, as the members celebrated the association’s 70th anniversary.

Among other topics was a panel discussion titled, “AIDS In The Work-
place,”  and a speaker on participative management. 

1989
    In a January 1989, ABMA lobbied against the National Classification
Committee’s proposal to change freight ratings on brooms, brushes and
mops. An ABMA news release informed members that the proposal would
be difficult to defeat, but that the association was working to file a protest.
The proposal was thought to increase freight costs and also hike manufac-
turers’ costs due to packaging changes.
    In 1989, ABMA held its annual convention at Mariott’s Marco Island Re-
sort, Marco Island, FL. where it elected the following officers: Karl Weiler,
Weiler Brush, president; Joe Gantz, Empire Brushes, moved up to vice pres-
ident, and; Peter Calvert, EZ Paintr, was elected treasurer.
   Division chairman elected were: Charles Sullivan, Gem, Inc., Broom
and Mop Division; Gil Grady, Harper Brush, Household Maintenance
Division; Barry Wood, Shur-Line Inc., Industrial Brush Division;
William Anciaus, Oral-B Laboratories, Personal Brush Division; Francis
Kane, National Metals Industries, Suppliers Division. Taylor Fernley
remained executive director.
    There was an ongoing debate on whether or not to drop one of the two
ABMA meetings each year, in favor of a one-meeting-per-year format. 
    It was also noted that ABMA had decided against hiring an independent
consultant to conduct a five-year study on the impact of tariffs on the in-
dustry. Reasons were the expense, and the concern that it would not posi-
tively effect the brush industry in trade talks.
    A featured speaker detailed problems with substance abuse in the work-
place. He told attendees that
the easiest place for a drug
dealer to sell is in the work-
place where there are no po-
lice. Another speaker topic
was the value of customer
service.
    The 1989 Mid-Year Meet-
ing was held at the Hyatt Re-
gency in Chicago. Problems
with the broom tariff contro-
versy dominated discussions
during the Broom and Mop
Division meeting. There was
also discussion about the com-
plexity of   laws and regulations
facing the industry. 

(1988) Chip Parr, National Brush Co.; 
chairman of the Household Maintenance

Brush Division.

(1987) The new officers of the American Brush Manufacturers Association,
elected during the ABMA Annual Convention held in Rancho Mirage, CA,
March 19-22 are (l-r), Jerry Lorenz, Lorenz Housewares, Inc., president; 

Karl M. Weiler, of Weiler Brush Co., vice president; 
and Joe Gantz, Empire Brushes, treasurer. 

(1985) The new officers of the ABMA Broom and Mop Division are, (l-r) 
Judy Cline of Dracket Products Co., vice chairman; Robert Leventhal of 
Vining Industries/Standard Brush, chairman; and Frank Clark, 

Emsco Plastic Corp., treasurer. 

(1986) Jones Manufacturing Co., Inc., of Humboldt, TN, is pictured at the
ABMA Suppliers Display Program represented by Ralph Jones III, left,
and Wallis Jones, right. Center is Fred Leventhal, of Vining Industries. 
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1990
    The 1990 Annual Convention was held at Tapatio Cliffs, in Phoenix,
AZ. Amid other activities, a professional consultant was on hand to lead
an ABMA workshop on sales managing. Another consultant offered atten-
dees advice on employee motivation. 

ABMA President Karl
Weiler said, in a letter of
welcome to attendees,
“1990 signals a new decade
and a decade of change for
ABMA. We initiate our re-
vised meeting pattern at the
73rd Annual Convention,
incorporating the Suppliers
Display Program into the
expanded format.”
Francis Kane, National

Metal Industries, was chair-
man of the Suppliers Divi-
sion. David Sklar, Nashua

Wood Products, Inc., and Al Guyette, E.B. & A.C. Whiting Co., headed the
Entertainment Committee.

1991
    The 74th Annual Convention was held March 13-14, at the Innisbrook
Resort, Tarpon Springs, FL. ABMA President Karl Weiler welcomed at-
tendees. He said that the one meeting per year format was working well. 
    Weiler also said, “In 1991, our industry finds itself in a recession year.
Fortunately, our industry seems not to take the same beating that many oth-
ers take during recessions.”
    He also noted the country was at war, and expressed his prayers that the
situation in the Middle East would be resolved before the group’s convention.  
    Attendees heard speakers on the topics: How To Get A Better Deal From
Your Banker; Avoiding The Hiring And Firing Personnel Traps; and A Fu-
turistic Approach To Technology.
    Spouses visited Tampa, FL, landmarks.
    Jim Rogers, Royal Maid Assoc. for the Blind was chaiman of the Broom
and Mop Division, Gil Grady chaired the Household Maintenance Division,
Gus Treslo, E. Gornell & Sons, Inc., chaired the Industrial Brush Division
and Barry Wood, Shur-line, Inc., chaired the Paint Applicator Division.

1992
    The 75th Annual ABMA Convention has held in Boca Raton FL. The
location for the celebration was chosen based on the many times the group

held its convention there, a place where “friendships, memories and tradi-
tions were fostered.” 
    At the time, there were 178 members of the association which had been
run by association management company, Fernley and Fernley since 1920.
Taylor Fernley, managing director of ABMA, represented the fourth genera-
tion of Fernleys involved in the company.
    ABMA had six product divisions in 1992: Broom and Mop Division,
Household Maintenance Division, Industrial Brush Division, Paint Applicator
Division, Personal Brush Division, and the Suppliers Division.
    Keynote speaker was David Gergen, White House communications direc-
tor for President Ronald Reagan. Both men’s and women’s tennis tournaments
were held along with the annual golf tournament. Special events included a
black-tie dinner-dance.
    Broom, Brush & Mop featured a section of interviews with past ABMA
presidents including: Douglas Rose, Paint Brush Corp.; Richard Hyman,
Owens Brush Co., Div. of Oral B. Laboratories; Terry Malish, Malish Brush
and Specialty Co.; Richard Godfrey, Felton Brush; Jerry Lorenz, Empire
Brush Inc., and; Karl Weiler, Weiler Brush Co.
    Newly elected ABMA President Joe Gantz served as ABMA ambassador rep-
resenting ABMA in Quebec for the Canadian Broom, Brush and Mop Manu-
facturers Association meeting, and traveling to Germany for the FEIBP meeting.
    A new award, sponsored by the Gantz family, was announced, The Jack
Gantz Award, was to be given to recognize and honor an individual who has
made outstanding contributions to the brush industry through contributions
to the association, the industry, government, civic or charitable activities, and
the individual’s own company. The award was a crystal decanter with match-
ing glasses on a mahogany base with engraved plate. The honor was to be
awarded on an “as earned” basis, and presented during the annual convention.
First recipient was Fred Leventhal, Vining/Standard Brush. Joe Gantz pre-

(1990) Epic Resins, of Waukesha, WI, was 
among the exhibitors at ABMA Suppliers Display 
Program. From left, are Don Veenhuis, Cary
Vance and Dan Veenhius, all of Epic Resins. 

(1992) Current ABMA President Joe Gantz (far right) introduced former
ABMA presidents during the association’s 75th Anniversary in a special pro-
gram during the Reception and Dinner Dance held in April. The former presi-
dents of ABMA who attended the 75th Anniversary were, (l-r) Karl Weiler,

1989-91; Terry J. Malish, 1981-93; Leonard Chasin, 1983-85; Richard Godfrey,
1985-87; Stanley Edelson, 1979-81; and Richard M. Hyman, 1975-77.
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A large number of delegates was on hand for the 75th Anniversary Convention
of the American Brush Manufacturers Association that was held April 8-11,
1992 in Boca Raton, FL. David Gergen, editor at large for U.S. News & World
Report was the featured speaker for the opening general session on April 9.

AMBA president Joe Gantz welcomed delegates to the convention. 

1990s
ABMA IN THE
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sented the award in April, 1992. 
    Mexico-U.S. free trade negotiations domi-
nated talk during the Broom and Mop Division
meeting. Sam Dixon, Jewel Wire, presented a re-
port on the history of his company during the In-
dustrial Brush Division meeting. Fred Burns
(who was retiring after 31 years) presented a his-
tory of his company, EZ Paintr, during the Paint
Applicator Division meeting. It was announced
that because of small numbers, the Personal
Brush Division and the Household Maintenance
Division would probably merge. Divisions were
also considering changing future meetings to a
week day to improve attendance.
    Karl Weiler announced that all future meet-
ings of the World Trade Committee would be
open to the full membership.

1993
    ABMA announced a large attendance at its 1993
convention, which was held in San Antonio, TX.
There were 309 delegates registered for the event. 
    Peter Calvert, (American Brush Co.), was
elected president, Vic Miller, (The Mill-Rose
Co.), was elected vice president, and Barry
Wood, (Shur-Line), was elected treasurer.
    Bill Libman (The Libman Co.) headed the
Fair Trade Committee which was attempting to
modify the corn broom portion of the Free Trade
Agreement with Mexico.
    During the convention, Edward Pearson,

(Crystal Lake Mfg.), was elected chairman of the
Broom and Mop Division. Vice chairman elected
was Todd Leventhal, (The Vining Co.)
    Harold Schaefer (Schaefer Brush) was elected
chairman of the Industrial Brush Committee,
with John Cottam (Industrial Brush) elected vice
president.
    Kenneth Hansen (South Eastern Brush Co.)
was elected president of the Household Mainte-
nance Division with Ken Snow (Sparta Brush)
elected vice president. Outgoing chairman was
Dennis Schindler, W.E. Kautenberg Co.
    Richard Moniz, Monterey, Inc., was elected
chairman of the Paint Applicator Division, with
Mike Norton, Elder and Jenks, first vice chairman,
and Bruce Gale, Michigan Brush, second vice
chairman. Tom Teesdale, Bestt-Liebco, Inc., was
elected sec./treasurer. Stanley Welty, Jr., Wooster
Brush Co., was the outgoing chairman.
    Former labor secretary for the Carter administra-
tion, Raymond Marshall, was the featured speaker.
He offered advice for U.S. economic growth.
    Later in 1993, ABMA announced the resigna-
tion of Peter Calvert, newly elected ABMA pres-
ident, who had left the industry. Moving up to
the office of president was vice president Victor
J. Miller. New vice president was Barry Woods,
and John A. Lindstrom (Zephyr Manufacturing)
was elected treasurer. 
    At that time, there were 104 manufacturer
members and 73 supplier members of ABMA.

1994
    ABMA announced that it would be a little less
costly to attend the 1994 annual convention in At-
lanta, GA. There was an 8 percent reduction in the
delegate’s fee ($350) and a seven percent reduction
in the spouse fee ($250). A one-day fee was $100.
    Attendance was 228 delegates and 88 spouses
for the 77th convention. Jennifer Cochran (Fern-
ley and Fernley) was ABMA executive director.
    Terry Malish was the recipient of the Jack
Gantz Award.
    Joseph Dorn, a trade attorney with the law
firm, King and Spaulding, one of the featured
speakers, presented information on various trade
negotiations and other trade related topics in the
Clinton adminstration including NAFTA. He re-

ported that NAFTA was not likely to have an ad-
verse effect on members of ABMA, with the
exception of broom manufacturers.
    Presenting supplier reports were: Fiber report,
Rick Hirsh, of A. Hirsh, Inc.; Wire report, Sam
Dixon, Jewel Wire Co., Inc.; Wood report, David
Parr, National Wood Products, c/o Silvador, Inc.,
and; Machinery report, Gunner Hansen, Carlson
Tool and Machine. 

1995
    There was strong attendance for the 78th con-
vention held at the La Costa Resort and Spa in
Carlsbad, CA. 
    ABMA figures showed 100 active members
representing 56 companies, 118 associate mem-
bers representing 58 companies and 106 spouses
attended.

Brian Connors, center, of Paul Marsh,
Inc. of New York, NY, is pictured with
Fred Mink Sr., (l) and Fred Mink Jr., of
F.M. Brush Co., Inc., Glendale, NY. Pictured from left are William Loos, John Loos, 

August Loos and Sam Dixon. 

(1993) Kenneth Hanson, center, was elected chairman 
of the Household Maintenance Division during the 
ABMA Annual Convention. Ken Snow, left, was 
elected vice chairman. Outgoing chairman 
Denny Schindler is pictured right.

E.B. & A.C Whiting Company
Pictured from left, are Terry Hogan, 
Al Guyette, Chuck Copp, Mark Antell, 

and Roger Fluet. 

(1994) Terry Malish (r) of Malish Brush & Specialty
Co. in Willoughby, OH, was awarded the Jack Gantz
Award at the recent ABMA Convention in Atlanta,

GA. Presenting the award is Joe Gantz.

MFC Corporation
Pictured are (l-r) Charles Dimston, MFC; Lee
Kattman, Hoge Brush Co.; David Kalisz, MFC;
Miguel Schwarz, MFC; David Dimston, MFC; and
Richard Moniz, Baltimore Brush & Roller Co.

1992 ABMA SUPPLIERS DISPLAY PROGRAM

1993 ABMA SUPPLIERS DISPLAY PROGRAM
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    Officers elected for 2-year terms were Barry
Wood, president; John Lindstrom, vice presi-
dent; and Robert Fowlie (Brush Research Mfg.,
Co.), treasurer. Outgoing president Vic Miller
was also honored.
    Suppliers presenting reports included: Tim
Monahan (The Thomas Monahan Co.); Bart Pel-
ton (Amex, Int.); Ralph Jones, III (Jones Co.,
Ltd.); Jack Salt (Southern Steel and Wire Co.);
Jim Monahan, (Handles, Inc.); Harry Steele
(Swiss-Tex); Ian Moss (Brush Fibers); John Fos-
ter (Polymers, Inc.); Mark Antell, ( E.B. and A.C.
Whiting Co.); Jim Potter (Hahl Filaments);
David Sklar, (Nashua Wood Pds.); and Don Do-
herty (Carlson Tool and Machine Co.). 
    Keynote speaker was Dr. Lowell Catlett, a
consultant and advisor to the U.S. Dept. of Agri-
culture, The Dept. of the Interior and the U.S.
Army who spoke about marketing, policy futures
and options markets.
    “A Guide To OSHA Complaints” was the
topic of another speaker, Allen Mossman, expert
on OSHA rules and regulations.

1996
    The 79th ABMA Convention attracted 300
people to Charleston, SC, according to Jack Mc-
Greevet, association executive director. Officers
remained the same as in 1995.
    Among suppliers who presented reports to at-
tendees was John Tracy of TekPak, Inc.
    The Household Maintenance Division was led
by Ken Snow of Sparta Brush Co., James Sloan
of the Wilen Companies and Barry Harper of
Harper Brush.

1997
    ABMA’s 1997 convention was held in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL, and led by incoming president

John Lindstrom, with the theme, “Taking On
Technology.” Six technology workshops were
conducted simultaneously during one day of the
80th annual meeting.
    Andrew Dailey (Jones Co., Ltd.), reported on
mop yarn. Ronald Brawer (Gateway Corp.), re-
ported on handles and blocks, Daniel Veenhuis
(Epic Resins), reported on resins. Rick Fine (USM
Corporation), reported on brush nails. Greg Long
(Spontex), discussed cellulose and George Belforti
(Mount Joy Wire), spoke about wire availability. 
    Attorney Stephen Jones (King and Spaulding),
spoke about his efforts on behalf of the ABMA-
Paint Applicators Division overseeing the anti-
dumping rulings. An ad-hoc committee of 4
paint applicator companies was appointed to aid
in the over-seeing: Best-Liebco; EZ  Paintr
Corp.; Linzer Pds. and; Wooster Brush. It was
noted that the ruling did not cover synthetic
brushes, only natural bristle.
    Using the internet to inspire further applica-
tions for industrial brushes was the topic of the
Industrial Brush Division. Officers of that divi-
sion included John Cottam, Industrial Brush,
chairman; Ken Rakusin, vice chairman; and Tom
Erb, Kaizen,Inc., treasurer. It was suggested that
the ABMA Public Relations Committe develop
a formal recommendation before any work on
the website take place.
    Discussions at the Broom and Mop Division
Meeting centered on a request from major Mexican
broom manufacturers to meet with members of
ABMA to discuss, “matters of mutual interest.”

1998
    ABMA announced plans for its 1998 conven-
tion, to be held in Indian Wells, CA, with the fol-
lowing message, “Your presence and participation
are critical - your insight, thoughts and concerns are

essential to help redefine ABMA’s mission and to
forge a strong, focused association, one that is fully
prepared to face the challenge of a new millenium.”
    A professional facilitator, Harrison Coerver, was
hired to, “assist ABMA’s leadership to develop a
comprehensive and strategic plan to guide ABMA
into the next decade and beyond.”
    John Lindstorm, president, told attendees that
the whole idea of re-engineering ABMA was to
ensure that the association stay relevant and mean-
ingful into the 21st century. An interactive elec-
tronic forum allowed each delegate to help shape
the association’s future. It had previously been an-
nounced that 54.5 percent of attendees were man-
ufacturers and 45.5 percent were suppliers.
    Among other discussions, was an announce-
ment that a group of manufacturers were consid-
ering a neutral site for a new international brush
machinery show. The announcement was made
first by John Carlson, Carlson Tool and Machine
Co. during the association’s interactive meeting,
and later at the joint meeting of the Household
Maintenance and Industrial Brush Division meet-
ing by Carlos Petzold of Bodam, Int., who reiter-
ated the group’s intention, “to seek a neutral site.” 
    Signing the press release concerning the new
event were Carlson; Leonel Boucherie, Ma-
chines Boucherie N.V.; Brian Donelson,
Boucherie USA; Giulio Barbieri, Osmas 3,
S.R.L.; Frank Ferraro, OSMA USA, Inc.; Enzo
Ferrari, Borghi S.R.L.; and Petzold.
    The joint meeting of the Industrial Brush Division
and the Household Brush Maintenance Division was
chaired by Ken Rakusin, Gordon Brush, and James
Sloan, Newton Broom, Newton, IL. The vice chair-
man of the Industrial Brush Division is Thomas Erb,
of Kaizen, Inc., Rochester, NY. 
    A division committee proposed ABMA publish
a brochure on industrial brushes on the Internet.

(1996) The 79th ABMA convention attracted 300 people to Charleston, SC.

(1996) Deligh Industries, Inc. of Brooklyn, NY,
was among the exhibitors at the ABMA Suppliers
Display Program. Pictured are (l-r) Rudy Deligdish

and Robert Deligdish. 

(1996) Officers of the Household Maintenance Division are (l-r) Barry
Harper, James Sloan and Ken Snow.
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1996
ABMA WINS ANTI-DUMPING RULING

    ABMA reported that legal counsel for the Paint
Applicators Division Joseph Dorn said, “Imports
of national bristle paint brushes from the People’s
Republic of China will now be subject to anti-
dumping duties of 351.92 percent unless a Chinese
exporter establishes in a future review that they
should have a different rate.”



    A motion was also made to recommend that
the ABMA Board Of Directors move immedi-
ately to create an ABMA—wide Website that
would include all association divisions.
    A concern over declining membership was
met with the development of a task force to bring
new members onboard. Rakusin announced that
in the past year 13 members were added.
    Stephen Jones, attorney for King and Spaulding,
reported, during division meetings, updates on the
anti-dumping order and gave further recommen-
dations regarding international trade issues.
    Ken Hutton, (Fernley and Fernley), served as
executive director of the association during 1998.

1999
    In a special supplement to the February, 1999
issue of Broom Brush & Mop magazine, Brush
Expo 2000 was formally announced with the date
set for April 9-11, 2000. It was labeled as an, “in-
ternational exposition of brush manufacturing
technology.” The Brush Expo board of directors
are Bart Boucherie, Jr., Machines Boucherie N.V.;
Giulio Barbieri, Osmas 3, S.R.L.; Luc Bourez,
Bourez, Kesteloot N.V.; Mauro Righi, Mass
S.R.L.; Andrea Acquaderni S.I.T. and Assospaz-
zole president; John Lindstrom, Zephyr Mfg. and
ABMA president; John Carlson, Carlson Tool and
Machine Co,; Dave Parr, National Wood Products;
and Kristin Draper, Draper Knitting Co.

    Association sponsors of the expo were As-
sospazzole of Italy; BBMF (the Belgian Brush
Manufacturers Assoc.), and ABMA. 
    The location chosen was Luxembourg, due to its
“multilingual character and global accessability.”
    The 1999 ABMA Convention was held at
Marriott’s Sawgrass Resort near Jacksonville,
FL, with the theme, “Winning The Competition
For Human Capital.”
    Outgoing ABMA board of director members
honored were John Carlson, Bruce Gale, Ken
Rakusin, Harris Footer, (Easy Day Manufactur-
ing), and James Sloan. 
    New ABMA president Bob Fowlie, (Brush
Research Co.), honored outgoing president John
Lindstrom for his service to ABMA. Officers, in
addition to Fowlie were elected. They included
John Cottam, vice chairman, and Bruce Gale,
treasurer. ABMA membership stood at approxi-
mately 80 manufacturers and 80 suppliers.
    A new feature of the convention was the ABMA
Educational Institute. Seminars addressed such
topics as: “Building A Strong Employee Base”;
“Perfecting Human Resource Systems”; “Dealing
With Tough Customers And Difficult Employees”;
and “Dealing With Generation X.”
    Fowlie, who was also president of the Con-
vention Committee, reported that the convention
was a success because, “We tried to give mem-
bers what they asked for based on results of a

survey taken during the 1998 convention.” In
discussing future conventions he said, “We’ll
(ABMA) offer a balance of educational oppor-
tunities, tours and recreation, and let members
choose which activity they want to participate in.
Some people think the most valuable time is the
cocktail receptions when you can talk to cus-
tomers or your associates in the industry.”
    In further discussion concerning the upcoming
Brush EXPO 2000, ABMA president Fowlie said,
“I’m looking forward to the successful initiation of

Brush Expo 2000, which gives ABMA a little
higher status as a significant entity in the worldwide
brush trade. It gives us an international presence and
it does create possibilities, when it succeeds, of cre-
ating a revenue stream for ABMA.”
    During the ABMA Broom and Mop Division
meeting, it was decided to sunset the Broom Corn
Task Force, which had originally been set up to ad-
dress higher duties on broom corn imports. 
    The decision was made to make a formal re-
quest to the ABMA board of directors that the
Household Maintenance Division and the Indus-
trial Brush division merge. It was noted that the
motion would require a change in association by-
laws, which could be modified by the board. Terry
Malish commented on the merger, “We would be
most effective with a single division that would en-
compass both products.” It was also noted that the
merging of the division would cause a change in
the makeup of the board of directors—it would de-
crease the number by two, according to John Lind-
strom. A motion was also made that with the
merger, another member be added to the board.
Ken Rakusin chaired the meeting. 
    The ABMA Statistical Committee reported it
had launched its inaugural data collection survey.

(1999) Pictured (l-r) with John Lindstrom, of Zephyr Mfg., and Bob Fowlie, of Brush Research Mfg., are
outgoing members of the ABMA Board of Directors, who were recognized for their years of service: John

Carlson, of Carlson Tool & Machine; Bruce Gale, of Michigan Brush Mfg.; Ken Rakusin, of Gordon Brush
Mfg.; and Harris Footer, of Easy Day Mfg. Not pictured is James Sloan, of Newton Broom Company.

Mount Joy Wire Corp.
Pictured are (l-r) Tom Duff and George Belforti. 

Jewel Wire Co., Inc.
A division of Loos & Sons, Inc. of Pomfret, CT. 

Pictured is Sam Dixon.

Amex International Co., Inc.
Pictured (l-r) are Bart Pelton, Ray LeBlanc and

Steve Hayes. 

1999 ABMA SUPPLIERS DISPLAY PROGRAM
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2000
    The Carlsbad Resort and Spa in Carlsbad, CA, was the site of the 83rd an-
nual convention. ABMA committees holding meetings during the convention
were: Finance Committee; Convention Committee; Public Relations Com-
mittee; Education Committee, and; Statistical Committee.
    Divisions holding meetings were: Paint Applicator Division, Broom and
Mop Division, and; Industrial and Maintenance Division.
    As the first convention of the new century, the appropriate theme was,
“Cutting Edge Solutions For A New Millennium.” Attendees heard a pro-
gram entitled “Trends In Trade Show Exhibiting.” The educational Institute
was a program titled, “Motivating The Low Wage Employee.”
    Sports activities included the annual golf and tennis tournaments. Also key
in convention discussions was the development of the ABMA website.
    Six new members of ABMA had been recruited.
    Ken Hutton, executive director, provided members with an update of
ABMA association objectives including increasing membership, benefits
and services. Hutton said the association was rolling out a member service
package that would include telecommunication discounts, legal assistance

on human resources and retirement pension programs for members to use
in their businesses. He also said an educational program in addition to that
offered at the convention had been established. He said that Brush Expo
2000 produced net revenues in its first year. He further announced a goal
of 200 members (168 was the membership count at that time).
    At a meeting of the Paint Applicators division, chaired by Tom Tees-
dale, (Bestt-Liebco Corp.), attended by about a dozen manufacturers, a dis-
cussion was held concerning suppliers becoming active members of the
division. A motion allowed the board to investigate the topic further.
    During the Household Maintenance Division meeting, for the first time,
it was decided to send  division information via email.
    During the Broom and Mop Division meeting, it was suggested that an
ABMA seal of approval be implemented. The concept was supported by
the division, and it was agreed to present the idea to the board.

BRUSH EXPO 2000
    ABMA executive director Ken Hutton reported 2,200 registered industry
buyers and 500 exhibitor personnel were at the event. There were 75 ex-
hibitors from 16 countries. When asked about the future of the show Hutton
said, “It was well-known prior to
the event that the industry was
only big enough to sustain one in-
ternational show, but there were a
number of issues that needed to be
addressed that were not being ad-
dressed by Interbrossa. We
wanted to make a statement that
there were other alternatives.” He
said that he hoped discussions be-
tween the two shows could take
place at the annual meeting of the
European manufacturers in Berlin
that September.
    In August of 2000, BBM pub-
lished an article by Ken Hutton on
the implementing of Brushcom-
merce.com. He said it was time for ABMA members to ride the e-commerce
wave of the future. and the association decided to offer an environment where
e-commerce could take place between members. A site was created to serve
as a source for centralized information and company research, as well as a

business-to-business trading floor.

2001 
In a press release published in January,

2001, ABMA announced the approval of a
new membership vision to, “boldly posi-
tion the association to effectively reflect
the global nature of today’s competitive
environment, while positioning the associ-
ation to continue to deliver useable knowl-
edge, provide business services, develop
innovative solutions to industry situations
and build industry alliances.”
The importance of the new vision was

reflected in the convention theme, “Global
Economy and Global Participation.” The
board announced that if the membership
followed board recommendations, there
would be by-law changes regarding mem-
bership eligibility, director and officer par-
ticipation and the dues structure. A task
force had been appointed by Fowlie and
was charged with making recommenda-
tions to the ABMA board. 
Another press release stated, “During its

The Thomas Monahan Co.
The Thomas Monahan Co., of Arcola, IL, was 
an exhibitor at the ABMA Suppliers Display 
Program, March 10, 2000. Pictured (l-r) are

Jim Monahan and Pat Monahan. 
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2000s
ABMA IN THE

From the archives of BBM



annual November board meeting, ABMA direc-
tors passed a resolution reaffirming its continued
support of Brush Expo and the planning process
for the next show.”   
    “History was made at ABMA's 84th Annual
Convention in Savannah, Georgia. ABMA mem-
bers voted to:
    • Change the dues structure--now dues unit
structure will based on North American sales.
    • Add a new class of membership. Interna-
tional members are manufacturers with an inter-
est in the industry and do not have a
manufacturing facility in North America. An In-
ternational member would also pay dues based
on their North American sales.
    • Associate members will now be termed Af-
filiate members and have full voting rights.
    • The board will consist of 12 directors and
three officers. Six directors will be brush manu-
facturing members and six directors will be af-
filiate members. Both the brush manufacturer
and the affiliate members may hold an office.
    • The Advisory Committee was abolished.
    • With the help of mediator Harrison Coerver,
of Coerver & Associates, the above resolutions
were made as a result of the Vision 2000 process.
Now the International Membership and Bylaw
Task Force is working to incorporate these
changes into the ABMA bylaws.” 

    “The ABMA board also supports the ongoing
negotiations to have one industry trade show. The
ABMA board also remains committed to estab-
lishing a non-dues revenue stream from an indus-
try trade show in order to continue to provide
cost-effective services and products of value to the
membership.”
    The annual convention was held in the Westin
Savannah Harbor Resort, Savannah, GA. During
the general session, it was reported that the board
of directors had determined that ABMA should
be a North American organization that welcomes
international participation.
    Dave Parr, who was chairman of the Suppliers
Division, commented that the new vision offers  a
framework to help members in their efforts to un-
derstand competitive forces and remain effective.
    During the convention, John Cottam moved
into the presidency. In commenting on the pro-

posed changes, Cottam
said virtually everything
passed. He added the gen-
eral group, once they
thought it through, arrived
at the same decisions.

2002
One of the topics of ex-

tensive discussion during
the Annual Convention
held in St. Petersburg, FL,
involved the possible ex-
pansion of the ABMA
Supplier’s Display. Ques-
tions discussed included
the exhibiting of finished

goods, and an expanded Suppliers Display, start-
ing in 2006, that would be held in conjunction
with the ABMA convention every four years.
The show would include operating equipment,
supplies, finished goods and other products and
services available to the industry. The matter was
turned over to the board of directors. 
    Announcement was made of a compromise
between principals of Brush Expo and Inter-
brossa. Starting in 2004, the show titled, Inter-
Brush, will be held for the next two decades in
Freiburg, Germany, at the Messe Freiburg.
    An amended set of bylaws was presented to
the membership for vote. Included were four
new classifications of ABMA membership:
1. Active (Manufacturer);
2. Affiliate (Supplier);
3. International (non-North American);
4. Honorary.
    Formerly there had been three classifications.
The international classification was an addition.
    Treasurer Ken Rakusin said it had been a great
year for ABMA, “We ended up with a profit of
$50,000 which the board decided to give back to
the membership in the form of $100 credit on
registrations for the 2002 convention as well as
one dues credit toward registration.
    Richard Sheerr, of The Wagman Primus
Group, chairman of the Educational Committee,

said consideration was continuing regarding the
disbanding of the Educational Committee due to
lack of interest.
    The Membership Committee reported a drop
in ABMA membership due to consolidations and
resignations.
    On behalf of the Public Relations Committee,
Bruce Gale reported the sunsetting of the ABMA
“Brushup” newsletter.
    Prior to the end of the meeting, President Cot-
tam announced that bids were being sought for
companies interested in managing ABMA. Present
manager, Fernley and Fernley, announced a desire
for a substantial fee increase stating, “the associa-
tion has become an unprofitable account,” and that
ABMA and the 85-year-manager of the association
had reached an impasse. It was noted that Fernley
and Fernley had gone on to manage the association
during these discussions and had proven them-
selves to be “extraordinarily professional.” A spe-
cial board meeting was set to make a decision on
new association management.
    In news from the Industrial and Maintenance Di-
vision, Sheri Reichart, of Schaefer Brush Mfg. Co.,
was named to chair a task force to develop a mis-
sion statement for the division. The Paint Applica-
tors Division moved and approved a motion to
have the firm of King and Spaulding, (ABMA legal
counsel), work on a formal document for distribu-
tion, review and to comment on the disbursement
of 2002 monies. This would provide a vehicle for
collection of funds applied by individual companies
to be disbursed by ABMA to members who had
participated in the assesments (anti-dumping).
    In August of 2002, BBM ran a story on the
ABMA Board’s selection of SilvaCor, Inc., (David
C. Parr,) as the new executive director of ABMA.

2003
    In January, ABMA announced a significant
number of improvements to its website. Robert
Fowlie chaired the Website Task Force.
    ABMA celebrated “New Beginnings” at its
annual convention in Tucson, AZ. John Cottam,
outgoing president of ABMA, addressed atten-

2002 ABMA SUPPLIERS DISPLAY PROGRAM

(2003) New officers of the Paint Applicator Division are (l-r), Mike Norton, Vice Chair; Mike Convey,
Chair; and Dennis Humphrey, outgoing Chair. Not pictured is Ben Johansen, Treasuer. 

Osmas 3
Pictured (l-r) are Giulio Barbieri

and Don Leventhal.

Keyston Plastics
Pictured (l-r) are Susan Naftal and

Michael Naftal.
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dees saying, “It’s a new association in many
ways. In a sense, we have reinvented ABMA.”
    The 2003-2005 Board of Directors included in-
coming president, Bruce Gale, Michigan Brush
Mfg.; Vice President, Ken Rakusin; Treasurer,
Barry Harper, Harper Brush Works; Mike Convey,
Purdy Corp.; Cynthia Crouch, DuPont Filaments;
J. Andrew Dailey, The Jones Companies; Mark F.
Godfrey, Felton Brush; Frank Kigyos, Franklin
Automation; Jeffrey Malish, The Malish Corpora-
tion; Michael J. Norton, Elder & Jenks; Ian Moss,
Brush Fibers; Carlos Petzold, Bodam Interna-
tional; Richard Sheerr, The Wagman Primus
Group; Richard Stiller, Hamburg Industries; Past
President John Cottam; and David Parr, executive
director. The board was looking at ways to, “take
away resistance to dues by making it better for
small, middle-size and larger companies.”
    The Paint Applicators Division adopted a new
mission statement  

2004
    During its 87th annual convention again held
at the Sawgrass Marriott Resort & Spa, the busi-
ness program concentrated on the China issue.
The Theme was, “All About China.” During the

event, a panel of China trade experts presented
and led a discussion on U.S. trade policy and its
effects on U.S. manufacturers for the benefit of
the 250 convention attendees.
   A Task Force had been organized to look into
the possibility of allowing finished goods at the
Supplier’s Display.
    A popular event at all ABMA conventions, the
suppliers’ annual dinner reception in 2004 was
themed, “Tacky Tourist.” Kristin Draper, Draper
Knitting Co., has long chaired the Supplier’s Re-
ceptions, a highlight of every convention.

2005
    In 2005, ABMA headed to the big island of
Hawaii for its convention. Members were invited
to “reawaken, rededicate and rejuvenate,” at the
annual meeting. The theme of the convention
was, “Industry Alive.”
    A list of benefits of ABMA membership listed
included: annual conventions; employee screen-
ing program; educational opportunities; freight
consultants; freight discount program; industry
safety standards; industry statistics; industry
voice; leads generation; management informa-
tion; market segmentation; members directory;

mentor services; networking; newsletters; pack-
aging standards; personal involvement; product
promotion; public policy; suppliers display; and
Website activity.
    Outgoing president, Bruce Gale, was honored
by the group as new president, Ken Rakusin,
took the helm. Barry Harper was elected vice
president and Mark Godfrey became treasurer.
    Three division meetings were held: Paint
Applicator, (chaired by Michael Norton):
Broom and Mop Division, (chaired by Richard
Stiller); Industrial and Maintenance Division,
(chaired by Jeff Malish). Various supplier re-
ports, company spotlights and half-minute
rounds where company representatives talked
about their individual business were the main
items of discussion.

2006
    The Naples Grande in Naples, FL, was the
chosen site for the 89th ABMA Annual Conven-
tion. The convention was promoted as an inno-
vation celebration and also highlighted
competitive issues that affect ABMA member-

(2004) The ABMA Suppliers Division hosted a Dinner Reception for attendees 
of the ABMA Convention. The theme, which may be evident, was “Tacky Tourist.” 

Companions to delegates made hats for the occasion. 

(2005) Liberty Brush President David Svoboda 
presented information about the company during
the Industrial and Maintenance Division Meeting. 
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ship. President Ken Rakusin led the convention.
    The usual golf tournament was a feature, how-
ever; no tennis tournament was scheduled.
    The question of allowing finished goods as
part of the Suppliers Display continued. 
    Committee reports highlighted the Closing
Business Session. Late in that session, it was an-
nounced that Felton Brush was the winner of the
first annual ABMA Innovation Excellence
Award for its Flex Brush product. The finance
committee reported the association’s good finan-
cial condition. The Public Relations Committee
described the benefits of the ABMA website, the
Membership Committee reported that Ken
Rakusin had won the New Member Contest, and
Dave Parr presented an update on ANSI stan-
dards, on behalf of the Safety and Standard Com-
mittee. The Statistical Committee encouraged
more participation in the surveys that collect data
for ABMA.

2007
    ABMA proudly publicized its 90th convention
with the theme “Lean And Mean.” The conven-
tion was held at the Renaissance Vinoy Resort
And Golf Club in St. Petersburg, FL. The inau-
gural of a “Finished Goods Display” took place
during a 3-hour period on the first night of the
convention.
    An Educational Institute offered the 265 atten-

dees information on implementing lean manu-
facturing and ISO certification. Attendees were
also offered the opportunity to tour Conax
Florida, an aerospace company that had used
Florida MEP to pursue its, “lean strategy.”
   Barry Harper was the incoming president.
Mark Godfrey became vice president and
Richard Sheerr became treasurer. Along with
those officers, other board members were, An-
drew Dailey, The Jones Company; Mark Fultz,
Abtex Corp.; James Furgale, Furgale Indus-
tries; David Kalisz, MFC, Ltd; Jim Nairn,
Harper Brush; Ian Moss, Static Faction and
Brush Fibers, Inc.; Bill Pavilonis, Purdy Corp.;
Carlos Petzold, Bodam International and
Borghi USA; James Riggs, The Wooster Brush
Co.; Jill Shinners, Pioneer Packaging; Daniel
Sinykin, Monterey, Inc,; Fred Spach, Jr., Car-
olina Brush Mfg.; and past president Ken
Rakusin, Gordon Brush, Inc.
    It was announced that The Brush Up newslet-
ter was being sent electronically.
    Current membership of the association was
175, which was the highest number since 1990.
    ABMA had been recently accredited as a
standards producer regarding ANSI B165.1
(controling power brushes). A task force was
formed to explore the implications to power
brush manufacturers in ABMA regarding the li-
censing of off-shore production safety slips.

    Shur-Line was the winner of the annual
William Cordes Innovation Excellence Award
for its Premium Paint Tray With Teflon Surface
Protector. The award was named for ABMA’s
first president. Winners are selected from nomi-
nees presented to ABMA.  
    Later in the 2007, ABMA announced that
technical presentations would be incorporated
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into the Suppliers Display in 2008. Mark God-
frey, chairman of the Convention Committee, ex-
plained the presentations would provide
additional value to the membership. The presen-
tations were described as being, “not advertise-
ments for the company, but rather education for
members on generic topics.” Companies inter-
ested in becoming presenters gave ABMA pos-
sible topics for board approval and selection. 

2008
    With the theme, “Competing Against Price,”
the 91st ABMA Convention was held at the La-
Costa Resort & Spa in Carlsbad, CA. The origi-
nal date had been switched from the usual March
dates to the end of January to create a larger sep-
aration between ABMA’s Annual Convention
and InterBrush 2008, which was scheduled for
April. ABMA President Barry Harper presided
over the event.
    Fewer people attended the convention (ap-
proximately 30 percent fewer) than the previous
year, probably partially due to the dates of Inter-
Brush. The Convention Committee was looking
for input on how to improve the ABMA conven-
tion, its format, and where to meet, especially
during an InterBrush year. 
    Jim Riggs, of The Wooster Brush Company,
received a plaque in recognition for his many
years of service to the brush industry and
ABMA. The third annual William Cordes Inno-
vation Excellence Award was won, for the sec-
ond time in a row, by Shur-Line for its “Edge
Like A Pro,” ceiling and paint trim edger.
    ABMA also discussed the possibility of mov-
ing the three division meetings from the Satur-
day morning slots to Wednesday, after at the
beginning of the convention.
    Technical presentations were again given during
the Suppliers Display, and a Finished Goods Dis-
play was held the first night of the convention.
    In April, ABMA President Barry Harper rep-
resented ABMA at InterBrush 2008, addressing
attendees during the opening session. He said
that 38 members of ABMA were exhibiting at
the international show. David Parr, executive di-
rector, said that ABMA’s booth provided a meet-
ing place for members, allowed him to interface
with ABMA members who support the associa-
tion, but couldn’t attend recent conventions, pro-

vided the opportunity to commuicate association
updates and services, and helped attract new
members. ABMA also hosted a reception during
InterBrush with FEIB and Messe Freiburg.
    A newly revamped ABMA Website was for-
mally announced in November. It featured a new
members only  area and enhanced functionality.
The new site was also easier to manage, accord-
ing to Dave Parr, allowing the current staff to
ma  nage the site, saving the association about
$6,000 in outside Web management services.

2009 
    Miami Beach, FL, was the site of the 2009
ABMA Convention with the theme, “Going
Green.” Two changes from previous years took
place in the schedule of events. The divisional
committee meetings were moved to Wednesday
afternoon from the previous Saturday morning
slots, and the Finished Goods Display took place
following the Supplier’s Display.
    A new president, Mark Godfrey, Felton Brush,
took the helm. Other officers elected for the next
two years were Ian Moss, vice president, and Jeff
Malish, treasurer.
    Machines Boucherie NV, received the Inno-
vation Excellence Award for its AFT-HH brush
making machine.
    Outgoing president Harper reported the

$55,000 plus that ABMA received from Inter-
Brush 2008, allowed ABMA officials to reduce
fees that ABMA members pay to attend the an-
nual convention. He also noted that there was
now a strong alliance between ABMA and Inter-
Brush.
    In a report from the Paint Applicator Division,
it was noted that ABMA legal counsel King and
Spaulding had been working for the association
since 1996 on anti-dumping representation, and
helping the industry in regard to the Byrd
Amendment (aka The Continued Dumping and
Subsidy Offset Act).
    The creation of color-coded labeling for the
packaging of nylon filament products was
among the main topics of discussion by the In-
dustrial and Maintenance Division and the Sup-
pliers Division.
    Later in the year, ABMA was in the process of
updating and revising its ANSI Standard B165.1,
1979 (R2005), Power Driven Brushing Tools -
Safety Requirements For Design, Care And Use.
A work committee had reviewed the standard and
made recommendations. ABMA was seeking par-
ties to review the proposed standard. ABMA’s
Safety Slip program, which warns customers of
possible hazards, continued as a major topic.
    It was decided to begin planning for ABMA’s
100th anniversary. 

(2009) The officers of the Suppliers Division are (l-r) Jill Shinners, Pioneer Packaging, At Large; Andrew
Dailey, Jones Companies, Vice Chair; Ian Moss, Static Faction, Chair; Carlos Petzold, Borghi USA, 3rd
Vice Chair-Exhibit Chair; and Dan Sinykin, Roller Fabrics, 2nd Vice Chair-Treasurer. Andrew Dailey is

the new Chair of the Suppliers Division for 2009-2011. 

William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence Award (2007) The officers of the Industrial & Maintenance Division are pictured during the division meeting.
The officers are (l-r) Fred Spach, Jr., Vice Chair; Jeff Malish, Chair; and Mark Fultz, Treasurer. Spach is

the new Division Chair for 2007-2009. 
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2010
    The 93rd Annual ABMA Convention was held in Orlando, FL. Atten-
dees gathered to learn more about, “How To Succeed In Difficult Times.”

A new feature of the conven-
tion was a Member Literature
Drop-off Table where (prompted
by a survey from 2009) mem-
bers could leave literature to be
viewed by attendees. 
For the first time, Technical

Presentations were given dur-
ing the division meetings.
The William A. Cordes Award
was presented to The Malish
Company for its Diam-
abrush™.

The treasurer’s report said
that ABMA continued to be fi-
nancially healthy and was en-
joying a two-year operating
budget in reserve. Work was

continuing to increase membership, which was the same as during the pre-
vious convention, but about 85 short of membership 25 years before.
    During the Industrial & Maintenance Division
meeting Dave Parr discussed ABMA’s Expert Wit-
ness program, where member companies could
draw upon a pool of expert witnesses in the in-
stance of product liability issues.
   The guest speaker brought attendees up-to-date
on various ways to use the Internet to find new
customers.

2011
    A highlight of the 94th annual convention was the
Team Building Adventure Olympics held onsite at
the Hyatt Regency Lost Pines Resort near Austin,
TX. Manufacturers and suppliers completed a series
of challenges found throughout the grounds of the re-
sort and in a nearby nature park.
    A new feature was the Finished Goods Static Dis-
play where active and affiliate supplier members had
a chance to promote finished broom, brush, mop and
roller products throughout the convention. Outgoing
president Godfrey announced that ABMA was put-

ting together a documentary in honor of the upcoming 100th anniversary, and
he said that efforts were underway to fund that and other expenses for the cel-
ebration. 
    New officers elected were Ian Moss, president, Jeff Malish, vice presi-
dent, and D. Mark Fultz, treasurer.
    Sanderson MacCleod, Inc. was the winner of the William Cordes award
for its Z-Tip protective brush tip for twisted-wire brushes.
    Chris Tessmer of Shur-Line was elected chairman of the Paint Applica-
tor’s Division for the next two years. Edward Pearson of Crystal Lake
Mfg., was elected chairman of the Broom and Mop Division. Gene Heugin,
Pferd Milwaukee Co., was elected chairman of the Industrial and Mainte-
nance Division.
    The guest speaker walked attendees through a step-by-step evaluation of
the value and return on investment of ABMA membership. Highly valued
were: industry statistics that are not available to non-members; along with in-
formation on standards and technical presentations; legislative updates; peer
support/mentoring; and, peer recognition.

2012
    The 95th ABMA Convention was held at the PGA National Resort &
Spa in Palm Beach Gardens, FL.
    In a sign of the times, speaker’s topics included, “Using Social Networking
To Build Your Brand,” and, “The Do’s And Don’ts Of Social Networking.”
    ABMA President Ian Moss told attendees that the association had a
100th anniversary fund-raising goal of $350,000 to fund anticipated ex-
penses of a documentary film honoring the industry and other centennial
celebration expenses. Funding was to be totally through donations. ABMA
set four levels of fund raising: Platinum, pledges or donations of $50,000
or more; Gold, donations or pledges of $25,000 or more; Silver, donations
or pledges of $10,000 or more, and; Bronze, donations or pledges of $5,000
or above. 
    Finance Committee Chairman Mark Fultz reported on the financial sta-
bility of the organization saying that, as of January 31, 2012, total ABMA
assets were equal to almost two years of operating expenses. He told at-
tendees that the income is influenced by membership retention, results of
the annual convention and ABMA being a part-owner of InterBrush.
    The William Cordes Innovation Excellence Award went to Shur-Line
for its deck stain pad with groove tool. It was the third time in seven years
that Shur-Line received the award.
    ABMA President In Moss traveled to Freiburg to address the opening
session of InterBrush 2012, on behalf of ABMA. The association also
hosted a booth with Executive Director Dave Parr on hand to provide as-
sistance to current members and attract new members. ABMA and FEIBP
members also helped host a reception at the conclusion of the first day of
InterBrush to provide additional opportunities to members for networking

Pictured are (l-r) Bart Boucherie Jr. of
Machines Boucherie NV; and John
Williams of Boucherie USA.  

Pictured are (l-r) Shirley Arnold, Tracy Arnold and Joe
Arnold, all of S.M. Arnold Inc.; Bart Pelton, Katie Pelton,
Ray LeBlanc of PelRay and R.J. Lindstrom, Zephyr Mfg. Co.  

2010 ABMA SUPPLIERS DISPLAY PROGRAM

(2010) Ralph Rosenbaum, Stainless Steel
Products, made a Technical Presentation on
“Improving Fatigue Life of Ground Surfaces
by Wire Brushing” during the Industrial &

Maintenance Division Meeting. 
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with industry professionals from around the world. 
    Parr, in discussing the event said, “There are now ABMA members who
are members of the InterBrush advisory board. ABMA is a limited financial
partner of InterBrush.”

2013
   In March, 2013, ABMA members headed to Miami Beach, FL’s, Eden
Roc Resort to take advantage of the annual convention. With the theme,
“And The Best Get Better,” 283 attendees gathered for the annual event.
Attendance was up 40 percent and included 49 first-time attendees. Ian
Moss, first supplier to hold the office, was the outgoing president, and
Jeff Malish was sworn into the office. Other officers were Mark Fultz,
vice president, and Carlos Petzold, treasurer. Pulitzer prize-winner Dave
Barry was a featured speaker. 
    Members of the 100th Anniversary Task Force were introduced: Ian
Moss; Carlos Petzold; Kristin Draper; Jeff Malish; Andrew Marsden, (The
Sherwin Williams Corp.); Chris Monahan, (Brush Fibers, Inc.); Andrew
Dailey; and Daniel Sinykin, (Monterey Mills/Roller Fabrics).
    It was reported that the ABMA website was being updated as well as
ABMA’s app, which included a search feature.
    The Safety and Standards Committee said that ABMA had been re-cred-
ited by the American National Standards Institute for 2013.
    For its invention of a seamless, collapsible paint roller, Monterey Mills
was awarded the William Cordes Innovation prize.
    Technical presentations continued to play an important role in the divi-
sion meetings. 
    Scott Enchelmaier, The Industrial Brush Co., became chairman of the
Industrial and Maintenance Division for the next two years. Steve Work-
man, of The Wooster Brush Company became chairman of the Paint Ap-
plicator Division and Tina Burnet, of Freudenberg Household Products,
became chairman of the Broom and Mop Division. David Kalisz, of MFC,
Ltd., was the incoming 2-year chairman of the Suppliers Division.
    ABMA was in the process of revising and updating ANSI Standard

B165.1, 1979 (R2010) Power-
driven brushing tools – Safety
Requirements for Design,
Care and Use. 

2014
    Among the usual activities
during ABMA’s 97th conven-
tion, was the celebration of the
founding of the ABMA Foun-
dation. The mission statement
was, “The role of the founda-
tion is to serve as a catalyst for
uniting people and organiza-
tions to make a difference
through better education and
opportunities.”
    The foundation would se-
cure contributions and secure
grants for sustainable pro-
grams in research, education, and assistance for industry associates and
their families in need. In addition to providing grants and scholarships, the
ABMA Foundation would also allow for special purpose funding so indi-
vidual and member companies could raise specially directed funds.
    The Kathy Parr Memorial Endowment Fund was also established in
honor of  Kathy Parr, late wife of ABMA Director Dave Parr. This fund
was designed to provide two, $2,500 annual scholarships to industry em-
ployees and their families for the purpose of continuing education.
    Announcement was made of the name of the documentary film being
produced in honor of ABMA 100th Anniversary, “The Brush Industry: A
Manufacturing Love Story.” Greg Miller, of The Mill-Rose Company, was
named to chair the 100th Anniversary Committee.
    The membership committee reported 165 members of ABMA.
    Winner of the William Cordes Innovation Award was Borghi s.p.a.
for the company’s electronic stroke drill/fill staple-set brush manufac-
turing machine.
    In the Supplier’s Division meeting, it was noted that currently and in the
past, “ABMA does not allow hosted events during the convention as the
ABMA Board has concluded that big companies with large budgets could
dominate the hosting of parties. To keep that from happening, suppliers
contribute a per dues unit assesment which contributes to the expense of
the annual Suppliers Reception,” a highlight of all conventions. Longtime
chairman of the special convention event continues to be Kristin Draper,
Draper Knitting Co.

2015
    The ABMA Convention was held at the Renaissance Vinoy Resort & Spa
in St. Petersburg, FL.

Speakers brought the membership up-to-
date on the timely topic of, “Reshoring,” and
California’s Prop 65, aka “Right To Know
Initiative.” 
Mark Fultz was elected president, with

Carlos Petzold elected vice president and
Scott Enchelmaier became treasurer of the
organization. 
In speaking about ABMA, Fultz said, “We

are an association of brush makers, but more
than that, we are an association of friends.” 
It was reported that the over $8,000 from

Canadian Brush Manufacturers Assoc., which
ended activity in 2009, was now included in
the ABMA treasury. (Under Canadian law, the
money had to be moved to another non-profit
organization.) The membership expressed its

(2014) “Easy Rider Biker Night” was the
theme of the Suppliers Reception held on
March 28 at the ABMA Conventon.  Pictured
in theme attire are, from left, Paolo and Silvia
Roversi and Maureen and Ken Rakusin.

(2013) Chris Deane, chair, presided over the Broom & Mop Division meeting.
Tina Burnet, incoming Division Chair, is pictured right.

95th ABMA Annual Convention held in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida in March 2012.
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appreciation for the do-
nation.
The first grant from

the ABMA Foundation
was awarded to an em-
ployee of Freudenberg
Household Products LP,
whose house had burned
the previous December.
The money helped pur-
chase Christmas gifts for
the family.
During the Opening

Business Session, Lance
Cheney of Braun Brush,

recognized ABMA member-companies whose products have been involved
in various space programs. Recognized were: Carolina Brush; Gordon Brush,
and Cheney’s own Braun Brush.

2016
    The 99th ABMA Convention was held in Bonita Springs, FL, March 2-
5. Educational Institutes concentrated on the topic of Relationships and
Communication. A second session covered the topics of “Vision, Values
and Volition.” 
    Leading the adjenda was the discussion of plans for the 100th Annual
Convention, to be held in Orlando, FL, March 21-24, 2017.  The Task Foce
committee members are: Greg Miller, chair; Jeff Malish; Carlos Petzold;
Kristin Draper; Chris Monahan; and, Bruce Gale. 
    During the 99th convention, ABMA introduced its new logo designed
to, “offer a fresh new look that can serve as a beacon to the industry ABMA
serves.”

   ABMA announced that a documentary film produced for the 100th
Convention titled, “The Brush Industry, A Manufacturing Love Story,”
will soon be released. The project, which producers are hoping to show
in such arenas as The History Channel, The Discovery Channel, PBS,
etc., was funded through donations. Association members were also en-
couraged to make a short video of their employees wishing ABMA a
Happy Anniversary, to be shown during the 100th Anniversary celebra-
tion. It was also announced that a piece of art made entirely of brushes
and related parts will be created for the festivities.
    During Committee reports, ABMA Treasurer Scott Enchelmaier reported
that the association was in solid financial heath and that dues would not
need to be increased for 2017. Also, as chair of the Safety & Standards
Committee, Enchelmaier reported updates involving ANSA and ASTM
compliance issues.
    In action during the closing business session of the meeting, the mem-
bership, upon recommendation of the Board Of Directors, voted to:
•  Restore voting privileges for the past president;
•  Remove of references to the Management Liaison, as there has been no
Management Liaison position since 2002;
•  Reduce the number of directors from 18 to 17, due to the removal of the
Management Liaison position;
•  Elect six directors from the active membership and six directors from
the affiliate/supplier membership, without the divisional restrictions of the
past; and,
• Create four-year terms for all directors not serving on the executive board.
   ABMA president Mark Fultz said, “The ABMA Board of Directors
felt the need to modify these bylaws to further streamline ABMA and
our convention process. The goal has been to make (the association)
more efficient. As board members, our focus is to provide as much value
as possible to membership, and have the convention run as smoothly as
possible.”
    The 2016 InterBrush, which opened April 27, attracted over 7,500 at-
tendees from some 90 countries. The three-day event took place again in
the Messe Freiburg in Freiburg, Germany.
 The ABMA’s 2016 Wage Rate Survey for FY 2015 is open and available.

New President Mark Fultz, right, presented out-
going president Jeff Malish with a crystal bowl
and a new set of golf clubs in appreciation for his

service to ABMA.

Steve Workman, right, was recognized for his
years of service to ABMA by Jeff Malish.

Mark Fultz

Officers of the ABMA Suppliers Division are, left to right, At Large Kirk Beatty, of Beatty Machine and
Tool Works; 3rd Vice Chair Kevin Lannon, of Lanoco Specialty Wire Products; At Large Enrique Mejia,
of PMM; Chair David Kalisz, of MFC Ltd.; and 2nd Vice Chair Chris Monahan, of Brush Fibers. 

Not pictured is Vice Chair Jill Shinners, of Pioneer Packaging.

2015 ABMA 
CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS

A highlight of the 2016 ABMA Annual Convention is the Suppliers 
Display program. This year’s event featured 44 exhibitors.
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“We are an association of
brush makers, but more
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The Industry Served

The American Brush Manufacturers Association Has

Been Serving The Industry For 100 Years.
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In 1980, Peter Biocca purchased a small, but unique, brush mak-
ing operation that used a novel, textile-based manufacturing
process. He incorporated the company as Abtex Corporation,

an acronym for Abrasive Textile. 
The sole customers at that time

were automotive body plants, which
used Abtex 5-inch and 7-inch disc
brushes on electric polishers to elim-
inate coarse grinding scratches. The
abrasive filaments were aggressive
enough to remove the grinding
marks, but not aggressive enough to
further damage the sheet metal.   
In a short time, improved auto

body paint technology eliminated
the need for these brushes. Faced with 19 percent interest rates and
the loss of almost every customer, Peter Biocca worked to develop
new applications. Fortunately, he discovered that his brushes
removed the rough edges and loose material (burrs) created by saw-
cutting aluminum profiles. 
Unable to persuade any machine builder to develop a machine for

this application, he designed and built a prototype himself. He then
began a road trip to visit aluminum
plants to demonstrate his prototype
machine. During demonstrations, the
operators, who were deburring by
hand, begged him to leave his
machine, launching Abtex into the
machine design/build business.
Over the years, Abtex focused

exclusively on abrasive filament
brushes and their applications. Novel
and unique manufacturing processes
were developed to produce brushes
that would offer application advan-
tages. These processes were designed
to be flexible, allowing Abtex to easi-

ly modify the design of the brush to best meet the needs of a specif-
ic customer application. 
D. Mark Fultz, who had joined the company in 1993, purchased

Abtex in 2005. He was committed to growing both the abrasive fila-
ment and machine design/build side of the business. The facility was
expanded to include a larger applications laboratory, a machine shop
and machine build floor.
The one constant at Abtex is continual change. With the ability to

infinitely adjust brush designs, Abtex engineers are continually working
with existing and prospective customers to ensure that they are using
the most effective and cost efficient brushes for their applications. 

ABTEX CORPORATION
SINCE 1980

AT ABTEX CORPORATION, 
FIBER ABRASIVE BRUSH
TECHNOLOGY KNOWS NO LIMITS

RIGHT: Abtex Corporation
President Mark Fultz stands
beside a 48-inch disc brush.
While this is the largest brush
that the 37-year-old company
has made to-date, it does not
represent a limit to Abtex’s
capabilities.
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Quick response is also
important to Abtex. If an
application demands a
brush with a longer or
shorter trim, heavier or
lighter fill density, different
filament, modified backing,
or other unique features, the
company can produce that
brush in as short a time as
two days.  
Fultz attributes Abtex’s

success to its team mem-
bers. He says, “We are for-
tunate to have a wonderful
group of people here. They
enjoy what they do, and are
all totally focused on the
customer. We will do what-
ever it takes to get the job
done. We have created a com-
fortable, enjoyable work
environment where there is
a great balance between
having fun and getting the
job done.”
While Abtex’s processes are designed for orienting abrasive fila-

ments, the company can also handle non-abrasive filaments, such as
nylon and polypropylene. With its flexible and unique manufacturing
processes, tooling costs are minimal for prototype brushes, and the

company can produce small volumes economically. Abtex is also
able to staple-set disc brushes.

— Article provided by Abtex Corporation

This array of special purpose brushes are examples of custom
configurations that Abtex has designed for customers.
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Strong customer service and new product development continue to
elevate ACS Industries, Inc., Cleaning Products Division, as a
major supplier for the janitorial/sanitary and foodservice indus-

tries. This is the same focus that has helped the company grow for over
seven decades.  
“A major strength within ACS Industries is also its ability to verti-

cally integrate, which allows us to be the low-cost producer in most
all product lines and markets served,” ACS Industries VP Sales &
Chief Operating Officer Rory
Beaudette said. “We have some of
the best engineers in the world.
They design, build and improve

equipment, processes and tech-
niques that are industry-leading.
We are not a buyer/seller of goods.
We are a manufacturer.” 
ACS Industries is an ISO 9001

registered company as well as TS16949 certified.  
“Our company recognizes that quality is expected and it does mat-

ter a lot,” Beaudette said. “We are continuously told that ACS
Industries offers the best overall value to customers. The combination
of total product quality, superior delivery performance and customer
service, while maintaining cost leadership, allows us to exceed the
expectations of customers, while adding value to their businesses.” 
Today, ACS Industries has business all over the world. The

Cleaning Products  Division is primarily centered in the United
States, Canada and Mexico. In recent years, however, it has devel-
oped the European market and continues to grow business in Central
and South America as well.   
“The world is getting smaller. It’s important to be in a position to

capitalize if it makes sense,” Beaudette said.  

A HISTORY LESSON  
American Copper Sponge Co., was founded in 1939 by Peter

Botvin in his Providence, RI, basement. The original product was a
knitted copper scrubber used for scouring pots and pans. This set the
stage for ACS Scrubble® Products Division, a North American leader
today in hand and floor pads as well as scouring and scrubbing prod-
ucts for the foodservice and jan/san industries. 
The company relocated in 1947 to rented factory space in

Providence, a city ACS Industries called home until 2007. Through
the 1950s and 1960s, the company’s wire knitting expertise allowed it
to expand production into such areas as stainless steel mist elimina-
tors and aluminum oil and grease filters for industrial applications. 
In 1975, ACS Industries received its first automotive purchase

order for knitted wire mesh supports and seals for catalytic converter
assemblies. Today, the Automotive Division accounts for over half of
all corporate revenues; supplying air bag inflator filters and exhaust
components to all of the industry’s major players. 
To remain a low-cost producer in the markets being served, ACS

Internacional was established in 1987 in Monterrey, Mexico. Today,
ACS Internacional has over 3,500 employees, operating in 1,000,000-
plus square feet of space. In 2001, this focus on lowest cost produc-

tion also led to the establishment of ACS Industries (Shanghai) Co.
Ltd., in China, for automotive OEM and Tier 1 manufacturing, setting
up assembly factories in the Far East.
The big picture today is that ACS Industries has grown into a multi-

national corporation with six facilities in four countries. It employs
almost 4,000 people worldwide, operating out of one million-plus
square feet of manufacturing space. The four distinct business units of
ACS Industries give the company product line and customer diversity. 
The Cleaning Products Division has also grown over the years to

include the production and supply of a complete line of professional
cleaning products such as hand scouring pads, stainless steel scrubbers,
soap pads, grill screens, bricks and pads for the foodservice industry,
along with fryer filters for oil filtration in restaurant equipment. 
During the 1990s, the Scrubble® line was expanded to include the

manufacturing of mops, brooms and brushes for the foodservice and
jan/san market. These products now include wet mops in cut-end,
loop-end, cotton, blends and synthetics, wide and narrow band,
screw-on type and all of the handles and hardware for each type.  
Flat mopping equipment includes dust mops, frames and handles,

and microfiber flat mops for dry and wet cleaning applications. The
broom line consists of corn brooms from warehouse and janitor to
housekeeper and lobby, angle brooms in large and lobby sizes, push
brooms for indoor and outdoor sweeping in a variety of natural and
synthetic fill materials, along with all handle types required.  
Various brushes include pot brushes, utility scrubs, floor brushes,

bi-level and swivel floor scrubs, vehicle and wall wash brushes, detail
and wire hand brushes, counter and bench brushes, bowl brushes and
floor squeegees. 

RIGHT: ACS Industries, Inc.,
Cleaning Products Division, 

is a major supplier to 
the janitorial/sanitary

and foodservice industries. 

ACS INDUSTRIES Since

1939
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A Premium Clean 
Without the Premium Price

www.acs-cp.com

Your Complete Source For Food Service Cleaning Products,
Mops, Brooms and Brushes as well as a total Floorcare Line Including:

® 



A focus on floor cleaning was taken to the next level in 2002 with
the addition of ACS Industries’ non-woven floor pad manufacturing
lines. Today, ACS produces over 20 types of floor pads for stripping,
scrubbing, cleaning, buffing, polishing and burnishing. This includes
one of the largest offerings of UHS pads in the industry, according to
Beaudette, such as four different levels of natural hair pads. 

DEDICATED TO A STRONG DISTRIBUTION BASE 
Building upon its strong distribution base is also vital at ACS

Industries. The company’s Cleaning-related Products are sold through
foodservice and jan/san distributing. These distributors, in turn, resell
to such markets as restaurants, caterers, chain accounts, retailers, hos-
pitality, health care, education, recreation, correctional, government,
transportation, commercial and industrial. 
“ACS Industries works closely with its distributor base by training,

educating and motivating
to help them grow prof-
itable sales,” Beaudette
said. “Through a team of
regional sales managers
and 15 sales rep agencies,
some dedicated to jan/san
and others to foodservice,
ACS is focused on distrib-
utor support.” 
As a manufacturer, offi-

cials at ACS Industries are
also always looking at
new product initiatives.
Beaudette cited Octagon
Floor Pads from ACS as a
prime example of a cus-
tomer-driven idea. 
“Our Octagon Floor

Pads were the result of
constantly observing swing
machine operators. They
were leaning the machine
into the work area to get the pad to do more. As a result, the main ben-
efit of our Octagon Pads is that they provide more perfor mance at the
edge of each pad,” Beaudette said. “Many customers have fully con-
verted to Octagon Floor Pads, and some carry them as a high-per-
forming second line.”
The practice of sustainability is another primary focus at ACS

Industries. From the company’s plant operations to the products it
produces, officials at ACS continuously seek out ways to be more
environmentally friendly.   
“For example, our company uses 100 percent recycled synthetic

fiber in all of its hand pads, floor pads and all non-woven production.
ACS Industries is the only manufacturer today with a full U.L.
Certified offering,” Beaudette said. “The recycled fiber comes from
post-consumer and post-industrial waste, with the primary source
being recycled plastic bottles. Without third-party validation, other
manufacturers are only making non-validated claims.” 
Additionally, ACS Industries has product initiatives in place utiliz-

ing non-woven materials that are biodegradable, along with water-
base resins in half of the company’s processes to minimize the
impact of chemicals upon the environment. 
“At the plant level, ACS Industries uses state-of-the-art high-effi-

ciency manufacturing lines for non-woven production that dramati-
cally increase output and efficiency while reducing waste. These
lines utilize industry-leading environmental controls and closed-loop

air systems,” Beaudette said. “When a major non-wovens competitor
went out of business in 2013, ACS invested over $3 million in new
production lines to take up the slack. This investment puts us in a
market leader position for many years to come.  These production
lines are second to none.  
“Lastly, we all understand how precious clean water is to every-

one. ACS Industries has had its own in-house water treatment facili-
ty for many years. This facility has been upgraded with technologi-
cally-advanced monitoring and treatment methods.” 

GROWTH IN THE FORECAST 
Delivering on performance remains a key driver in the overall suc-

cess of ACS Industries. To help, in 2013, the Cleaning Products
Division moved its central distribution warehouse into its primary
manufacturing plant for cleaning products.

“This alignment puts us in a modern, state-of-the-art facility
where all of our Cleaning Products Division items are produced. We
usually ship by the third day after an order is received. It’s then on
its way, complete, to the customer,” Beaudette said. “This is not easy
when considering our diverse product line. It takes investment, com-
mitment and execution. An average 20 to 30 line item order is
received complete and on time at a customer’s location over 99 per-
cent of the time.” 
He added that ACS Industries has enjoyed positive business

growth over the past several years despite no significant growth in
the industry.
“We have had strong double digit growth in most categories. I feel

even more potential customers will be interested in ACS for the total
value we offer. We expect this to continue,” Beaudette said. “What
helps separate ACS Industries from many manufacturers is our com-
mitment to process and product innovation. ACS holds patents on
many products developed over the years. We are constantly trying to
think ‘outside the box.’ 
“In 2015, new company branding and a new website were devel-

oped. Today, we are dedicated toward delivering Common Sense
Cleaning Products with a mission to provide a Premium Clean
Without the Premium Price. This new branding is clear and simple.
That is what our customers told us was most important to them.”

— Article provided by ACS Industries.

ABOVE: An array of products from ACS Industries. 
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When Carlos was nine, the family attended the National Broom
Council’s annual convention and trade show, held Dec. 6-10, 1974, in
Lake Buena Vista, FL, at the Dutch Inn, not far from Walt Disney World.
With a technician from Italy, Odino Marcuglia, the Petzold family all
worked to help set up a full line of Dal Maschio machinery making broom-
corn brooms.  
This was Carlos’ first “industry convention” experience, and it was

enjoyable, as he recalls that he was able to miss a few days of school and
go to Walt Disney World after the convention. By eleven years of age,
Carlos and his brother (Werner R. who was 12 at the time) accompanied
their father, Werner C. Petzold, to Cadereyta, Mexico, in June and July of
1976 for a road trip. They visited broom makers from Maryland to
Mexico.  
During this trip, Carlos and his brother took interest in running the

machinery (because they were bored out of their minds just helping set up
the equipment and cleaning it while in Mexico).  So with the help of a
local technician who worked with Dal Maschio, Carlos learned to use the
Dal Maschio equipment and started demonstrating the machines to visit-
ing, potential customers.  
A year later, an advertisement with photos of the children running the

broom machinery, was produced by Carlos’ father and printed on the front
page of Broom and Broom Corn News, to prove to the world that the
equipment was easy to run.  For many years after, the Petzold family
worked hard at being the No. 1 supplier of sales and service for “stitched
broom” manufacturing equipment.

Bodam International Ltd., was
founded in 1986, but the current
company president’s (Carlos Petzold)
roots go back to his father (Werner
C. Petzold), who had been part of the
broom and mop industry since the
late 1960s, working for Baltimore
Broom Machine Company.  

By 1970, Werner represented Dal Maschio of Italy, known for

producing broomcorn processing machinery and broom manufac-

turing equipment. Being part of a family that was involved in the

broom industry, Carlos Petzold learned about broom manufactur-

ing from the day he was old enough to “help out” with minor

tasks that a six year old boy could handle. His father taught him

how to take phone messages and how to use a tape-recorder in

case Carlos did not take down all of the information.  All the chil-

dren in the family were tasked with this, but Carlos seemed to be

the one always to take the calls. 

Bodam International Limited: 

Over 40 Years Of Technology 
For The Broom, Brush And Mop Industry

SINCE 1986

Carlos Petzold is shown in July 1975 stitching brooms 
on a Dal Maschio broom stitcher in Cadereyta, Mexico.
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Learning from his father and being
involved in the family business after
school, Carlos was taking care of technical
support calls and spare parts orders and
inventory for the Dal Maschio equipment
by the time he was a teenager.  When
Carlos graduated from high school, he had

decided to stay on and work with his father, as he learned the skills needed to one day take over the family business. By 1983, broom-
corn brooms began to lose ground to staple-set plastic brooms, and it was evident to Carlos’ father that the company needed to diver-

sify. Therefore, it seemed logical to add staple-set machinery to the line
of equipment to offer customers.  A deal was made with Borghi of Italy
in May of 1984, immediately after Interbrossa, and the Petzold family
was now in the brush machinery business.
By 1986, it was decided by father and son to form Bodam International

Ltd., to give a new identity to the Petzold family so that brush makers
could identify this new company as the agent for Borghi of Italy —
regarding sales in North America.  
As Carlos was traveling to Italy (since 1984) to learn more about brush

machinery and also the Italian language, it was also the beginning of
Borghi’s presence in the United States and Canada. However, in 1987,
Carlos’ father passed away unexpectedly at the young age of 63 while
Carlos was only 21.  Bodam had made a few sales of Borghi machinery
in that first year, but the future was unclear. However, thanks to Werner’s
mentoring of his son, Carlos had grown through his experience from his
early days of being “secretary” to his father, being in charge of technical
support and spare parts inventory management and sales, and all of the
trips to Italy for training at the Borghi factory.
Carlos recognized great potential with Borghi, but the future was

unsure after his father’s unexpected death. Carlos recalls the visit from
Enzo Ferrari and Claudio Solato, of Borghi, only two weeks after Werner
had passed on. Enzo asked Carlos, “Would you consider continuing what
we have started and keep representing Borghi?” This was the moment of
truth, and so the agreement to continue was made.
With the support of a new mentor (Enzo Ferrari), Bodam grew the

market in North America over the next decades, selling over 700
Borghi machines from 1987 to present day. In 30 years, Bodam, with
Borghi, grew their businesses, and eventually opened a sister company

In 1997, Bodam International was located in Parkton, MD.

Experience Counts!
Over 40 years

of machinery sales and service for the Broom, Brush and Mop Industry

Pictured is the historic visit of Boucherie
representatives to the Borghi USA facility,
which took place Feb. 15, 2015. Shown
left to right, are  John Williams, Lynne
Petzold, Lisa Boucherie, Bart Boucherie 

and Carlos Petzold.

Shown, left to right, are Carlos Petzold, of Bodam
International, and Enzo Ferrari, of Borghi s.r.l., during the
2004 Borghi s.p.a. inauguration of its new headquarters in

Castelfranco Emilia, Italy. 
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to concentrate on machinery support services.  
Borghi USA was founded in 2000 with the addition

of Matt Tompkins, who took charge of the company’s
technical support and spare parts departments. Today,
Borghi USA employs five people and stocks over
20,000 spare parts. It has three factory trained techni-
cians providing technical support.
Over the past 30 years, changes came about in the

brush industry and Bodam adapted to those changes,
representing a variety of companies for brush manu-
facturing technology. Today, Bodam covers the territo-
ry of the USA, Canada, the Caribbean, Australia and
New Zealand. Bodam represents UNIMAC s.r.l. of
Italy for power brush manufacturing machinery as well
as metal handle production equipment.  
Carnevali Dino s.a.s. is another company for whom

Bodam is the agent, offering all kinds of trimming
accessories and equipment, and also Techno Plastic
(SIMA) for monofilament extrusion lines to produce
synthetic brush fibers. Thanks to the merger of Borghi
and Boucherie in 2014, Bodam also offers Borghi and
Boucherie machinery for the household, janitorial and

industrial segments of the indus-
try, while Boucherie USA takes
care of the oral care brush equip-
ment and injection mold segments
of the market.
“Having grown up in the brush

industry, I am proud of what my
father provided to his family, and
that I was lucky enough to take
over and grow the company fur-
ther,” Carlos Petzold said.
“Bodam, working together with
the Boucherie Borghi Group, and
especially with Borghi USA, Inc.,
of Aberdeen, MD, has been part of
the American Brush Manufactures
Association (ABMA) since 1986.
It was at this time that we first
understood that being connected
to this industry meant attending
ABMA conventions and network-
ing with the people who are part of this unique business. I have made life-long friend-
ships thanks to this association. Our business offers a valuable product to the mem-
bership as they offer us the opportunity to make a living. Many who have been around
for decades in the ABMA, know that I met my wife, Lynne Malish, at the 1987
ABMA convention in Rancho Las Palmas, CA, where we fell in love and were mar-
ried a few years later.”
Today, Bodam and Borghi USA are not a “family business,” but instead a partnership

of people who are as close as any family, working together to provide world-class serv-
ice and understanding of customers’ technology requirements. Bodam and Borghi USA,
along with their partners, challenge themselves on continuous improvement to help
safe-guard the futures of their customers, and the companies they work with.
“To those of you reading this article who are not ABMA members or who do not

attend the annual conventions, I have this to say…  You don’t know what you are miss-
ing! Please consider membership and involvement in ABMA. You won’t regret it,”
Bodam International Ltd., President Carlos Petzold said.

Visit www.bodam.com for more information. 

— Article provided by Bodam International, Ltd.
Borghi USA, Inc. / 903 Cirelli Court / Aberdeen, MD 21001 / USA

Telephone: (410) 272-9797 / Fax: (410) 272-0799 / info@borghiusa.com / www.borghiusa.com

A World Leader in Broom and Brush Manufacturing Equipment!

Technical Support & Training

Machinery Showroom

Spare Parts Warehouse

Machine Shop Services

In 2007, Lynne and Carlos Petzold celebrated 20 years together 
from the day they first met at an ABMA convention in 1987.

Boucherie, Borghi, Bodam and Borghi USA’s first ever ABMA convention 
together as partners took place in 2015 in St. Petersburg, FL.

Pictured, left to right, are Matt Tompkins
(Borghi USA), Paolo Pellicciari (Borghi

s.r.l.), Carlos Petzold (Bodam), 
and Enzo Ferrari (Borghi s.r.l.) during 
the 2002 ABMA Annual Convention 

in St. Petersburg, FL.
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1928-1929 
The beginning of GB Boucherie NV can be traced to 1928. Gerard B.

Boucherie, a then 25-year-old mechanic who worked in a local brush fac-
tory, built an automatic broom trimming and cleaning machine in his
mother’s living room. 
Shortly thereafter, the young Gerard decided to start his own company.

Within three years, he had filed a patent on an automatic wood brush
block shaper, and had begun to export these machines to other European
countries. 

In 1939, just prior to the outbreak of the Second World War, the first
fully automatic machine was delivered to the USA. It was a 4-header nail-
brush machine, with built-in hopper-feed, automatic drilling and filling,
and integrated finishing. This machine produced an astonishing 740
brushes per hour. 

1950-1959 
The year 1953 proved to be very important for Boucherie. The world’s

first staple filling tool, with staple forming outside the filling tool and at
a different level to the driver, was patented. Together with his son-in-law,

ADV USA istituzionale_2016_trc.indd   1 04/10/16   14:31

The Boucherie Borghi Group 
Boucherie and Borghi – Our History

Boucherie and Borghi design, manufacture and install brush making machines worldwide. The
Boucherie Borghi Group offers technology for every brush maker, in any part of the world, for all
kinds of projects, for all budgets. We provide all brush manufacturers the right solution for their

needs, helping steady growth, offering safe investments and providing reliable support.

Since the merger in May 2014, the Boucherie Borghi Group boasts 156 years of combined experience, with 485 employ-
ees working in the Italian and Belgian headquarters, as well as in the 9 subsidiaries in 7 countries. What the Boucherie
Borghi Group represents today is the result of the histories of the two companies. Our unique heritage shapes the way we
do business today.  Follow our timeline to find out more about our history that now crosses three centuries. 

We all have our time-machines. Some take us back, they’re
called memories. Some take us forward, they’re called dreams. 

Bart Boucherie, Jr., left, with Enzo Ferrari

BOUCHERIE — THE ROOTS OF BOUCHERIE GO 89 YEARS BACK 
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Emiel Vandamme, Gerard constructed the first AIT, a double-head carousel
machine with a four-sided turret. The output was 390 tufts per minute. All
cams in the filling tool drive mechanism were double conjugated; this has
remained the standard on Boucherie machines to the present day. 
In 1958, the first C-shaper for the mass production of wooden brush

blocks was also built, and in the 1960s, Plast-O-Form, Bouch erie’s mold
making division, was founded. A new factory extension was built to house
its activities. Lionel Bou cherie headed this new operation, and in 1968,
when his father retired, he became the president of the Bou cherie company. 

1970-1979 
The seventies opened with the filing of a patent for the TM princi-

ple. This featured a four-station carousel, where only the tables in
front of the drills and filling tools moved. The other two remained sta-
tionary for trimming and loading/unloading. 
In 1973, the first TM-2R was introduced. With over 500 having been

delivered worldwide, these machines have been a complete success. 
The year 1978 saw the introduction of the world’ s first “single-in-

line” toothbrush machine. It featured a fully automatic handle feeder,
with 560 tufts per minute, and an integrated finishing machine. The
TB1-FM revolutionized the toothbrush business and forever changed
the way toothbrushes are made.  

1980-1989 
At the 1988 Interbrossa, the SM-A, the world’s first 5 axis CNC

drilling and filling machine with a revolutionary cassette style clamping
system, debuted. The first of Boucherie’s two component molds, with an
integrated transfer system, was completed in 1991.  

1990-1999 
In the 1990s, buildings were extended and new facilities were built to

house more high-precision machining capacity, which had to support the
flexible manufacturing of molds and machine parts. In 1996, at
Interbrossa, Boucherie unveiled the TB42, a double-header toothbrush
machine with an output of 1700 tufts per minute. It was the most produc-
tive toothbrush manufacturing cell available at that time. 

2000-PRESENT 
Boucherie opened the new millennium by building an assembly hall of

7000m2 on part of 20 acres of land previously acquired. 
The AFT machine (anchor free technology) was presented to the trade

at the Luxemburg Brush-Expo show. The IDM interdental and mascara
brush machine was unveiled, and a newly designed quintuple fiber box
for toothbrush machines was displayed for the first time. 
In 2000, Lionel Boucherie passed the torch of leadership to   his son, Bart

Boucherie Jr. In 2004, the new TCU line of carrousel machines for house-
hold brushes was introduced as a successor to the TM-line. By the end of the
decade, the TCU line was further enhanced with various new types and con-
figurations. An in-line pre-end-rounding system in the fiberbox of the AFT
machine made the success of this high-tech machine complete. 
In 2012, numerous world-novelties were introduced at the InterBrush

show in Freiburg. This included a completely new concept in the field of
multi-component injection molding with the delivery of Boucherie’s first
“Flexi-Cube” mold.  
This is the story of Boucherie, from the origins to the moment in which

it started the new partnership with the company Borghi s.p.a., merging in
May 2014. 

BORGHI — THE HISTORY OF BORGHI S.P.A. 
Giovanni (Gianni) Mac-caferri, one of the main Borghi charter members,

retired in the early 1990s. He reflected on the history of the company. 
“In June 1945, I went to work with Marchesi, a broom and brush maker.

I met Pietro Borghi, Fredo Tosi and Luigi Borelli in the workshop,” he said.
“We all performed the maintenance of the simple staple-set brush and broom
making machines. The machines were German and from their mechanical
concepts, we made some of our own machines.”
Then in 1949, Pietro Borghi and Elio Marinelli decided that the time

had come. With lathe-man, Tonino Righi, they founded B.M.R. — a
company which was named as an acronym of their surnames (Borghi –
Mar inelli – Righi). 

1928
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1939
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We all have our time machines. Some take us back, 
they’re called memories. Some take us forward, 

they’re called dreams.

Our History

1978

1984

1978

1980

 

1984

GB Boucherie nv is 
founded

the world’s first staple 
filling tool is patented

the first C-shaper for the mass 
production of wooden brush 
blocks

the first TM-2R

AB4 the first automatic 
twisting machine

Ghirbo S.L., the Spanish 
subsidiary, is founded

Borghi USA foundation

Borghi is founded

B.M.R. is born. The founder is 
Pietro Borghi

first fully automatic machine for 
nailbrush

A2P the first vertical automatic 
machine with 2 filling tools 

world’s first “single-in-line”
toothbrush machine

GB-4T a 4-header fully 
automatic transfer machine 
for coco brooms

1988

2000

2001

1993

1996

2003

2000

2003

 

2007

2015

2012

2014

 

2016 2016

first TB3-FM and first SM-A

BMS (Borghi Machinery 
Shanghai) foundation

Bart Boucherie jr. as new 
president of the company

John Williams as new 
president of Boucherie 
USA

partnership with UNIMAC

V-Air company joins the 
Boucherie Borghi Group

Ovale - first machine 
of the Group

office openings in 
India and China

first TB42-FM

BR2-RP, the first robotized work 
center

Boucherie and Borghi form 
merger - Boucherie Borghi 
Group is born 

first InterBrush together

Borghi India foundation

Borghi mould division opening

In 2016 Boucherie and Borghi are much closer together
after a strong year of collaboration.

Giving More is the spirit that inspired us to join together.
To give more... every day and

in the future. 
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In 1956, Elio Mari -
nelli left the B.M.R.
company, and together
with his brother-in-law,
Leo Mar zocchi, founded
the Marinelli-Marzocchi
company.  
The two remaining

owners of B.M.R. did
not get on well, so in
1962 they separated.
Tonino Righi founded
the M.A.S.S. company,
and Pietro Borghi contin-
ued his activity by giving
the new company his
name — Borghi. There -
fore, the companies in the
same economic field
based in Castelfranco
Emilia became three, and
they were very competi-
tive. This strong competi-
tion would last for many years to come.  

BORGHI UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MACCAFERRI 
Pietro Borghi was an older person with no children. When Borghi and

Righi separated, B.M.R.’ s employees were not sure who to follow, and
thought maybe Pietro was not the best solution. Borghi asked the B.M.R.
workshop manager, Gianni Maccaferri, to become his partner and run the
company, as Pietro Borghi wanted to retire soon. 
Gianni thought he could not do that alone, so he decided to find other

people from within B.M.R. The new owners of Borghi would become
Gianni Maccaferri, Romano Biagi and Ivano Bonfiglioli. Shortly after, in
1970, Pietro Borghi died. 
At the beginning of the 1970s, Borghi was a modern company. It had

seven employees and three owners who had divided their responsibili-
ties into various sectors: assembly, adjustment and customer care. Sales
were concentrated mostly in Italy, in Toscana and Lombardia. At that
time, the strongest technological company was Marinelli-Marzocchi,
with more than 20 employees. 
In 1970,  three  employees  of  that  company,  Mario  Tomassia, Rino

Simoni and Giulio Barbieri, decided to leave and create Osmas 3, the fourth
company of the same business sector (until the remixing that came about in
1978). The Marinelli-Marzocchi technical direction was headed by Roberto
Zini and Enzo Ferrari, and in 1972 by Claudio Solato as well. Competition
between all of these companies became even more serious. Borghi began to
innovate and design new machines. It was opening up to new markets for the
first time, and wanted to build a new, modern building on a piece of land it
had purchased. 

FROM 4, THEN THERE WERE 3 
In 1978, Elio Marinelli and Leo Marzocchi decided to retire and sell the

company. Mr. Botti from Bazzano, who had a heat-treatment company, took
over the company, but he was only a “dummy” purchaser and the real buyer
was unknown. 
“Two weeks following the change in ownership, on a Friday afternoon, the

real owner arrived at the factory. It was Tonino Righi,” Claudio Solato said. 
Righi continued running his own company, M.A.S.S., as well as Marinelli-

Marzocchi, but in the end, Marinelli-Marzocchi had closed. Therefore, in
1981, the companies producing brush machinery in Italy were now three. 
“One evening at Bar Corona, in front of the window on via Emilia, I was

leaning up against a refrigerator and I suddenly saw on the sidewalk Gianni
Maccaferri (of Borghi) looking at me and smiling. I thought he wanted to
enter and so he did. We greeted each other and started talking about billiards.
Then suddenly he said, ‘I know you don’t want to work with Righi, you can

come to Borghi if you
want, you’re welcome
and we are open to every
solution.’  I told Enzo
Ferrari and Claudio Sol -
ato about the offer, then I
went to Maccaferri and
said, ‘We were three,’”
Roberto Zini said. 
So, now Borghi had six

equal partners with Enzo,
Claudio and Roberto join-
ing the Borghi company. 
Borghi was becoming

well known and was
exporting many mac -
hines. After the success
that Borghi had in the
American and Russian
markets, the company in
the same period went to
Taiwan, the future gate-
way into China. 

At the beginning of the 1990s the three brush machinery companies of
Castelfranco Emilia — Borghi, Osmas 3 and M.A.S.S. — started a dia-
logue to begin collaboration. After many attempts, in 1992, they got to a
point of no return, “in or out?” 
Osmas 3 declined, but the M.A.S.S. owners entered into partnership

with Borghi, and that brought four further partners: Mauro Righi,
Franco Serafini, Amos Barbari and Mauro Olivieri. 
The following year, the historical president of Borghi, Gianni Maccaferri,

as he was getting older, retired, followed by Ivano Bonfiglioli for the same
reason. Only Romano Biagi, of the original three partners, stayed in the com-
pany. So now, there were only two brush machinery companies left in Italy.  
By 2004, Osmas 3 finally joined with Borghi, meaning there were now 13

partners and more than 180 employees. With the unification of all these com-
panies, Borghi had created a synergy in a “Brush District” that holds an
important level of history, experience and knowledge — along with a strong
collaboration for innovation. 
This is the history of Borghi s.p.a., a company born from artisan

labor that grew into a high-tech, world leader in technology for the
global brush industry. 

THE BOUCHERIE BORGHI GROUP  
The beginning of May 2014 saw the advent of the Boucherie Borghi Group,

bringing together two of the world’ s major manufacturers of brush-making equip-
ment. The announcement of the merger of both companies was certainly an histor-
ical event of grand scale for the brush industry. 
“This is not at all the result of a big strategic study prepared by some consult-

ant, but rather the result of some reflections of two colleagues who, in their hearts
and their thoughts, like to build machinery for their customers in the brush indus-
try. And these reflections led to the conclusion that a smart combination of both
our entities creates tremendous potential for both our companies, our employ-
ees, and of course, our customers. To be frank, after the very first meeting Bart
and I knew we wanted to do this,” Borghi s.p.a. President Enzo Ferrari said.
“And if you ask me why, well, the answer is: Because we want this. It is a once
in a lifetime opportunity for both of us.”
Each entity will keep its own identity and will keep using its own name,

but always with a link to the Boucherie-Borghi Group, to which both com-
panies belong. 
The sales force and business managers of Borghi s.p.a. and Boucherie all

meet on a regular basis. Sales events in Rimini and in Izegem brought togeth-
er area sales managers and their agents from all over the world to meet and dis-
cuss both experiences from the past, plans for the future as well as knowledge
about trends in the market. 

Sales meeting in Rimini, Italy 2014

Sales meeting in Izegem, Belgium 2015
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STICK UP!
Brownbrush Telescopic Wet And Dry Handle Program 

Recently announced from Browns Brushware is the company’s Brownbrush Telescopic Wet and Dry Handle
Program. The company offers an extensive range of high reach aluminum handles.
The handle program provides a significant array of features that are not currently available with most han-

dles of this type, including interchange adaptors to allow for multiple brush head and cleaning hardware com-
patibility.
The interchange adaptors — which key locate and are secured by external screw collet on the final stage of

the telescopic handles — provide for a variety of compatibility options for screw threads, push fits, tapers and
articulating  arms that cover brush, squeegee, t-bar and microfiber mop hardware heads.
In addition, the telescopic handles feature soap stick dispensing capabilities and a variety of flow control

and shut off valves that allow suds or clear water washing to be managed at the base of the handle.
These handles, fully manufactured in New Zealand for over 65 years,  are sought after by the commercial,

trade and DIY markets where high reach cleaning applications require reliable tools to carry out challenging
height maintenance work — whether it is dry poles for high reach internal decorating or wet poles for exter-
nal maintenance.
Contact sales@brownbrush.co.nz for more information.

It is with great pleasure that we congratulate the American
Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) and its members as
they celebrate their milestone 100th anniversary.We take the

time at this juncture to share our brushmaking story in support
of this special edition, compiled by the dedicated folks at 
Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine. This celebration provides us,
at Browns Brushware, an opportunity to present a brush 
making story that began in England, and has continued for

over 137 years in one of the farthermost reaches of the planet —
the antipodes, Aotearoa, New Zealand.

James Fulcher  Brown II  was an
Englishman who was born in 1806 in
Bacton Suffolk. In 1839, he was trading
as a perfumer and hairdresser, styling
and cutting hair of the well-to-do. A
hairdresser’s trade differed from that of
a barber, at the time.
In 1851, he became a beadle (who

had similar powers to a policeman) in
St. Mary’s Whitechapel, employed by
the local parish. Robert Peel (a former Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom) had established a proper police force in 1829.
J.F. Brown II, who was also listed as a juror at “The Old Bailey” (the

central criminal court in England and Wales), would often have contact
with brushmakers of the day who used whale bone and hair in their
trade. The names of brushmakers’ apprentices have been found in
London fishmongers’ and other unrelated company historical docu-
ments. It was not uncommon for a father to place his son in an appren-
ticeship within his own trade, or perhaps with a contact who shared a
supply relationship. As a wigmaker, J.F. Brown II had contact with hair
suppliers, which was possibly the link to brush making.
J.F. Brown II had three sons — James III, Christopher and Char les,

all who supposedly became brushmakers. In the 1840s, the brush trade

suffered from a drop in demand. The Brushmakers Soc iety had set up its
own (Piassava fiber) broom factories to give members a chance to 
compete and earn a living. Someone, reputedly a brushmaker in
Loughborough, identified the Piassava fiber that had been dumped on
the Liverpool  docks. Its primary use was as packing (as a substitute for
whale bone) to protect cargoes of sugar from the West Indies. 
Many illegal brush shops were set up around this time, employing

unskilled labor which impacted the skilled workmen’s trade. 
Conditions during the mid-1850s were dire. Crime was high and

overpopulation within Whitechapel led to cholera outbreaks. J. F.
Brown II died of the disease. The Brown brothers immigrated in search
of a better life. Christopher immigrated to the USA in 1861 and settled
in Utah. Later, James Fulcher III and Charles followed. After being
employed as a journeyman for Wainwright Brothers Brushmakers, they
travelled to New Zealand.
It’s suggested that James Fulcher III made the first commercial brush-

es in New Zealand around 1879. This was at a Gala Day (which early
pioneers attended) in Gore, New Zealand, in celebration of the estab-
lishment of the first train link from Dunedin to Invercargill.
James Fulcher III next established his brush making enterprise in the

late 1800s by way of a small
workshop, with the shop
front located in what is now
the center of New Zealand’s
largest city, Auckland. He
soon outgrew these premises,
and in the early 1900s moved
to a purpose-built factory in
Sandringham, New Zealand,
where machinery played a
greater role in brushmaking
of the day.
James Fulcher III was

joined by his son, James IV,
upon his return from World
War I. He is credited with
being instrumental in pro-

Browns Brushware SINCE 1879

RIGHT: J.F. Brown, Founder

1937 Chevy delivery van
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gressing mechanical brush manufacturing. He
was joined in the business in the 1930s by his
family — sons James V, Trevor and Ian,  and
his daughter, Claire.
The factory moved to New Lynn, New

Zealand, its current location, in 1937.
Construction and brush making went hand-in-
hand between father and sons to arrive at what
was then a state-of-the-art purpose-built facility.
As automation improved, the Browns acquired

the necessary equipment to advance their opera-
tion. It was a natural progression, as the industry
model in play around the world was based of the
skills of the machine builders of the day.
James IV passed away in 1954, having made

a significant mark on the business during his
tenure. His wife, Florence Emily, and her fam-
ily progressed the post-World War II era by
adding value to the business and broadening
the customer base to include large chain stores.
Trevor Brown had an eye for design, devel-

oping the plastic molding division in the 1970s.
He had a progressive sales strategy, supported
by production stalwart and brother, James V.
Between these two brothers, the 1960s pro-
gressed to see Trevor Brown’s family acquire
the business and operate it to the present day.
Products from Browns Brushware are found

in many a New Zealand and Australian broom
closet, workshop, dairy shed as well as the
industrial and horticultural environment. This
spans civil, industrial and hygiene brushware,
along with houseware  and consumer lines. 
The company comprises a mix of imported

lines that supplement the products still manu-
factured on CNC machinery by a new genera-
tion of skilled New Zealand-based brush mak-
ing employees. 
Browns Brushware’s current directors are

proud to be involved in a dynamic industry
with long-standing relationships that span
time. It’s an industry that continues to evolve
as computerization, automation and processes
allow new and exciting products to be offered
to an increasingly international consumer.
Browns Brushware: spanning three cen-

turies, and five generations.

— Article provided by Browns Brushware.

ABOVE: An aerial view of the Browns Brushware factory.
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2016 marks BRM’s 58th anniversary of providing quality power brushes, twisted-in-wire brushes, 
and the BRM Flex-Hone® Tool.  Founded in 1958 as a supplier to the aerospace industry in 

Southern California, this American-owned ISO 9001:2008 company is continuing to solve surface 
finishing challenges with innovative brushing technologies. As company founder Steve Rands once said, 
“Keep an open mind. Experiment. Nothing improves until someone stops and questions an accepted 

assumption.” Today, BRM remains true to Rands’ vision by offering innovations such as specialty abrasive
brushes for surface finishing and flow-through coolant technology for automated deburring.

Brush Research has made a name for themselves as a leader in the art and science of
surface finishing. The Flex-Hone® tool, BRM’s signature product, is the standard against
which all other finishing tools are compared. The Flex-Hone® Tool is a resilient, flexible
honing tool with a soft cutting action. Built with a stiff metal stem and flexible nylon
abrasive filaments, the Flex-Hone® removes cut, torn, or folded metal while leaving the
base metal undisturbed. 

Whether it is polishing, deburring a hole or blending an edge, Brush Research is com-
mitted to creating ideal surface finishing solutions for the metalworking industry. With a
core competency in twisted wire, copper centers, end brushes, knotted wire brushes, and
abrasive nylon products, BRM is positioned to meet customer needs with a variety of
solutions. In addition to our standard product offering, custom brushes can also be made
to exact customer specifications to ensure the perfect solution for any application.

INVESTMENT IN AUTOMATION
BRM continues to develop and invest in automated machinery and equipment that

allows production of the highest quality brushes at the lowest possible cost.  Another core
competency of Brush Research is small diameter, twisted-in-wire miniature deburring
brushes. Turned end style (bottom end) brushes can now be produced in diameters as
small as .032. Stem materials include carbon steel and stainless steel. Brush filament
materials include carbon steel, stainless steel, nylon, abrasive nylon, brass and natural
bristle. Brush Research offers a Co-Manufacturers’ program that allows other brush makers
to leverage BRM’s investment in automation and provide their customers with a full line
solution. Contact Brush Research to learn about the full range of solutions available.

— Article provided by Brush Research Manufacturing.

Brush Research Manufacturing SINCE 1958

BRM’s facility in Los Angeles, CA
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When Richard Earl “Tip” Caddy founded
R.E. Caddy & Company in 1958, one of his
main goals was to build a company that supplied
his customers with high quality raw materials in
whatever quantity needed (from 50 pounds of
broomcorn to a truckload), and to deliver on
deadline. When his son, Richard
Caddy, became president in 1985,
he continued that mission as he lis-
tened to what his customers wanted.
Taking the company into the 21st
century, Richard launched an online
store in 2003. 
When Richard was ready to

retire, he looked for someone who
would continue and build upon
his family’s legacy to ensure that care and
commitment to quality and service would not
disappear. 

In the spring of 2016, R.E. Caddy &
Company became Caddy Supply Company
because the new owners knew that name
meant a promise — to maintain a complete
inventory for artisan broom makers, crafters,
hunters, industry manufacturers, or anyone
who manufactured brooms, brushes, or mops. 
Caddy Supply Company supplies craft and

processed broom corn; palmyra and Tampico
fibers; broom sewing twine and wire; and other

supplies such as nails, knives and
sewing cuffs. Hardwood and pine
handles can be ordered to specifica-
tions, including SFI (Sustainable
Forestry Initiative) certification.
A new team at Caddy Supply

Company includes online sales man-
aged by Katie Pelton, a fourth gen-
eration broomcorn trader, who com-
pletely re-designed the website,

online store and wrote informative industry
blogs to add to the site. Other key personnel
include Kylan McKenzie in sales, and Brian

Gartman, the company’s South Carolina ware-
house manager. Rounding out the staff are
experts in the broom and mop industry, Bart
Pelton and David McGee.
Whether looking to build a better broom one

at a time or in need of ordering a complete truck
load of assorted supplies for your industry,
Caddy Supply Company will be your complete
supplier. We are available 24/7 via the store or
by email at katie@caddysupply.com or
kyle@caddysupply.com. 

— Article provided by Caddy Supply Company

The origins of Caddy Supply date to 1958.

Katie Pelton

BRM’s facility in Los Angeles, CA

Caddy Supply Company 
SINCE 1958
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We admit that our desire to make perfectly crafted paint 
tools can border on the extreme. But when you get your 
hands on our professional brushes and experience the  
exceptional performance and outstanding balance, you’ll 
be glad that we are the way we are. Obsessive? Maybe. 
Well worth it to make your job easier? Absolutely.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PASSION  
AT YOUR NEAREST CORONA DEALER.

  
800.458.3483  |  CORONABRUSHES.COM

THERE’S A FINE LINE BETWEEN 
PASSION AND OBSESSION. 

AND WE  CROSS IT WITH EVERY STROKE.

COBR_0001_CoronaBrushes_BrushAd_Mech_Painter_BBM.indd   1 12/7/16   5:02 PM

Corona Brushes, Inc., is a fourth-generation family company that
has been in business for over 55 years. Though the many years of
business is impressive, the story behind the company’s history is

what sets Corona apart.
It has now been over

five decades since the
Waksman family left
behind the political tur-
moil of Cuba and estab-
lished a U.S. brush-mak-
ing company whose repu-
tation for quality crafts-
manship has translated to
enduring success in the
paint applicator market.
Brothers, Benjamin and

Albert Waksman, serve as
president and vice presi-
dent, respectively, for
Corona, whose origins
date more than 65 years to
pre-Castro Cuba. It was
there that Ben and Albert’s
grandfather, a Russian
immigrant by the name of
Jude Waksman, estab-
lished a bristle-processing
firm that eventually
evolved into a full-fledged
brush manufacturer.
Ben and Albert’s father,

Gregory, was a major
force in the business until
his death in 2010 at the
age of 80. He and his older
brother, David, got their
start in the family business
when they were just
teenagers, packing up bris-
tles in the company’s
Havana facility for ship-
ment to America. While
still in Cuba, the two
brothers sought out
knowledge about brush-
making.
“My father and uncle

learned how to make
brushes by buying them
from local hardware stores
and taking them apart to
see how they were made,”
Ben reported. “They start-
ed producing brushes
using ferrules from a com-
pany in the U.S. that is still supplying us with ferrules today.”
The Waksmans developed a following for their brushes from the local

painters in Cuba, and eventually expanded to the South American and
Caribbean markets. With David and Gregory working alongside their
father, Jude, the business flourished throughout the 1950s. 

“It was a happy story
until 1960,” Ben said.
“That’s when the Castro
regime came to power and
established a communist
dictatorship.”

IMMIGRATION 
TO AMERICA

To escape the repres-
sive political environ-
ment, the entire Waksman
family — including Jude
and his wife, Dora, as well
as David, Gregory, other
siblings, their wives and
children — immigrated to
the United States. Their
first stop was Miami, but
Jude and his sons soon
moved to Tampa to start a
new paintbrush manufac-
turing company, officially
founded on Aug. 21, 1961.
Jude served as president,
while David and Gregory
served as vice presidents.
This is the company
known today as Corona
Brushes, Inc.
“They knew it would

not be easy to start a busi-
ness from scratch,” Ben
said. “They had to adjust
to a new country, a new
language and a new style
of making paintbrushes
that they had not encoun-
tered while manufactur-
ing for the Cuban, South
American and Caribbean
markets.” 
However, they realized

that their best chance for
making their livelihood in
the U.S.A. was to do what
they knew best. They got
a loan from a banker and
purchased a machine for
mixing bristles as well as
a nailing machine and
epoxy equipment.

In addition to the challenges of adapting to a new country, the
Waksmans also had to contend with a very crowded field of paintbrush
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Shown are the Waksman brothers and Corona office crew: Front, left to right,
Benjamin Waksman and Albert Waksman. Second row: Peggy Perryman, 
Terri LaPoint, Cassie Hankinson, Carmen Javage and Susan Waksman. 

Third row: Joyce McCarthy, Sandy Rich, Tammy Epperson and Michael Waksman.

Left: Longtime Corona employee, Osvaldo Ramon, is shown in the 
Corona bristle department. Right: Gregory Waksman is pictured 

working a paint show in the 1960s.

CORONA BRUSHES, INC. Since

1961
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manufacturers — a much different competitive
environment in the 1960s compared to what
exists now. 
“There were probably about 50 brush produc-

ers at the time, considerably more than there are
today,” Ben stated.
Fortunately, the Waksmans were able to

establish Corona through a commitment to
handcrafted tools as well as through
Gregory’s innate sales ability. Gregory
traveled through Florida as the company’s
sole sales representative, building the
business one account at a time. 
“My dad was a natural-born salesman

with an outgoing personality,” Albert
recalled. “He established relationships
with customers that we still have to this
day.”
While customers are now plentiful, the

family has a fondness for some of their
oldest customers, several of whom came
from the Ybor City area of Tampa, where
the original Corona plant was located. An
early account was a hardware store
owned by the family of Dick A. Greco, a
popular man in Tampa who served multi-
ple terms as mayor.

As the company grew, Gregory and David
began traveling outside of Florida and establish-
ing a broader range of customers. As the Corona
name became more established, they saw an
increasing amount of success. In 1964, the
Waksmans faced the loss of their patriarch
when company founder Jude Waksman passed
away. David and Gregory continued his legacy,
with David assuming the role of company pres-
ident, while Gregory continued to build the
business through personal sales visits. 
Soon, the company had grown to the point

that new representation was warranted. Morris
Love was the first manufacturer’s rep hired, and
his company, Love & Associates, still repre-
sents the Corona line. Soon after, another long-
term association was established with the addi-
tion of the company’s first architectural and
industrial manufacturer's sales representative,
Dick Biebel.

IMPRESSIVE GROWTH PROGRESSION
Corona’s growth progression can be tracked

by its relocation to bigger and better facilities.
The company’s first location was in Ybor City,
a bustling area of Tampa that was populated by
many immigrants of Hispanic and Italian
descent.
The original building was approximately

4,000 square feet, which soon proved to be too
small for the growing company. By the mid-
1960s, the company had located to downtown
Tampa and more than quadrupled its space. In
1977, Corona moved to its current location of

70,000 square feet to accommodate a growing
manufacturing operation. By then, the company
had added roller covers and cage frames to its
manufacturing operation. The first roller covers
manufactured were the Ultradel™ series, which
are still part of Corona’s roller selection.
Over the years, the company has created sev-

eral innovative products on both the brush and

the roller side. Among them: the AllAmerican™
series of lightweight brushes with a full-stock,
tri-filament blend; the Champagne Nylon™
series of 100 percent extra-fine nylon for interi-
or latex work; the Red-Gold™ Nylon/Polyester

blend series for interior/exterior work; the
Performance Chinex® series for applying new-
generation acrylic coatings; the quality line of
UltraWeave™ fine-finishing roller covers; the
high-production line of UltraFast™ covers; and
the MiniPro™ Brush series, featuring full-stock
performance with a short, light handle, conven-
ient for working in cramped areas. 
The number of employees has grown steadi-

ly over the years as well, from the immediate
family to a staff that feels like family but cur-
rently numbers approximately 75 people. Some
of the employees have been with the company
for decades. One of the longest-tenured
employees is Angela Luis, who has been with
the company since 1976. Ben and Albert have
been with the company almost as long, having
joined their father and uncle in 1977, the same
year as the move to the current facility.
Ben and Albert enjoyed many years of work-

ing side by side with their father and uncle.
David Waksman retired in 1992, but sadly
passed away just a few months after retirement.
Gregory Waksman assumed the role of presi-
dent until his death in 2010.

ENDURING PRINCIPLES
Today, Ben and Albert operate the company

under the same principles that their grandfather,
father and uncle emphasized from the very begin-
ning. The high standard of providing the best
quality products and services remains an enduring
part of the company.
“It’s a very special feeling to be part of a fami-

ly business, working alongside your father or
brother toward a common goal,” Ben said.
“You’re able to apply what your forebears did.
Not a day goes by that I don’t think of my dad, my
uncle and my grandfather. It’s not just a business
— it’s a part of our family heritage.”
While the business is well-established, the

Waksmans take nothing for granted. They work
just as hard to meet the needs of customers as they
always have, having learned from their father the
importance of re-earning the customer’s business

with every single order. 
“Reorders are our greatest compliment,”

Albert said, and Ben concurred. “My father
used to say that you never own a customer.
You have to earn his trust with every brush
you sell.”
Like his brother, Ben, Albert character-

izes working in the family business as truly
unforgettable. 
“It’s gone by so fast. It’s been something

of a whirlwind,” he said. “There have been
a lot of changes in the industry and in the
business, but we make brushes with the
same care, using very similar techniques to
the ones that we started with. The core val-
ues are still there — to provide quality prod-

ucts and to offer the best possible customer serv-
ice. Those are the core values that we emphasize
to our employees, and those values are just as
important now as they were 55 years ago.”
For more information about the products, histo-

ry and commitment of Corona Brushes Inc., visit
www.coronabrushes.com.

— Article and photos 
provided by Corona Brushes, Inc. 

Albert Waksman is shown inspecting roller production.

Ben Waksman is pictured at the company’s brush making department.
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Over 100 Years of: Quality, Service & Excellence 
Standard Line of Scratch & Plater Brushes 
Standard Line of Miniature Scratch / Detail Brushes 
Standard Line of Printers – Graphic Arts Brushes 
Custom Designed Brushes & Specials 
Private Labeling & Imprinting 
Co-Manufacture Pricing 
Stock Items Available for Prompt Shipment 
From Short to Long Production Runs 
Freight Prepaid for Large Quantities 

 
   2241 N Knox Ave.   Tel (773) 489-2330 
   Chicago, Il. 60639   Fax (773) 489-1102 
 

Web Address: www.gornellbrush.com 
E-Mail: sales@gornellbrush.com 

E. Gornell & Sons, Inc.. 
Engineers & Manufacturers of Industrial Brushes Since 1892 

E. Gornell & Sons, Inc., was found-
ed in 1892 by Edward Gornell, the
great grandfather of the current sec-
retary/treasurer Diane Treslo.
Edward Gornell was a brush maker in
England and immigrated to Chicago,
producing hand-laced and cement
set brushes for the jewelry and tan-
ning industries.

The company remains as it was in 1892; family operated and is

celebrating 125 years in business. E. Gornell & Sons is one of

only a handful of American brush companies that is in its 5th gen-

eration of being operated by the same family.

E. Gornell & Sons has built its reputation as a custom designer

and manufacturer of industrial brushes. Its modern CNC equip-

ment gives the company the capability to manufacture custom

brushes and to handle small personalized brush orders as well as

large production orders.

E. Gornell & Sons is one of the most respected companies in

the industry, taking pride in providing quality brushes and excel-

lent service at very competitive prices.

— Article provided by E. Gornell & Sons.

E. GORNELL & SONS, INC. 

Continuously family operated and celebrating 
125 years in business.

SINCE 1892
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Ben Waksman is pictured at the company’s brush making department.



Draper Knitting Company specializes in knitted high pile, jersey,  

double knits, napped fleece, single sided terry and nonwoven fabrics 

for fashion, performance, industrial and safety applications.

Draper Knitting Company
28 Draper Lane, Canton, MA 02021

As ABMA celebrates its 100th year, Draper
Knitting is celebrating 160 years in business.
Draper Knitting has been a member of ABMA
since the 1970s, when the paint roller business

was really booming, and the company has been
a loyal member ever since. The networking,
camaraderie and education make ABMA a
vibrant association we are proud to be a part of.
Less than 3 percent of family businesses sur-

vive the transition to the 4th generation; there-

fore, having a 6th generation Draper (Kristin
Draper) currently running the business, indeed
makes the company rare.
Draper Knitting is most noted for its develop-

ment of specialty fabrics, and takes pride in
making the widest range of pile fabrics avail-
able. The company’s ability to knit pile fabrics
from as light as 13-ounces to as heavy as 120-
ounces, and using almost every fiber from wool
to polyester and from Nomex® to Kevlar®,
allows Draper Knitting to service many special-
ized industries with pile fabrics.
In addition to pile fabrics, Draper offers non-

woven stitch bonded fabrics and conventional
circular knits, making it a well-rounded busi-
ness that is always looking for new and exciting
fibers, fabrics and opportunities.
Draper Knitting has always been known for

its product diversification and innovation.
Committed to the paint roller industry, the com-
pany also serves many technical markets
including fire service, HazMat, filtration, outer-
wear and even therapeutic fabrics. If you need a
custom fabric, let Draper help you design it. 

—Article provided by Draper Knitting.
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Shown here are Draper family members
who are part of the Draper Knitting staff.
Front row, left to right, are Wendy (Draper)

Barrows, R & D coordinator; Kristin
Draper, president and general manager;
and Lynn (Draper) Hover, office manager.
Shown in the back row, left to right, are
Rick Barrows, knitting foreman; Scott

Draper, vice president and treasurer; and
Bill Shaul, production manager. 

DRAPER 
KNITTING SINCE 1856

Happy 100th Anniversary ABMA! 



Draper Knitting Company specializes in knitted high pile, jersey,  

double knits, napped fleece, single sided terry and nonwoven fabrics 

for fashion, performance, industrial and safety applications.

Draper Knitting Company
28 Draper Lane, Canton, MA 02021



Your Brush Deserves The Best Filaments

HEALTH DESERVES THE BEST FILAMENTS
— Toothbrush Filaments

The most important component of a toothbrush lies in the bris-
tle. With outstanding industry expertise accumulated over the
years, coupled with proven technologies, DuPont Filaments is
dedicated to the oral care brush industry with its nylon solutions,
under the brand names
DuPont™ Tynex® (nylon
612) and DuPont™ Herox®
(nylon 610). 
Leading toothbrush brands

and manufacturers are able to
produce very high quality
brushes with a balance of
consistent quality, wear per-
formance and unmatched pro-
ductivities in tufting and end-
rounding by using DuPont fil-
aments. 
Consumer trends with

toothbrushes are increasingly
focused on six major areas:
1). Visual Attractiveness, 2).
Interdental Cleaning, 3).
Plaque Removal, 4). Gum Comfort, 5). Gingival Cleaning, and 6).
Anti-microbial within the filaments. In response, DuPont
Filaments has been working closely with the leading global
brands in oral care, as well as toothbrush manufacturers, to fulfill
these needs with its broad range of innovative products. 
DuPont™ Tynex® Brilliance Pro filaments, launched in late

2015, are a prime example of DuPont’s newest innovation that
combines both visual attractiveness and functional benefits.
With its unique diamond-shape profile and distinguished color
effects, Tynex® Brilliance Pro is the ultimate filament for pre-
mium toothbrushes. The soft bristle of Tynex® Brilliance Pro,
with its outstanding translucency and glistening look brought
by a proprietary color recipe, will make any toothbrush an

“eye-catcher” on the shelf, while retaining superior cleaning
ability for interdental and plaque removal performance.
As Herox® was successfully re-introduced to the toothbrush

filament market by DuPont, it is known as a “green” material,
with 67 percent of its ingredients coming from renewable-
sourced raw material. Another innovation, DuPont™ Herox®

Binchotan filaments was
added to the product portfo-
lio in 2015, as DuPont adapt-
ed its product strategy to pro-
vide tailor-made solutions
targeting customer needs and
growth in Asia Pacific. 
Capturing the emerging

trend of using charcoal in
various dispensary applica-
tions, especially in Asia,
DuPont Filaments brought
yet another innovation to the
market by combining nylon
and binchotan charcoal pow-
der. The binchotan charcoal
powder used by DuPont is
manufactured from 100 per-

cent natural wood through a specialized carbonization process in
Japan, where binchotan is originated. The combination of nylon
and binchotan, with perceived functional benefits commonly
known in Asia and increasingly in other regions, allows tooth-
brush designers to bring new concepts of toothbrushes to con-
sumers. 
DuPont™ Herox® Link filaments, another member of the

Herox® family and a “new” nylon material using co-extrusion
technology, was recently introduced to toothbrush customers
who are seeking alternative nylon filament solutions with better
cost effectiveness. Herox® Link filaments retain the perform-
ance needed to better satisfy those markets seeking comparative-
ly soft toothbrush filaments.
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DuPont Filaments

For more than 70 years, DuPont Filaments has been recognized as a leader 
in innovative synthetic filaments that enable brush manufacturers to 
address emerging trends and meet evolving consumer expectations. 
Building on a legacy of innovation, its global team of scientists and 

development engineers continues to expand the broad range of filament offerings
for premium quality brushes and industrial applications, giving leading global
brands and brush manufacturers ever more flexibilities in brush designs.



BEAUTY DESERVES THE BEST FILAMENTS 
— Fine Filaments

When it comes to the cosmetics industry, consumer needs are dynam-
ic and ever-changing. There is also an increasing expectation for high
performance tools as consumer cosmetics applications are more special-
ized toward professional grades. 
From powder to eyeliner, mascara to nail polish, as well as facial

cleaning brushes, consumers are looking for brushes with high perform-
ance in durability, ease of cleaning, soft touch-and-feel, powder
pickup/release, etc. Even if different animal hair materials are still avail-
able as options for cosmetic brushes in the market, responsible cosmetic
brands are already leading the trend to be “cruelty free,” and use only
synthetic filaments in their brushes. 
DuPont™ Natrafil® filaments, a pioneering filament from DuPont’s

unique polyester-based material, contain proprietary texturizing addi-
tives that create a structured surface that mimics animal hair. Natrafil®
filaments offer a synthetic alternative to animal hair in premium cosmet-
ic powder brushes with more consistency in the bristle, while maintain-

ing the touch-and-feel of premium animal hair. Studies have shown that
brushes made with Natrafil® filaments have equal to superior pickup and
release performance versus brushes made with animal hair. 
Hygiene in cosmetic products is a serious, but often forgotten, con-

cern. If you think your makeup brush is bacteria free, you should think
again. Infection-causing bacteria can thrive in cosmetic brushes and
products that are not adequately cleaned or are used beyond their indi-
cated product lifespan. DuPont is helping to tackle this problem with
DuPont™ Tynex® StaClean® fine filaments, launched in 2015. 
Independent verification by an authoritative third party testing agency

has confirmed that Tynex® StaClean® fine filaments are 99 percent
effective in bacteria inhibition. This is due to the silver-oxygen combina-
tion in the filaments that inhibits the growth of micro-organisms. The
launch of Tynex® StaClean® fine filaments addresses the hygienic con-
cern for cosmetic brushes.

EFFICIENCY DESERVES THE BEST FILAMENTS 
— Abrasive Filaments

Like most industries, steel manufacturers are always looking for ways
to increase productivity. The emphasis is on getting more square feet of
metal through the mill, cleaned and coated faster than ever before. 
To accomplish this, steel mills are using more aggressive cleaning

solutions. The problem is that many cleaning brushes typically used in
steel mills are quickly degrading. The plastics found in such brush fila-
ments can’t handle pH scale extremes, which are often found in these
cleaning solutions. 

Technical resources at DuPont Filaments have helped solve this prob-
lem by adding stabilizers to one of the company’s nylon polymer formu-
lations, effectively extending the pH range that these filaments can be
used in. Brushes made with these filaments now deliver cleaning per-
formance over an improved service life, helping steel manufactures
achieve higher productivity.
Another need that is often voiced by customers is higher aggressive-

ness in metal finishing applications. DuPont™ Tynex® A, a family of
ceramic grit-containing filaments, was developed to meet this need.

CREATIVITY DESERVES THE BEST FILAMENTS 
— Paintbrush Filaments

When manufacturers began changing their paints to water-based for-
mulations, more people began using paintbrushes made with synthetic
bristles because the hog bristles traditionally used in paintbrushes lost
stiffness in water-based paints. 
Synthetics such as DuPont™ Tynex®, DuPont™ Chinex® and

DuPont™ Orel® brand filaments quickly became popular choices. As
paint manufacturers continue to improve their water-based formulations
by reducing volatile organic compound (VOC) content, increasing solid
loadings and decreasing drying times, there is an ongoing need for
increasingly higher performing brushes. 

To meet this need, DuPont Filaments continues to innovate and help
customize solutions. For example, the company developed filaments
with stiffer cross-section that can push higher viscosity paints more effi-
ciently. It also changed the shapes of the filaments, so that they not only
pick up more paint from the can for faster application, but are easier to
clean.

— Article provided by DuPont Filaments
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Filkemp is an industry leader in abrasive nylon filaments. These are 
available in Nylon 6, 6.10, and 6.12 with Silica Carbide, Aluminum 

Oxide, Ceramic, and Diamond aggregates. AST Filaments maintains 
a stocking program of popular sizes and also keep customer 

specific inventory at the AST facility in Mattoon, Illinois.

www.filkemp.com

AST Filaments is the Exclusive North American Distributor for Filkemp. 
AST Filaments supplies the industry with the highest quality 

materials at competitive prices.

AST Filaments offers:
Synthetic Filaments
Nylon, PBT, PET, PS, PP, PE
Abrasive Filaments
SIC, AO, Ceramic, Diamond, & Multifilament

Ask about our stocking program!

AST Filaments
www.ASTFilaments.com
dustinm@astfilaments.com
217-246-4825
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Filkemp congratulates ABMA on its 100th
anniversary and celebrates the story of
Filkemp’s founder, Wolfgang Kemper. 

As an independent company, Filkemp is approximately 20 years
old, although the factory has been producing monofilaments in
Portugal since the 1970s as a business unit of Hoechst. 

Then, and now, this activity has been closely linked to one man: Mr.
Wolfgang Kemper, founder and president of Filkemp, a German citizen
who once started out as a Hoechst trainee in Brazil. He was sent to
Portugal in 1964 with the task of managing Hoechst, which was at the
time, a subsidiary of one of the largest pharmaceutical and chemical com-
panies in the world. 
Mr. Kemper grew the company into an industrial conglomerate, with

activities in a wide range of fields (including the production of monofila-
ments) and a total of over 1,200 employees.   
In 1998, when Hoechst worldwide decided to spin off all non-core

businesses in order to focus only on life sciences, Mr. Kemper and two
other managers of the monofilament business unit (Mr. José Inglês and
Mr. Manuel Rolo) decided to go ahead with an MBO (management-buy-

out) of this unit. The following years proved to be very successful, as the
company got into new and exciting business areas, producing all kinds of
different monofilaments such as:
• Abrasive filaments;
• Paper machine clothing and filtration fabrics;
• Sport and commercial fishing; 
• Mooring ropes;
• Tennis racket strings; 
• Grass trimming and agriculture; and, more recently,
• PET-G, PLA and Nylon filaments for 3D printing.
The company has been growing consistently over the past 18 years.

Today, it’s a respected, worldwide player in the monofilament industry,
exporting 99 percent of all products it manufactures.
Mr. Wolfgang Kemper and his team wish ABMA all the best for, at

least, another 100 years to come.
— Article provided by Filkemp.
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FILKEMP CELEBRATING ITS 
FIRST 20 YEARS

Wolfgang Kemper and his team wish ABMA all the best
for, at least, another 100 years to come.

Filkemp plant near Lisbon, Portugal

Wolfgang Kemper
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SINCE 1946

Fabrica De Brochas Perfect, SA DE CV
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Fabrica De Brochas Perfect, SA DE CV, of Mexico, would like to thank the
American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) for its 100 years of service,
benefiting so many companies involved in the brush industry. 

We are very proud to belong to this association and help ABMA celebrate its 100
years of professionalism, dedication and care for the benefit of brush manufacturers and
suppliers.
Fabrica De Brochas Perfect, which supplies raw material for the brush industry, is very

happy to commemorate this milestone with ABMA. The organization has given us the
opportunity, over the years, to promote our business and connect with so many ABMA-
member manufacturers, helping us grow at the international level.

— Article provided by Fabrica De Brochas Perfect, SA DE CV



Industrial Brush Corporation has enjoyed a rich history of inno-
vation from its inception. Founder Lloyd Jones first ventured into
brush making in 1927, when at age 29, he purchased Pioneer Brush.

Jones soon developed the transverse brush, fruit-washing process that
today is found worldwide wherever fruit and vegetables are grown in
commercial quantities.
Soon thereafter, Jones sold Pioneer Brush to, and went to work for,

Food Machinery Corporation (FMC). After 18 years with FMC, Jones left
and founded Industrial Brush Corporation (IBC) on Jan. 1, 1947.  After a
couple difficult years getting the business started, things got better and the
company was making brushes for citrus, bus, truck and train washing.
IBC expanded into the car washing and street sweeping markets and

became so successful that Wayne Manufacturing Company, of Pomona,
CA, purchased IBC in 1965 and Lloyd Jones retired.  In 1967, IBC moved
to a new location in Pomona. Two years later, in a move to better serve
the Florida citrus market, IBC opened a brush manufacturing plant in
Lakeland, FL.  
IBC also began offering a “clean and repair” service that saves its

customers money and provides an extra level of service, unmatched by
any competitor. Providing great service and quality products are IBC’s
strength.
In 1972, FMC Corporation came back into the picture and purchased

both Wayne Manufacturing Company and IBC, marking the second-
time FMC had bought a brush manufacturing company once owned by
Lloyd Jones.
In time, it became clear to FMC that while IBC was operating success-

fully in the brush market, the parent company was more interested in con-
centrating on other businesses. Consequently, in 1985, FMC sold IBC to
three employees: John Cottam, Bob Baldridge and Bill Dawley.
For the past 31 years, IBC has continued to grow and prosper. In 2002,

Bill Dawley retired and sold his interest back to the company.  In 2007, a
second addition to the Florida manufacturing plant was completed, which
made the plant three times the size of the original building.
In 2009, Bob Baldridge retired and sold his interest in the company,

leaving John Cottam as the sole owner. In 2011, John’s son, James
Cottam, joined the company in California. In 2014, IBC moved its entire
California operation to St. George, UT, and built a brand new 52,400-
square-foot plant.  
In November of 2014, John C. Cottam, another of John’s sons, joined

the company. John (senior) continues to serve as president of IBC, a posi-
tion he has held for 34 years. In 2015, IBC made some major management
changes and began a greatly expanded program of product and machinery
development. 
Combined with new machinery purchases from Europe, IBC’s in-house

machinery and equipment development has already produced six new
computer-controlled machines, with several others in development. This
will allow IBC to make brushes faster, with even higher quality. IBC is
also working on several new products that will continue to keep the com-
pany competitive and prosperous for decades to come.  

— Article provided by the Industrial Brush Corporation.
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ABOVE:
The original
Industrial Brush 
Corporation plant.

ABOVE:
Industrial Brush
Corporation’s current
52,400-square-foot
plant located in 
St. George, UT.

INDUSTRIAL
BRUSH CORP.
SINCE 1947



Owner William Loitz needed help fast; someone smart, resource-
ful, driven. He placed a “want ad” in the Stanford Business
School magazine. Robin Rakusin, a Stanford alumnus, had seen

the ad, clipped it and “snail-mailed” it to her big brother, Ken Rakusin, a
Xerox executive looking for entrepreneurial opportunities. Ken followed
up, even though he thought, “‘Brushes? What other weird things will my
sister send me next? What kind of odd business is the brush industry?’ But
my sister would not stop pestering me,” chuckles Ken. 
But then Rakusin met Loitz, and had a gut feeling that the brush busi-

ness could be huge. Loitz immediately saw something in Ken and had the
wisdom to sign him on, hoping Ken could throw in a lifesaver and rescue
the small company. 
Rakusin got to work. His calculations showed that Gordon Brush’s

potential for growth could be big, but if he didn’t act quickly the fledg-
ling company, at his helm, would be bankrupt in six months or less. 
“I’m a guy who loves to solve problems and puzzles,” notes Rakusin.

“Once I dove in, I had all the employees plus my family to worry about.
I had to make it work. I had no choice.”
But there was an even bigger problem. Rakusin had zero background

in the brush industry. What he did have, though, was a deep desire to edu-
cate himself. He also had a stubborn refusal to hand American business
and capital over to other countries. His own father was a “Made In
America” manufacturer, and Rakusin refused to accept that other coun-
tries could do it better. 
He started reading everything he could get his hands on. One day, a pam-

phlet came across his desk about the American Brush Manufacturing
Association holding a networking event. Rakusin looked at the costs to
attend and did not hesitate, even though Gordon Brush was struggling at the
time. He had the foresight to know that any association promoting education
and networking for the American brush business was worth investigating. 
Rakusin’s calculations and intuition paid off. His first ABMA meeting

was in Scottsdale, AZ, and Karl Weiler was the president. 
“I was like a rookie thrown in the pool with Michael Phelps. I was

drowning,” laughs Rakusin. “By the end of the four days, I had a kick
board and could swim a lap or two with the big guys. I learned so much.
Better than that, I gathered a network of industry experts I could call for
advice, anytime. They are still some of my closest friends and colleagues.
You can’t put a value on that.” 
In that first four-day meeting, Rakusin not only accelerated his learn-

ing curve exponentially, he made a deal that brings in over $1 million
annually to this day.  
Even though the brush industry is fiercely competitive, executives and

owners from around the country attend the annual meeting to share

knowledge, insight and to network. 
“The brush industry is so massive there is enough business to go

around,” notes Alan Schechter, vice president of sales and marketing for
Gordon Brush. “When I first heard about ABMA, I thought that everyone
would compete and be secretive. But I’ve learned it’s healthy competi-
tion. And if you are not a part of it, you are really on the outside and will
have a tough time.”  
“Yes, we compete,” adds Ken. “And I know I keep bringing up this

swimming analogy, but it’s like we are all on the same team. ABMA is
Team USA. Attendees are on Team USA, and we all make each other bet-
ter. You need proof? Just look at how the brush industry has grown in the
USA since ABMA’s inception in 1917.” 
“Ok, I’ll add to the swimming metaphor,” grins Maggie Avellaneda,

Gordon Brush’s marketing service manager. “When Ken comes back from
ABMA, he is like a kid. He does flip turns and jumps off the diving board.
After ABMA, we have a pool of material and ideas to go over. We have cus-
tomer service improvements and connections to sort through. Sometimes, I
have to say, ‘Whoa, whoa, slow down Ken, one lap at a time.’” 
Patriotism is paramount at Gordon Brush. Gordon Brush has been

steadfast in its philosophy and commitment to manufacturing in the
United States, even under competitive threats. Gordon Brush never con-
sidered offshore manufacturing to become more competitive. Instead, we
focused on making higher quality and specialty items. 
“When you look at our products next to knock offs or similar items

from China, there is just no comparison. Ours are built to last,” notes
Ricardo Ruiz, Gordon Brush’s plant manager. “Our American-made prod-
ucts show our pride.” 
Rakusin continues, “Promoting ‘American made’ is vital to the

strength, health and viability of the United States.” 
Many end-users are willing to sacrifice cost over quality, even though

in the long run it costs them more because they have to replace sub-stan-
dard products more frequently. Gordon’s Milwaukee Dustless brush line
of janitorial cleaning tools, and its health and wellness product, the
FootMate® System, face the most intense pressure from lower-priced,
Chinese-made products in many distribution channels. 
“In spite of all of these issues, I was determined to build and grow our

business in the United States by re-investing profits into the purchase of
millions of dollars in manufacturing equipment and machinery.
Companies that have nothing to differentiate themselves, besides price,
are the most vulnerable to the threat of lower-priced Chinese-made prod-
ucts. This is a no-win game. Gordon Brush chooses to compete on value-
added. The contacts I made, and are still making at ABMA, have helped
me realize those goals,” said Rakusin.  
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Gordon Brush SINCE 1951

Gordon Brush Salutes The Centennial Celebration 
Of The Association That Helped Fuel Its Victories

It was 1990. There was a recession. Brush businesses across the USA were selling 
out to cheap foreign labor and materials. Competition was fierce. It was a tough 
time. Gordon Brush was a “Made in America” company drowning in deep water. 



Offering premier products with superior customer service has enabled
the company to grow and prosper in spite of the Chinese threat. 
When considering off-shore manufacturing, the allure of international

low-cost labor has to be balanced with loss of control, local customs chal-
lenges and costs, shipping time and expense, product reliability, safety
and compliance measures, and fewer inventory issues. 
“The cost of shipping, and the ability to offer same day shipping on

most standard brushes, is such a major factor of why it’s better to keep
business right here in the United States,” says Ruiz.
Most important to Gor don Brush is its valued, long-tenured, skilled

emp loyees. Gordon Brush has a long history of employee lon gevity. 
With well over 120 employees, plus their families, Rakusin notes,

“I feel responsible for them. We show them that Gordon Brush is a
great place to work, and we are committed to enhancing our
employees’ lives.”
Gordon Brush employees have 401K profit sharing, first-rate health

care and other benefits similar to a Fortune 500 company.  
“There are tremendous problems all over the world,” said Rakusin.

“We can’t fix them all. But
what we can do is act locally.
We start here. Our priority is
to help our Gordon Brush
community. That means
keeping our business here no
matter how tough it gets.
During the recession, I didn’t
take much of a salary. I had
to keep my people going.
That’s a sacrifice I was will-
ing to take.” 
Adds Ricardo Ruiz,

“Brushmaking is an art; we
would not have a business
without all these skilled arti-
sans.  It takes a commitment
to stock over 2,000 different
brushes for same day ship-
ment. We have some of the
country’s smartest engi-
neers and machinists work-
ing full time to design quali-
ty and complex brushes at
record speed.” 
Gordon Brush has made

brushes for the United
States Army to clean the
main gun on the Abrams
tanks, saving the Dep -
artment of Defense over $1.5 billion. The company also has made
brushes that were used on the space shuttle, the lunar module, and
brushes to clean the guidance system and guns on the Apache heli-
copter. Gordon Brush manufactures brushes that grow microorgan-
isms used as alternative energy sources; that are used by the FBI for
fingerprinting crime scenes; and for complex circuit boards in the
computer industry. Gordon Brush has patents pending on stadium
sweepers, that are changing the way America cleans its greatest
sports stadiums and theater chains.
In March 2016, the company moved into its new, sprawling, state-of-

the-art 183,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in the City of Industry,
CA. In May 2016, the company also moved in its Milwaukee Dustless
Brush (MDB) division from Wisconsin. Milwaukee Dustless Brush was
originally acquired by Gordon Brush in 2005, and is Gordon’s janitorial
cleaning tool division. Milwaukee Dustless will celebrate its 120th
anniversary in 2017. 
“The Milwaukee Dustless motto: ‘Innovative Products that Clean

Better and Last Longer’ is a testament to our philosophy,” notes
Schechter. “With an American heritage dating to 1897, Milwaukee
Dustless is the inventor of the first dustless brush.” 
Gordon Brush is growing. The company is currently in the hiring and

acquisition phase, and management has recently purchased StaticFaction,
a leader in anti-static filaments, and J.B. Ward & Sons, a leading manu-
facturer of custom and specialty brushes for the electronics and packag-
ing industries.
Ken Rakusin has never missed an ABMA meeting since going that first

time. He is proud that he spent 16 years on the board of directors, and
served as president from 2005-2007. 
“Besides being an absolute blast, the value we get out of the ABMA meet-

ings is immeasurable, whether we are looking to purchase a new business,
looking to hire, searching for new technologies or materials, or seeking busi-
ness advice or sales ideas. The list of benefits goes on,” he said. “I try to give
back as much as I can, too. I always try to advise others, and am so happy to
see the growth of the association and a new generation coming in. We could
not have achieved our level of success without ABMA. I mean that. Go USA!”

Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., founded in 1951, 34 years after ABMA,
is an ISO 9001:2008 certified and leading manufacturer of specialty, cus-
tom and standard brushes for industrial and consumer purposes. The com-
pany makes the very popular FootMate® System, as well as over 15,000
standard and custom brushes, selling to a multitude of industries includ-
ing: janitorial, medical, electronics, manufacturing, military, aerospace
and pharmaceutical. 
Gordon Brush has been featured on the ION Network, Discovery

Channel, Bloomberg News, and in the Los Angeles Times. The
FootMate® System has been featured on the Today Show and The Real
TV Show, as well as in online magazines — People.com: “Stuff We
Love;” CNN.com: “The Short List for Buying American;” Cosmopolitan
Germany: “Beautiful Feet for the Warm Days!;” Drug Store News; Bisous
Magazine; Posh Beauty; Milk & Honey; and Beauty Store Business.
Gordon Brush has also received Member Resolution No. 1402, spon-

sored by Sen. Ronald S. Calderon, 30th California State Senate District.
— Article provided by Gordon Brush
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Gordon Brush President/CEO Ken Rakusin presents the company’s FootMate® System to U.S. Rep. 
Steny Hoyer, left, and U.S. Rep. Grace Napolitano, following a tour of Gordon Brush’s new facility. 



“Congratulations to the American Brush
Manufacturers Association in celebration
of its 100th anniversary. What an amazing
accomplishment and a true testament 
to the strength of this association,”

acknowledges Jan Haviland, president 
of Haviland Corporation.

In addition, Haviland Corporation just celebrated its 70th year of
manufacturing premium products in the United States. The company,
which continues as a Haviland family owned business, manufactures
more than 5,000 products.
The company operates six divisions at the facility: paving and seal-

ing tools, aftermarket sweeper scrubber blades and gaskets, OEM
sweeper scrubber products, floor squeegees, window squeegees, and
specialty products.
Alan Kay once said, “The best way to predict the future is to invent

it.”  And that is just what Haviland Corporation did with the introduc-
tion of its new lines: the Aqualir Pro, Brink Pad, Sahara Squeegee, and
the Big MO Squeegee.
The Aqualir Pro was developed with a specially compounded pure

premium natural rubber for applications where heavy-duty impact and
wear resistance in harsh real world environments is required. Aqualir
Pro offers outstanding resilience, strength and resistance to cutting,
tearing and abrasion. Because of these outstanding properties, Haviland
Corporation introduced these products into the company’s sweeper
scrubber market. 
Haviland Corporation developed the Brink Pad cutting board for

the food prep industry.  There are between 76 to 81 million cases of
documented food poisoning each year, with 80 to 90 percent coming
from food prep alone. The Brink Pad is non-porous
and non-absorbent, and washes easily in an indus-
trial dishwasher to remove any opportunities for
contamination. Wood cutting boards are banned in
several states; plastic boards become marred quick-
ly creating an opportunity for bacteria to harbor in
the crevices; and marble will dull knives. The pad has a pliable sur-
face that will not dull knives, is skid resistant and made with ingredi-
ents approved by the FDA.  In addition, Haviland’s Brink Pad accepts
heat up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit, and makes a great hot pad to pro-
tect surfaces.
Haviland’s paving and sealing division introduced the Sahara

Squeegee. This floor squeegee is used to spread high heat substances
such as asphalts and hot tars. The Sahara squeegee will remain stable up
to 500 degrees Fahrenheit, and is a great alternative to standard rubber

squeegees. Haviland’s biggest market to date on these squeegees has
been internationally.
The Big Mo is a 24-inch premium floor squeegee and metal han-

dle marketed and packaged for the retail industry. 
Haviland Corporation is working on other new products to add to

the industries that it serves as well. 
“We have several new products that we are excited to introduce in the

coming year,” stated Jan.
Although the company is now widely diversified, manufacturing floor

squeegees remains an essential part of Haviland Corporation’s business
— 70 years after Warren Haviland first entered the market. 
“Our products seem to be more custom-oriented,” remarks Dale

Heidbrink, Vice President of Operations. He added, “Haviland
Corporation tends to offer more heavy-duty and customer-designed prod-
ucts (compared to foreign imports).”  
Since Haviland Corporation manufacturers in the United States, the

company has the ability to quickly tweak and modify products to meet
special demands. 
“We are not ‘a one squeegee fits all’ type of company,” reveals Alice

Andrews, Executive Vice President. She added, “We have the ability to
manufacture floor squeegees from 12 to 72 inches long.”  

Customers can buy just what they need to help reduce their inventory
and free up warehouse space. Haviland Corporation offers low minimums
along with easy terms.  
“Haviland’s goal is to be the easiest manufacturer with which to part-

ner,” stated Jan.
“Now is a great time to buy American-made, and to make Haviland

your first choice in squeegee products,” shares Jan.

— Article provided by Haviland Corporation
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HAVILAND CORPORATION
70 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING IN THE U.S.

Shown is the late Warren Haviland, an entrepreneur and former president of
Haviland Corporation, displaying his products at the National Sanitary Supply

Association in the early 1950s, prior to his serving in the Korean Conflict.





 Celebrating 80 years of operation.

With three generations of passionate 
leadership from the Jones family, Jones 

Yarn grew into one of the largest 
spinners in the world. Today’s Senior 

Leadership Team cultivates new 
innovations for the floor care industry.

We’re thankful for the relationships 
built over the last 80 years and look 
forward to being an integral part of 

your continued success.

Jones Family of Companies
Humboldt, TN   |   800.238.8334

 jonesyarn.com
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The company was established by George
Wittenberg, who started the business in his
basement in 1926. His first brushes were
handmade for local industries. As the 
business grew, it was first moved to his
garage and then to an off-site property.
A partnership was formed with a brother, E.H. Wittenberg, in

1946; and in 1949, the business was incorporated as La Crosse
Brush, Inc. Business was on the increase until the night of Jan. 25,
1972, when the entire plant was destroyed by fire. Fortunately,
company records were saved and the brush making machines were
found to be repairable. A unanimous decision was made to contin-
ue business. Temporary quarters were rented until late 1972, when
a 26,000-square-foot block building was purchased along with
four acres of ground. The company still is housed in this building.
In 1982, the company purchased Metal Tech Incorporated,

(which was renting space at the time) and changed the name to
MTI Mfg., Inc. This business was started in 1978, and has become
a precision machine shop that specializes in the manufacturering
of hydraulic valve bodies and manifolds. MTI Mfg., now employs
over 20 employees, and houses 12 CNC machining centers work-
ing two shifts. 
The Wittenberg family ran the business until early 2000 when

the company was purchased by its current ownership.
In February 2006, the company purchased the assets of

Ridgeview Products LLC, of La Crosse, WI. It was a manufactur-
er of broom and brush products, primarily for the food processing
and food service markets. The product lines use plastic blocks and
color-coded bristle material for hygienic applications. The
machinery and inventory were moved to the La Crosse brush
building at the time of purchase. Ridgeview’s name and logo are
currently used as the brand name for our food industry brushes.
In May 2007, the company purchased the assets of Excel Brush

Works, located in Prairie du Chien, WI. Excel had been a manu-
facturer of consumer and industrial brooms and brushes since

1982. This move put La Crosse Brush into the retail market, a
business segment that it did not specialize in. Inventory and equip-
ment were eventually moved to La Crosse, WI. Excel’s name and
logo are currently used as the brand name for our retail brushes.
In the fall of 2016, we expanded the Ridgeview brand into addi-

tional colors. Besides white, red, yellow, blue, green and black fil-
ament, we now offer orange, brown and purple. We have also
expanded our inventory of shovels, scoops, scrapers, etc., that we
redistribute from Harold Moore. In addition, in 2017, we will look
at adding a variety of color-coded blocks to go with the filament.
Please stay tuned for details…    
La Crosse Brush, Inc., has a reputation for high quality at rea-

sonable prices, and will continue to strive toward building on that
reputation in the future. 

— Article provided by La Crosse Brush, Inc.
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SINCE 1926La Crosse Brush, Inc.
LA CROSSE BRUSH, INC., WOULD LIKE TO 

CONGRATULATE ABMA ON ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY. 



Since 1974 — has it been that long? When deciding what to write for this
article I looked back on an article that first appeared in the Oct 13, 1984 issue
of Broom, Brush & Mop. It was an article written about the beginnings of
Lafitte Mop Co., Inc. So many of the facts in that article seem like yester-
day and some seem like eons ago. 
Lafitte Mop Co., Inc. started in 1974 by John Lafitte during a time much like the

United States is experiencing now.  John was working as an electrician in Atlanta
and the construction trade was in a slump and John was often laid-off for long peri-
ods of time. Our young family badly needed some kind of supplemental income. 
The idea for trying the mop business really came from John's father-in-law,

Fred Cleghorn, Sr., who had operated a lucrative mop business in the 1930s
and 1940s. Mr. Cleghorn had sold his mop business in the 1950s, but the peo-
ple who bought the equipment had just stored it away in their garage. John
started the new business by borrowing $1,000 from a local bank to buy a used
mop winder, an old pair of scales, yarn, handles and some supplies.
John worked nights, winding mops to be sold to local retailers by day.

At the time, he also held down a regular day job, as work was available.
Before long, he was working days, nights and weekends to keep up with
his growing business, often working all night and making deliveries before
going to a day job. By 1979, he had quit his electrical job to devote full
time to mop manufacturing.
Lafitte Mop Co., Inc., is a family-run operation with John, his wife Cathy

and his oldest son John, Jr., all active in the day-to-day aspects of operation.
Over the years, there have been many changes and challenges in the mop busi-
ness. This includes imports, fluctuations in raw material prices and the coun-
try’s economic ups and downs, to name a few. 

In order to remain a successful manufacturer, Lafitte Mop Co., Inc., has
adapted the business over the years and its product focus has shifted. We went
from mostly household products in the early days to a much broader line that
includes janitorial and commercial products. 
One of the most important lessons we have learned from being in business

came very early on from one of our vendors, John Crunkleton, of Cornelia
Broom & Mop Company, in Cornelia, GA. When he called one day,  I asked
if he was calling for money and he said, “No, I'm not in this to make money
— just to make friends.” At the time, I had a big laugh. But now I know that
those words of wisdom about making friends has definitely been one of the
most important blessings of the last 42 years. 

We have made friends around the world. Some of those friendships we will
treasure forever. God has definitely blessed us with a wonderful family that
includes employees who have come alongside us to help build this company.
We have spent as many hours with some of them as with our children. 
We believe the American dream is still alive, and the hard work that

John put in to make a successful business will continue to work for the
next generation. 

— Article provided by Lafitte Mop Co., Inc.

Since 1974, we have excelled in the 
manufacturing and distribution of mops 

for industrial and commercial use.
Our primary products, featuring an array 

of styles of both wet and dust mops have 
been developed for practicality, 

longevity and usefulness.

P.O. Box 577
Villa Rica, Georgia 30180
Phone: 1-800-258-2822
Fax: 1-770-459-1116

For 100 Years Of Service To The Industry!
And we wish you many more!

 ABMA 
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Lafitte Mop Co., Inc. is located in Villa Rica, GA.

Since 1974
LAFITTE MOP CO., INC.
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Lessmann is a family-owned business located in Oettingen, Germany,
with more than 200 employees. For almost 70 years, Lessmann has been
producing high quality technical brushes that are exclusively “Made in
Germany.”
Lessmann offers a wide range of approved standard brushes and also

permanently develops new products to meet customer demands. Highly
skilled engineers and state-of-the-art machinery and equipment create the
optimal requirements for best product quality at fair prices. 

Lessmann is one of the leading manufacturers of knotted brushes that
help customers meet many growing challenges found in today’s working
environment. These brushes are used in the pipeline and welding indus-
tries. Their comfortable use and long lifetimes are major advantages for
end-users in Europe and throughout the world.  
In the welding market, the brushes are used for preparing welded

seams, cleaning surfaces and deburring cutting edges. They are ideal for
working in hard-to-reach locations. Different models of brushes are pro-
vided for each application and suitable solution. The product range
includes: wheel brushes, stringer bead brushes, cup brushes, bevel brush-
es, interior brushes, hand brushes and others. These brushes are used
manually, on angle grinders or in stationary machines. 
Next to the welding industry, Lessmann brushes also have multifunc-

tional capabilities for the automotive industry, shipbuilding industry,
wood and metal working industries, road construction and many others.
Such brushes are used for cleaning surfaces, the treatment of welded
seams, deburring cutting edges and transporting. The materials designed
for these brushes range from steel, stainless steel, copper, cast iron, wood,
plastic and glass. 
Lessmann brushes are available with different filling materials such as

steel and stainless steel wire, brass and brass coated wire, abrasive nylon,
fiber and bronze. Knotted or crimped wire types are available. Lessmann
is also able to process very special materials, such as diamond or ceram-
ic grits, which are necessary for very aggressive applications.

Lessmann brushes feature premium quality and quiet running attributes
as well as long lifetimes. This is guaranteed by permanent quality tests of
the brushes and semi-finished products. A high and constant quality of the
products and raw materials is guaranteed. Lessmann produces its products
to strict technical standards, leading to a resistance of high loading pres-
sures while providing higher safety levels for the brush user. 
Customers in the U.S. are impressed by Lessmann’s German quality,

logistics and service. Brush users often remark about the differences in
Lessmann tools, compared to other products, when it comes to superior
capabilities and comfortable handling. 
Lessmann launched a subsidiary in Houston, TX, in June 2016, to sup-

port the distribution and logistics of the company’s brushes in the USA. 
Contact: Lessmann Inc., Phone: +1 (281) 508-1225;

E-Mail: info@lessmann.com.
— Article provided by Lessmann.

Lucas-Schultes-Str. 2
86732 Oettingen
info@lessmann.com

phone: +1 (281) 508-1225

We are congratulating

ABMA on its

100th Anniversary!

LESSMANN BRUSHES
High Quality Technical Brushes For Nearly 70 Years — 
Made By Lessmann ‘The German Brush Company’
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After 111 years and four generations, there is
great cause to celebrate for Lemieux Spinning
Mill, Inc., one of North America’s leading pro-
ducers of mop yarn.  
Founded in 1906 when Joseph-Albert

Lemieux purchased a carding mill in Saint-
Éphrem, Quebec, the company now
provides a wide range of mop yarn to
both North American and internation-
al mop producers.  
“We specialize in synthetic yarn

blends, such as rayon and polyester.
These yarns are produced in white as
well as a multitude of colors at the
request of our various customers,”
said Lemieux Spinning Mill President
Serge Lemieux, great-grandson of the
company’s founder. 
Product diversity is an important

part of the business mix for the com-
pany. Its synthetic and cotton blended
mop yarns are used for such items as
looped-end and cut-end mops. Various
types of these yarns also feature anti-
bacterial properties.  
“There is another part of our business that

(spins) wool yarn for the carpet and upholstery
industries,” Serge Lemieux said.  
Lemieux Spinning Mill has been located in

Saint-Éphrem since 1906, and has been a major
employer for the town and the surrounding area.  

A TIMELINE OF SUCCESS        
There have been many key players and support

staff over the past 111 years helping Lemieux
Spinning Mill succeed. The men and women who
have made up the Lemieux family for the past
four generations, along with their co-workers,
have put in years of hard work and dedication to
make the company a leader among mop yarn pro-
ducers.  
As with many successful enterprises, Lemieux

Spinning Mill started small. The company’s roots
began when Joseph-Albert Lemieux purchased a
carding mill in Saint-Éphrem with the objective
of ensuring himself steady work and providing
for the needs of his family. By all accounts an

ambitious and strong willed man, his business
grew and became successful. At the beginning of
the last century, with the introduction of modern
machinery, he was already shaping the direction
that the family enterprise would take in the years
to come. 

Joseph-Albert Lemieux's wife, Adéline, gave
birth to five children: Irène, Laurette, Clément,
Lionel, and Paul. After his wife’s death, it was
with the help of sons Clément and Lionel that
Joseph-Albert ran the mill.  
“At the beginning, the company worked with-

in a very local market, probably a range of 50
miles,” Serge Lemieux said. 
Joseph-Albert Lemieux’s carder operation

recycled old knittings by matting them in soap
and hot water, and then carding the wool. In those
days, carders were operated with water wheels

and so the company was located close to a river
from 1906 until 1945. 
The wool was collected from the surrounding

region as well as arriving by train. Many long
nights were spent working by lantern light at the
mill. It should be noted that at the start of the last

century, the price charged for carded
wool was 3 cents a pound.  
“It was during the second genera-

tion that our company started to make
yarn. My grandfather (Clément
Lemieux) began to sell knitting yarn.
It was made on an electric spinning
frame,” Serge Lemieux said.  
It was at this time that the company

also started to weave wool blankets
and to expand sales into larger mar-
kets within the province of Quebec.  
Clément Lemieux was energetic,

active and loved new challenges. In
1946, he purchased the family busi-
ness from his father and registered it
as a company. Along with his wife,
Agathe, whom he affectionately
called his “precious stone” (agate),

Clément Lemieux continued to make improve-
ments to the spinning mill. Soon he and his wife
were being helped by their nine children: Roland,
Roger, Jean-Paul, Martin, Rachel, Colette,
Madeleine, Clémence, and Pierrette. 
It was while Clément was company president

(from 1946 through 1967) that additional equip-
ment to mechanically card and spin wool was pur-
chased. In addition, vehicles were bought to trans-
port the wool, and the company continued to grow.  
Production of yarn for mops began in 1964 for

the Lemieux family. Due to the trust that had been
built up over the years with local villagers, three
leading parishioners lent Clément Lemieux sums
necessary to continue developing the company’s
spinning mill. In addition, Emma Lacasse, a
devoted employee, lent Clément Lemieux $5,000,
an enormous amount of money at the time, to help
him pay back lenders even more promptly. All
were confident that he was a man who could make
his lofty ambitions become reality. 
In 1967, it was time for one of Clément’s sons,

Jean-Paul Lemieux, who died in September, turned 
over management of the company to his two sons 

(below, left to right), Serge and Marc Lemieux, in 2007.

ABOVE: Many Lemieux family members have taken active roles in the company’s success over the past 111 years. Shown, left to right, 
are Joseph-Albert and Adéline; Clément and Agathe; Roland and Yolande; and Jean-Paul and Gaétane. 

LEMIEUX SPINNING MILL, INC. SINCE 1906
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Roland Lemieux, to become company president,
a position he held until 1986. He worked along-
side two of his brothers: Jean-Paul Lemieux, who
was in charge of sales and marketing; and Martin
Lemieux, who was in charge of factory manage-
ment.  Roland took care of production.  
It was during Roland Lemieux’s time as com-

pany president that the enterprise was incorporat-
ed. He first became involved in the family busi-
ness at the age of 15, and with the help of his
brothers, presided over the ongoing development
of the company. 
Successive expansions, payroll growth and the

acquisition of new equipment were a few of the
more important accomplishments made under the
leadership of Roland Lemieux. The company grew
larger, while its experience in
spinning enabled it to produce
some very unique yarns. 
Raw wool used by the com-

pany came mainly from
Quebec or was imported from
Australia and New Zealand.
The company produced a vari-
ety of specialty wool yarns,
ideal for hand-crafted knitting
and renowned for quality. It
was at this time that the busi-
ness developed a wool dyeing
operation and also became
involved in the transformation
of synthetic fibers. 
“The third generation of

company leadership began to
see a significant demand for
mop yarn. The decision was
made to start producing synthetic mop yarn at a
time when much of the yarn in the industry was
cotton,” Serge Lemieux said. “It was decided to
make a white synthetic mop yarn from rayon and
polyester for the marketplace, which did very
well. The market for this type of yarn expanded to
a larger area of Quebec, and eventually through-
out Canada.” 
After a long career, during which he was instru-

mental in bringing about many important changes
to the company, and after many years helping the
local community as a municipal counselor and
mayor, Roland Lemieux retired. He subsequently
enjoyed spending time with his father, Clément, in
his wood lot and maple tree grove. 
Jean-Paul Lemieux was entrusted with the

mandate of company president in 1986 and
steered the business toward exploring new
avenues for growth. Having begun work in the
spinning industry at the age of 16, Jean-Paul
Lemieux shared this valuable experience with his
sons, Marc and Serge, who in turn helped their
father run the family business. Another source of
strength has been Jean-Paul’s wife, Gaétane, who
supported the company with administrative tasks
for many years. 
Under the leadership of Jean-Paul, the compa-

ny diversified with the development of high qual-
ity yarns and began exporting. This change in

direction and new interest in foreign markets
served to consolidate Lemieux Spinning Mill by
enlarging its range of products and assuring
longevity for future generations.  
In 2007, Jean-Paul Lemieux handed over the

company’s management to his two sons. Serge
Lemieux became president and Marc Lemieux
became general manager. Side by side, the two
brothers have successfully taken over the torch of
the family business.
“When my brother and I started 31 years ago,

we were helped by our father who possessed a
solid background and was very knowledgeable
about the spinning industry. He taught and
showed us how to properly conduct this busi-
ness,” Serge Lemieux said. “My brother and I

have since taken over the everyday management
of Lemieux Spinning Mill and continue the histo-
ry of this family business.” 
Sadly, Jean-Paul Lemieux died in September

2016, but the positive influence left by Serge and
Marc Lemieux’s father remains strong. This is true
for both Jean-Paul’s immediate family, as well as
the company he looked after for many years. 
“My father is greatly missed, but his legacy

continues,” Serge Lemieux said. 
Under the careful watch of Marc and Serge

Lemieux, the family business is expected to con-
tinue its long tradition of a solid work ethic that
has been handed down through four generations,
starting in 1906. 
“This company has proven how strong family

can be when all members work together. It’s not
always easy. Sometimes it’s fun, sometimes it’s
very hard; but we have always come back to the
major values of our family,” Serge Lemieux said.
“During hard times, family members get closer.
As a family, we always have stuck together and
tried to do our best. I think this is evident to other
people doing business with us.” 
Today, Lemieux Spinning Mill continues to

produce synthetic yarn for the mop industry.
Markets include those found in Canada, the
United States, Europe, Asia and South America.  
“We possess a high knowledge of exporting and

can reach any customer, anywhere on the globe,”
Serge Lemieux said.  “We try to introduce a new
product to the mop industry every year as the
industry changes so fast. As a company, we find
out where current demands are taking place, while
focusing on providing better value to our cus-
tomers regarding our products. It’s important that
our products continue to perform well in the field.” 
One way Lemieux Spinning Mill officials help

separate their company’s products and services
from the competition is through adaptation. 
“We can adapt our production according to

each customer’s needs. For example, some cus-
tomers want their yarn to be a little bulkier, some
want their yarn with a lighter or darker color,
while others require different packaging.

Lemieux Spinning Mill can adapt
its production according to spe-
cific customer requests,” Serge
Lemieux said. “I believe this
makes a difference. Instead of
producing just one type of prod-
uct with the same packaging,
yarn size and color, we are much
more flexible. It’s important that
we continue to adjust according
to the needs of customers.”
One advantage throughout the

company’s long history has been
the knowledge that person-to-
person, direct communication
with customers is essential for the
growth of Lemieux Spinning
Mill. In other words, there is no
middle man.  
“It’s important to focus on

good customer service by responding to everyday
demands and needs. We try to respond very
quickly to anything happening with our cus-
tomers. When you sell to mop manufacturers, you
need to be a part of their businesses and satisfy
their needs,” Serge Lemieux explained. 
Servicing niche markets has always been

essential for the growth of Lemieux Spinning
Mill. Again, company officials recognize the
value of producing small lots and customizing
products to customer specifications.  
Serge Lemieux said niche markets are an

important part of the overall mop industry.  
“We try to focus more on the high-end of the

(mop) business and stick with what we know the
best, going with smaller quantities,” he said.   
The Lemieux Spinning Mill’s facility, located

in Saint-Éphrem, consists of an 85,000-square-
foot structure. The company has been at this loca-
tion since 1945, and has expanded several times.   
“Physically, it’s a good location. We are 35

minutes from the Maine border. It’s possible to
reach the United States very quickly from our
location,” Serge Lemieux said. “We are also
located between Quebec City and Montreal, not
far from the Montreal maritime terminal. This
helps when shipping product overseas.” 

— Article by Lemieux Spinning Mill, Inc.

The Lemieux Spinning Mill’s facility, located in Saint-Éphrem, Quebec.



Magnolia Brush manufactures
construction brushes; push
brooms; wire, truck wash and

other utility brushes for the professional
tradesman, and is committed to 

manufacturing products in the USA. 

A member of ABMA for over 27 years
with a rich history in the organization,
Magnolia Brush Director of Purchasing
Gary Townes is currently serving on 

the ABMA board of directors.  

“We feel the American Brush
Manufacturers Association is an integral
part of the brush making industry. 
We are proud to be a member of this
fine organization that promotes brush
making in the USA,” Townes said.

Magnolia Brush would like to 
wish the American Brush

Manufacturers Association a 
“Happy 100th Anniversary.”

— Article provided by Magnolia Brush.
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The Choice of the Professional Since 1907

HAPPY 100TH ANNIVERSARY ABMA

Specializing in  the Concrete Finishing, Masonry, Industrial 
Maintenance and Automotive Industries.

Magnolia Brush would like to wish 
the American Brush Manufacturers Association

a “Happy 100th Anniversary.”

MAGNOLIA BRUSH
MANUFACTURERS, LTD.

SINCE 1907



THE MALISH
CORPORATION
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In its storied 71-year existence, The Malish Corporation just completed its fifth move —
and this one was a biggie! John and Pauline Malish started Malish Brush & Specialty Co.,
in 1945, using their basement in Garfield Heights, OH, as headquarters. It’s true. Apple

and Hewlett-Packard were not the only companies that started in a basement.
Shortly thereafter, the Malish’s outgrew the basement, and moved to a location on 
E. 59th St., in downtown Cleveland, where they continued to grow as they produced

rotary brushes for OEM brush machine companies. A few years later, growth precipitated
yet another move, this time to 3957 St. Clair Ave., also in downtown Cleveland.

On The Move! (Literally)

SINCE
1945

Malish Corporation’s new 160,000-sqare-foot facility in Mentor, OH.
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By 1971, it was time to move again. This time, the
Malishes took a big gamble and purchased a property in
Willoughby, OH, where they constructed a beautiful
30,000-square-foot building as their new headquarters. The
building had plenty of room to manufacture brushes and
still allow for sufficient office space. Later, two expansions
were added. In 1983, 20,000 square feet was added for
additional production space, and later, in 1995, 33,000
square feet was added to accommodate
the introduction of a plastics extrusion
division (Malish Plastics).
For 45 years, Malish thrived at this

location adding new products, capabili-
ties and personnel, while the company
continued to prosper year after year.
Finally, in 2016, there was no more

room to grow. As President Jeff Malish
saw it, there was only one thing to do. Jeff
and his executive management team
looked for a new location that could
accommodate the tremendous growth that
Malish has seen, and also offer space for
additional growth in the coming years. 
In neighboring Mentor, OH, Malish found the answer to

its dreams. An existing building would have to be complete-
ly rehabbed from the ground up, but it had everything
Malish needed. The facility has 160,000 square feet under
roof, allowing Malish room to grow now and into the future. 
“We were just maxed out in Willoughby, and our expan-

sion and growth plans dictated that we had to move.
Obviously, moving a business that has been in one location
for 45 years is a Herculean task, but our team has proven to
be up for the challenge. We created a task force that dotted

every ‘I’ and crossed every ‘T’ to make sure things would
go as smoothly as possible, and they did a great job as I
knew they would,” Jeff Malish said.
Before the move, Malish was leasing some additional

warehousing space down the street. Now, domestic manu-
facturing and warehousing is under one roof. In addition,
there is additional space for Malish Plastics, the plastics
extrusion operation that specializes in custom thermoplas-
tic profiles, tubes and pipe. 
“We were in desperate need of more space to allow addi-

tional extrusion lines that will grow our efficiency and
capability,” noted Dave Hutson, national sales manager for
the Plastics Division.
While the move has been a focus during 2016, that is

hardly all of the news at Malish.
Fred J. Lombardi, vice president of sales and marketing

for Malish, commented: “We have continued to expand our

line of products and continue our tradition of innovation. A
case in point is our recent introduction of the patented
Sonic Scrub, a unique brush designed for oscillating floor
machines that essentially outlasts standard pads 20 to 1.
This is a true game changer, as there is literally nothing else
like it on the market. Originally introduced for 14-inch x
20-inch machines, based on the tremendous feedback we
have received, we will be expanding the line to include

additional sizes as well as grit versions
of the product.”
In addition to Sonic Scrub, Malish

has dramatically increased the compa-
ny’s offering of foodservice brushes by
adding over 180 SKUs to this growing
line. Much of this line includes color-
coded HACCP-compliant products sold
into restaurant, grocery and conven-
ience store channels. HACCP (Hazard
Analysis Critical Control Points) is a
comprehensive program to identify and
document the control of food processing
areas where contamination can occur.
In 2015, Malish acquired the assets of

Brooms & Brushes International. This allowed the compa-
ny to enter the grill brush market with a complete line of
“Made in the USA” products. These items were already
well established in the market, and immediately positioned
Malish as one of the leading providers of grill brushes in
the industry.
Meanwhile, the Diamabrush by Malish™ line of floor

preparation products has continued to enjoy great success
with distributors, contractors and end-users alike.
Diamabrush by Malish™ is a complete floor restoration

and rejuvenation line like no other.
One thing that makes Diamabrush
by Malish™ unique is that the
products easily attach to any stan-
dard floor machine or auto scrub-
ber. Therefore, no special equip-
ment is required. The product line
includes concrete prep and polish-
ing tools as well as tools for mastic
removal, sand and recoat, hard-

wood preparation and aggressive cleaning.
While all of this domestic news is exciting, Malish has

also grown globally.
Sales continue to grow throughout Europe for Malish due

to its European Sales and Logistics Office, located in
Oosterhout, The Netherlands, headed by Rene Sohier. 
While Malish has also operated a manufacturing facility

in Dongguan, in the Guangdong province of southern
China since 1998, it recently opened a second manufactur-
ing facility in Changshu, China, that specializes in rotation-
al molding. 
Ken Shary, vice president of Asian operations for the

company, stated: “This plan further supports our existing
customer base, while also allowing for new business oppor-
tunities at the same time.”

— Article provided by Malish Corporation.

Malish has dramatically increased the company’s offering of 
foodservice brushes by adding over 180 SKUs to this growing line.
Much of this line includes color-coded HACCP-compliant products 
sold into restaurant, grocery and convenience store channels. 



THE MALISH CORPORATION
7333 Corporate Boulevard  •  Mentor, Ohio 44060

440.951.5356  •  800.321.7044  •  Fax 440.951.0293
info@malish.com  •  www.malish.com

• Use for SCRUBBING & daily MAINTENANCE 
• Features SPECIAL FLARED TUFTING for corners

• VERY EASY TO INSTALL, REMOVE & CLEAN
• UNIVERSAL 

• AGGRESSIVELY HEAVILY SOILED

U.S. & INTERNATIONAL PATENT PENDING 

NEW!
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MFC: representing the world’s largest and leading processor of Tampico and 
natural brush fill fiber mixtures

MFC SINCE 1862
MFC, and its customers, know that the natural fibers MFC sells 

— which include tampico, palmyra, horsehair and bristle — each have unique 
qualities that make them important as brush fill fibers.

MFC’s history dates to 1862 when William Wilkens & Co., was opened as the nation’s first manufac-
turer of dressed fiber and “steam curled hair and bristle.” MFC’s predecessor company, Maryland
Fiber Corporation, was incorporated in 1927, getting its start with much of the personnel and know-

how from the older company.  
MFC, today a Texas Partnership, has not forgotten its 155-year-old roots in the industry, nor the lessons

that have allowed for its longevity. MFC strives to listen, and be responsive, to its customers. The compa-
ny’s goals include continuing to provide these customers with unmatched quality products and service at
competitive prices. 
MFC, and its customers, know that the natural fibers MFC sells — which include tampico, palmyra, horse-

hair and bristle — each have unique qualities that make them important as brush fill fibers.
MFC representatives also understand that because of the brush application, brush performance and brush

price point aims involved, it is important to work with brush manufacturers to come up with brush fill fiber
mixtures that meet these needs. This can include mixtures of one natural fiber, combinations of different
types of natural fibers, combinations of natural fibers with synthetic fibers, or combinations of different types
of synthetic fibers. 
It is vital that the mixtures are consistent from batch to batch, and that these mixtures run well on automat-

ic brush-making equipment which is continuously getting faster. MFC is extremely proud that the brush fill
fiber mixtures it supplies achieve this aim, as evidenced when brush machine manufacturers again ran the com-
pany’s material on the latest equipment being displayed at InterBrush 2016.     
Consistency of quality and of fiber mixtures not only ensures that the fiber runs well in the brush manufac-

turing automated equipment, but that the ultimate user of the brush will receive the item with the same fill fiber
specifications each and every time from the brush manufacturer.  This means that the brush designed and sold
by our customers today — and in the next six months — not only looks the same, but performs the same.    
As a company, MFC helps brush makers maximize through-put, and minimize waste, by working with its

customers to develop, and consistently provide, quality fill fiber mixtures.  
MFC personnel are continually working on ways to better serve customers and are looking forward to

announcing a new development in this area soon. 
MFC officials are extremely proud of the company’s past, and are grateful to all of the personnel over the

years who have allowed the business to build a solid reputation. Most of all, MFC representatives are thankful
for their customers’ many years of loyalty. These representatives look forward to many more years of provid-
ing fill fiber solutions to the company’s wonderful customers.   

— Article provided by MFC.
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MFC: representing the world’s largest and leading processor of Tampico and 
natural brush fill fiber mixtures



Taking over the reins of the company after the untimely death of his
father in the late 1970s, Bruce M. Gale, JD, is a law school graduate, and
is a member in good standing of the Michigan State Bar, the American
Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) and the International
Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA).
Historical roots run deep at Michigan Brush — so does pride. Gale

said the company has been doing continuous and systematic business in
the city of Detroit since its inception. Through the highs and lows of The
Motor City, Michigan Brush has stayed the course and supported the city
where it was founded.
From its early days on Michigan Avenue in Detroit, to the company’s

move uptown in 1937, then expanding once again in 1991 to the present
day office, factory and warehouse of over 50,000 square feet, Michigan
Brush has chosen to continue to stay in Detroit.  
“It’s where we started, and where we have stayed for 100 years. We

are proud of that heritage,” Gale said.
Today, Michigan Brush has evolved into a unique, integrated “niche

market producer” of a diverse group of industrial and commercial prod-
ucts. Actually a consortium of several amalgamated companies,
Michigan Brush manufactures and distributes not only brush items, as its
name suggests, but a host of other items as well.

Products include: paint rollers of all types, sizes and designs (from
Rol-Brush Mfg. Co., acquired in 1976), commercial and industrial
squeegees mainly for floor care (from Dorden Squeegee, acquired in
1990), manual car wash brushes (from Eagle Brush, acquired in 1995),
mop items (from Superior Mop, acquired in 1999), and most recently
formed, Skivetools.com, created for Michigan Brush’s ever present auto-
motive and aerospace specialty manufacturing arm.
Steeped in pride, and a 100-year history of continuous business in the

Detroit community, Michigan Brush is looking forward to the future and
the continued growth of the company. 
Gale is optimistic for the future, and he mentioned a positive statement

his father and grandfather used to tell him: “You can’t control the wind,
but you can adjust the sails.”

ABOVE: Managing Director Bruce Gale

ABOVE: Various products produced by Michigan Brush.

Michigan Brush Mfg., Co., Inc.
Celebrates 100 Years In 2017

Michigan Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., (aka Michigan Brush) is a privately-owned, family business. 
Current management is headed by the third generation. Bruce M. Gale, a grandson of one of the

company’s founders, Samuel Scott, is currently president and managing director of Michigan Brush.
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A HISTORY OF BRUSH MAKING AND GROWTH
Michigan Brush was founded 100 years ago in Detroit, MI, by Gale’s grandfather, Samuel

Scott, who started his working life as a bristle dresser from a village in Latvia, which at the
time was part of Russia. 
In this village, there was a small group of people who made a living by collecting the hair of

boars. The hair was straightened, boiled for sterilization, and sorted for size. It was then pack-
aged and sold by the kilogram to the brushmaking trade in Europe, Asia and North America.
Scott left the Latvian village as a teenager just before the turn of the 20th century to

escape the hardships and dangers of living in Czarist Russia. His goals were freedom and
opportunity that could be found in America. 
Scott’s journey first took him to Paris, France, where he found room and board with a rel-

ative, and a job in a brushmaking factory. Due to his bristle dressing background, the new
job was a natural fit.
After a few years of learning the art of brushmaking, it was time for Scott to move on.

His next stop was London, England. While in London, he was exposed to new ways of craft-
ing brushes. After a few years in England, Scott headed toward North America, eventually
finding a new home in Montreal, Canada. He arrived with his meager savings and a suitcase
holding all of his worldly possessions...some clothes and pictures of his family.
Once in Canada, Scott again took a job in the brushmaking trade, first in Montreal and

then in Toronto, where he married and eventually became a father.
As the 20th Century unfolded, a phenomenon began to take shape in nearby Detroit,

MI, — the emergence of the automobile industry. It
became obvious to Scott that Detroit was a hub of
industrial activity, and he decided to move his
young family to what is now known as “The 
Motor City.” 
He started a brushmaking factory in 1917 to serv-

ice the needs of growing auto makers. This company
became Michigan Brush. By the roaring 1920s, auto-
mobiles were becoming mass produced, and many
businesses in Detroit were booming. Michigan Brush
was an early supplier to the auto industry as well as
to other types of companies.
The Great Depression of the 1930s, however, took

its toll on almost everyone. Fortunately, there was a
plan in place for a “rainy day” and Michigan Brush
weathered the storm. As business began to pick up for
the company, a search took place for a new location.
A building located on the outskirts of Detroit was
chosen, only a few miles from the famous Ford
Rouge Complex. The structure had originally been
built to house a brewery after prohibition. Although
the building was completed, the brewery never took
occupancy.
The building was perfect for the expanding

Michigan Brush, which moved there in 1937. By the
end of the 1930s, Michigan Brush was in its new
facility and business was strong. The winds of war
were blowing, however, and Scott guided his compa-
ny into position to be a supplier to the war effort.
After the end of World War II, Samuel Scott’s son-

in-law, Herbert “Herb” Gale, became involved with
Michigan Brush. Herb Gale, who was also Bruce
Gale’s father, was a veteran of World War II and edu-
cated to be a pharmacist, but his business acumen led
him to the company. Bruce Gale said his father used
a velvet glove approach to business. His mild manner
and rye sense of humor were his trademarks.
Herb Gale stayed at Michigan Brush for almost 30

years, developing a friendship with his father-in-law
and mentor, Samuel Scott. In 1977, Scott retired after
60 years of service with Michigan Brush.
Unexpectedly, two years after Scott retired, Herb
Gale died.

Contact: Michigan Brush Mfg., Co., Inc., 
Detroit, MI 48210-0247.
www.michiganbrush.com
www.dordensqueegee.com 

www.skivetools.com

— Article provided by Michigan Brush. 

ABOVE: Dorden Squeegees is a division 
of Michigan Brush.
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Congratulations ABMA, 
we look forward to the next 100

Seven years ago, Monahan Partners was formed by Pat Monahan from a division of the Thomas Monahan Com-
pany, longtime supplier to the broom, brush, and mop industries. The division offered plastic and metal mop
hardware; a full line of dust mop heads and frames; and assembled mopsticks on fiberglass, wood, and metal
handles.

The new company, Monahan Partners, Inc. , led by Pat’s son, Kevin Monahan, has continued the successful tradi-
tions of The Thomas Monahan Company for friendly, competent, knowledgeable service and products at com-
petitive prices and of first quality. It has expanded their product offerings and continues to identify new items
like their “Freightbuster” handle - a patent pending, friction fit, and ready to ship handle.

“Our investment in process and people over the last year is taking shape and is allowing us to improve our
service and hold our current pricing,” said Kevin Monahan. Monahan Partners recently completed a full scale up-
grade of their website, www.monahanpartners.com that allows customers and suppliers to realize Monahan Part-
ners’ full line and abilities. 

Monahan Partners would always like to hear from their customers as to any area where they need a product,
price point, or assistance of any kind. They want to be considered a division of their customers’ companies. Mon-
ahan added, “We’re excited about the growth potential and our future. We take advantage of the daily opportu-
nities with our customers, vendors, and employees to show that we live our motto, ‘We’re In This Together.’” 

202 N. Oak St.   •    Arcola, IL 61910   •   217.268.5771   •   www.monahanpartners.com



98 Years Of Serving Satisfied Customers

THE MILL-ROSE
COMPANY…
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pany, longtime supplier to the broom, brush, and mop industries. The division offered plastic and metal mop
hardware; a full line of dust mop heads and frames; and assembled mopsticks on fiberglass, wood, and metal
handles.

The new company, Monahan Partners, Inc. , led by Pat’s son, Kevin Monahan, has continued the successful tradi-
tions of The Thomas Monahan Company for friendly, competent, knowledgeable service and products at com-
petitive prices and of first quality. It has expanded their product offerings and continues to identify new items
like their “Freightbuster” handle - a patent pending, friction fit, and ready to ship handle.

“Our investment in process and people over the last year is taking shape and is allowing us to improve our
service and hold our current pricing,” said Kevin Monahan. Monahan Partners recently completed a full scale up-
grade of their website, www.monahanpartners.com that allows customers and suppliers to realize Monahan Part-
ners’ full line and abilities. 

Monahan Partners would always like to hear from their customers as to any area where they need a product,
price point, or assistance of any kind. They want to be considered a division of their customers’ companies. Mon-
ahan added, “We’re excited about the growth potential and our future. We take advantage of the daily opportu-
nities with our customers, vendors, and employees to show that we live our motto, ‘We’re In This Together.’” 
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Like an embodiment
of the American
Dream, the history 
of The Mill-Rose
Company turned a
mechanical bent into
a new twist — in fact
millions of twists —
to become the 
flourishing 

organization it 
is today.

Members of the Miller family now leading the company are, 
left to right, Greg Miller, Paul Miller, Sr., and Paul Miller, Jr.

n 1919 Victor H. Miller, the founder, purchased a confectionery store on
the east side of Cleveland, OH. In his spare time he produced wire mag-
azine racks and displays for picture postcards that were sold in the
store. By fortunate coincidence, a customer who was a representative of
the Osborn Manufacturing Company watched his dexterity with wire
and offered him a contract to make percolator brushes. From that very
modest beginning, the company was to grow and become the largest
manufacturer of twisted wire brushes.
By 1925, it was decided to close the confectionery operations and spe-

cialize in manufacturing brushes. From there, steadily growing, Mill-
Rose moved into larger facilities until finally in 1965, the company
moved to its present location in Mentor, OH.I

SINCE
1919
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Mill-Rose expanded production significant-
ly with the advent of World War II. In 1940,
the company received its first lend-lease con-
tracts for rifle cleaning brushes, and
by the end of the conflict had pro-
duced more than 35 million. With
diminished demand for gun-cleaning
brushes during the post-war period,
Mill-Rose made the natural transition
to manufacturer twisted wire brushes
for other applications that were pri-
marily industrial.
Mill-Rose took a unique approach

to selling its industrial brushes. Mill-
Rose sold to other brush companies.
Mill-Rose manufactured brushes
these companies did not make; offer-
ing them a wider selection of brushes
that they, in turn, offered to their cus-
tomers. The formula worked and
Mill-Rose continued to grow. 
The quality of Mill-Rose brushes

sells themselves. In fact, Mill-Rose
has been setting the standard for
quality, performance and innovation
in brush technology for almost 100
years.
Throughout the years, more and

more companies turned to Mill-Rose
to manufacture new and unique
brushes, which led Mill-Rose into
tremendous diversification. While
Mill-Rose continues to produce mil-
lions of gun brushes for the armed
forces, police and sports enthusiasts,
this represents a small portion of the
company’s business. Mill-Rose
brushes are used in virtually every
industry around the world, including,
but not limited to, aerospace, agricul-
ture, automotive, defense, energy,
manufacturing, medical, technology
and telecommunications.
Customers can choose from thou-

sands of standard and not-so-stan-
dard sizes and shapes of brushes that
deburr, polish, finish, sort, auger,
conduct, dissipate, collect, move and
protect materials. Mill-Rose brushes
are often used in non-brushing appli-
cations to solve engineering, design
and production problems. Mill-Rose

has designed more than 100,000 special
brushes with unique configurations for unique
applications. 

CLEAN-FIT PRODUCTS
Strong demand for Mill-Rose brushes by the

plumbing, heating and cooling industry led to
the formation of Clean-Fit Products, a
fast-growing division serving profes-
sional contractors, hardware whole-
salers and Do-It-Yourself home centers. 
Clean-Fit Products offers contrac-

tors a complete line of brushes, abra-
sives, PTFE sealants, and specialty
tools, including a new line of Blue
Monster® professional-grade prod-
ucts. Clean-Fit Products has experi-
enced explosive growth with its Blue
Monster product line, demonstrating
the need for high-quality brushes and
accessories with a unique and trusted
brand name.

MILL-ROSE LABORATORIES
Mill-Rose Laboratories manufac-

tures a complete line of disposable, and
reusable brushes, snares, and baskets
used throughout the medical industry.
Mill-Rose is the leading source for lab-
oratory and scientific brushes, biopsy
and micro brushes, and stainless steel
wire forms used in a broad range of
applications. Medical device manufac-
turers turn to Mill-Rose for the compa-
ny’s medical machining expertise and
value-added service. Its commitment
to cutting edge technology, product
quality and customer satisfaction is
second to none.
Mill-Rose has manufacturing and

warehouse facilities throughout the
United States and Mexico. Production
facilities in Mentor, OH, and Mexico
feature advanced manufacturing tech-
niques and quality-control programs
that ensure unvarying quality. Pro -
duction is complemented by a U.S. dis-
tribution center featuring state-of-the-
art inventory management to better
serve customers around the world.
Mill-Rose remains a family-owned

organization, now in its fourth genera-
tion, and takes great pride in its history
of serving satisfied customers.

— Article  provided by 
The Mill-Rose Company.
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Mill-Rose corporate headquarters and 
manufacturing facility in Mentor, OH.

Clean-Fit Products’ distribution facility
in Mentor, OH.

Mill-Rose Laboratories’ facility 
in Mentor, OH.

ABOVE: Victor H. Miller, founder 
of The Mill-Rose Company.

BELOW: The Mill-Rose Company began its 
operations in Cleveland, OH.
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NEXSTEP
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

A Family Tradition SINCE 1939

Pictured are Nexstep Commercial Products representatives, from left to right, Gabriele Leventhal,
Todd Leventhal (president), Erin E. Busch (director of sales), Bill Bouras (director of sales), 

Jamie Daugherty-Weaver (director of marketing), and Jeff Stewart (director of sales).

Nexstep Commercial Products, Exclusive Licensee of O-Cedar, was founded
in 2003 by Todd Leventhal and Stan Koschnick. Nexstep manufactures a 

complete line of O-Cedar Commercial cleaning products including brooms, 
sweeps, brushes, wet mops, sponge and roller mops, dust mops, microfiber 
products, squeegees and scrapers, dusters, sponges and pads, buckets and

wringers, mopsticks and handles, dust pans and waste containers. 



The company operates out of two facilities. They are located in Paxton, IL,
and Springfield, OH, with a large network of employees and manufacturers
reps. But this all began with a small operation many years ago.
Vining Broom Company was started in 1860. Mr. Vining passed in

1939, the last member of his family to continue the business. The com-
pany was operating out of a small building behind the Vining residence
in Springfield, OH, and had a workforce of four people. Harry
Leventhal, a recent graduate of The Ohio State University, purchased the
company in 1939. His brother, Fred Leventhal,
who had just graduated from high school, decid-
ed to forego college in order to join Harry as his
inside manager.
To help supplement the widow, Mrs. Vining’s,

income, Fred paid $6 a week for room and board
in Mrs. Vining’s home, and looked after the
broom making operations while brother Harry
took care of outside sales. 
“Harry was a great salesman. We bought a lit-

tle panel truck which he loaded up with brooms
at the beginning of the week,” Fred Leventhal
said. “We were always hopeful that he would
return with enough money for the payroll for all
four employees.”
Once, while behind in production, Fred called

his father for help. That night, the son of
Hezekiah Davis, foreman of Fred’s father’s
Cleveland plant, boarded the Ohio State Limited,
which left Cleveland at midnight. 
“I picked him up at 5:30 in the morning, took

him to the plant, walked in, and everyone put
their tools down and walked out,” Fred recalled.
Like Hezekiah, his son was black. “For a 17-
year-old kid, that was a shock,” as Fred was one
of the few white children in his Cleveland ele-
mentary school.
Harry and Fred’s partnership spanned over 50

years, and resulted in the largest corn broom
manufacturing company in the United States.
The company grew with the excellent salesman-
ship of Harry and the manufacturing leadership
of Fred. At that time, every little town had a
broom factory of some kind, but as the labor-
intensive handmade broom industry gave way to
greater mechanization, economies of scale forced
consolidations. 
To stay in business, Vining started buying

other broom plants in the Midwest, with Fred act-
ing as “prime acquisitioner.” In that role, Fred
said he sought to get the last dollar he could out
of the deal while leaving the dignity of the seller intact. 
“It’s very important when you’re buying a person out that you congrat-

ulate him for the wonderful job he did for so many years, and to encour-
age him to continue to take pride in the company. Every person I bought
out became a very good friend and recommended me to his/her neighbors
down the road,” Fred Leventhal said. 
They acquired over 15 companies, including France Broom Co. and

Standard Brush & Broom. Vining Broom Company’s acquisitions led the
business from just corn broom manufacturing to other cleaning lines. This
included plastic brooms, sponge mops, cotton mops, push brooms and
assorted brushes. In this way, the four-person business turned into one
that employed 800 in six states at its height.
Vining Broom Company was always able to work closely with its com-

petitors such as O-Cedar, Fuller Brush and Rubbermaid. O-Cedar was a
brand name for products owned by the Drackett Co., of Cincinnati, OH.
Drackett was owned by Bristol Meyers, which decided to get out of the

business. In 1993, Drackett sold out to S.C. Johnson, of Racine, WI, a
company mainly interested in Drackett’s chemical division, with its con-
siderably higher margins of products such as Windex and Drano. By this
time, Harry Leventhal was ready to retire from Vining Broom Company,
and Fred Leventhal convinced a group of investors that wanted to buy
Vining and O-Cedar to combine them to form the largest cleaning tool
company in the United States.
Fred Leventhal served on the Board of this new company, called O-

Cedar/Vining Household Products Co., and other
members of the Vining management team
remained. Harry’s son, Robert Leventhal, even-
tually became vice president of sales of the new
company, but left in 1998 to start his own busi-
ness. Fred’s nephew, Ed Leventhal, who was
head of operations, left in 1995; he now runs his
own manufacturing company.
Fred’s son, Todd Leventhal, vice president of

purchasing, stayed active in the new company
until 2003, when he was approached by the CEO
of O-Cedar Brands (the seventh CEO in a 10-
year period) about buying back the O-Cedar
Brands’ commercial division, so they could con-
centrate on their core retail business. Stan
Koschnick, plant manager of the commercial
division in Paxton, IL, joined Todd as a minority
partner in the new company — Nexstep
Commercial Products, Exclusive Licensee of O-
Cedar — for the commercial marketplace.
After a rocky start with Nexstep’s largest cus-

tomer filing for Chapter 11 four months after the
new company was founded, Nexstep has
achieved 13 straight years of remarkable
growth. With Todd Leventhal in charge of sales,
marketing, and finance, and Stan Koschnick
running the manufacturing and distribution for
the company, Nexstep’s product line increased
from 105 items to over 800 items. Just-in-time
manufacturing allowed the company to service
its customers in a very timely manner. Joel
Hastings came aboard in 2008 as general man-
ager. When Stan retired in 2014, Joel joined
Todd as a partner in the business.
Just like his father before him, Todd Leventhal

has grown Nexstep with the help of acquisitions.
Nexstep has acquired many strong regional com-
panies in a 13-year period: Clore Mop Company,
Bouras Mop Company, Cornelia Broom
Company, Basic Plastics, Hamburg Industries,
and Southern Broom & Mop. 

According to Todd, “Not only have these acquisitions accelerated our
growth, they have also given us manufacturing capabilities that we did-
n’t have before. This has allowed us to buck a trend in our industry and
manufacture 60 percent of our products in our own facility. But the best
thing that came out of these acquisitions was the superb talent (and
friendships) we inherited when former owners joined our team. These
key people have meshed well with our organization and have provided
invaluable expertise.”
Nexstep’s dedicated staff continues to provide its customers with high-

ly innovative and top quality products at very competitive prices, as well
as world-class customer service and flexibility not matched at most larg-
er companies. 
O-Cedar’s marketing slogan, “O-Cedar Makes Your Life Easier®,”

exemplifies Nexstep’s know-how in making cleaning easier and quicker
for its many commercial distributors and end-users.

—  Article provided by Nexstep Commercial Products.

“Not only have
acquisitions 

accelerated our
growth, they have
also given us 
manufacturing

capabilities that we
didn’t have before.
This has allowed us
to buck a trend in
our industry and
manufacture 60
percent of our
products in our
own facility.” 

— Todd Leventhal 
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Congratulations ABMA
on your 100 Years of Service to the industry

www.ocedarcommercial.com 
1450 W. Ottawa Road • Paxton, IL 60957-0071

customerservice@
ocedarcommercial.com

or call us toll free at

800-252-7666

We celebrate the century 
milestone achieved by 
The American Brush 

Manufacturers Association
and look forward to many more!

Nexstep Commercial Products 
exclusive licensee of 

O-Cedar Commercial® Products Makes Your Life Easier!

there’s clean
and there’s

O-Cedar clean
From Brushes to Brooms, 

O-Cedar Commercial
Makes Your Life Easier!

Our innovative products make 

the way. Nothing is better than 
O-Cedar clean!



With the addition of American
Wood Champions in 2014, PelRay
can now supply SFI (Sustainable
Forestry Initiative) certified mould-
ing and handles. The manufacturing
plant, located in the lumber-rich area
of South Carolina, also produces
“Made in the USA” handles, and can
custom package them with UPC
codes, ready for shipment to their
customers’ customer. 
Early in 2016, when Richard

Caddy, president of R.E. Caddy &
Company, began to think about retire-
ment, he met with PelRay CEO
Michael McKenzie and President
Bart Pelton. This meeting led to the
torch of a family business, that had
been lit in 1958, to be successfully
handed over to another longtime fam-
ily business. Soon, PelRay also wel-
comed Katie Pelton as vice president
of the new Caddy Supply Company. 
Katie works closely with the

PelRay sales team of Ray LeBlanc,
David McGee and Bart Pelton, as she
manages the newly launched online
store and website for Caddy Supply. 
President Bart Pelton noted, “It

was important to us to keep the
Caddy family name in the new com-
pany because many people equate
that name with outstanding customer
service and delivery of exceptional
products for all his customers,

Pictured discussing sales goals, 
left to right, clockwise at head 
of table, are Bart Pelton, Katie
Pelton, Kevin Lucas, Raquel

Estrada, David McGee 
and Ray LeBlanc.

Some of PelRay’s 
warehouse inventory.

PelRay International, with two recent acquisitions, has
positioned itself to provide unparalleled service in the 
21st century as suppliers of wood and metal handles; 

natural fibers such as palmyra, Tampico fiber, broomcorn
and yucca (beargrass); mop yarn; and mop hardware.

PELRAY
INTERNATIONAL
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regardless of size. At PelRay, we have always had those same values as
part of our mission statement. We are happy to report that the customers
have been quite pleased with PelRay’s prices, quality and delivery.
With two locations now to ship from (one in San Antonio, TX, and the
other in Orangeburg, SC), customers have actually saved money on
freight rates, too.”  
PelRay is also proud of two other personnel additions: Ron

Cherryholmes, who has worked many years in the industry, and Kylan
McKenzie, who is active in both PelRay International and Caddy Supply.
They are both able to find new sources for whatever product you may need. 

PelRay CEO Michael McKenzie noted, “We now can react quickly from
both sides of the country to help our customers manage their inventory.” 
McKenzie was instrumental in the formation of PelRay International,

Inc., in 2008, taking the names of key partners Bart Pelton and Ray
LeBlanc to name the new company.
Through the family history of Bart Pelton and Ray LeBlanc, PelRay

can trace its outstanding record of customer service back to 1904 when
Bart’s grandfather, Harve Pelton, started Western Warehouse, later known
as Western Broom Supply Company and National Broomcorn Company,
located in Wichita, KS.  There have been numerous changes to the com-
pany name and its location, as its central offices “followed” the move-
ment of the broomcorn crop (since it must be harvested by hand) from the
mid-United States to south Texas. In those early years, the company
focused on supplying broomcorn to broom factories. Later, the company
added handles and mop yarn to better serve the cleaning industry.  
In 1946, Harve Pelton hired Francis “Rudy” LeBlanc to manage a

new branch, Southern States Supply, in Birmingham, AL. Its name
was chosen out of respect to its location in Alabama, known as the
“Heart of Dixie.” 
With the sudden death of Harve Pelton in 1950, Allen Pelton took over

as president of National Broomcorn Company. Under Allen’s and Rudy’s
combined leadership, the company opened the very first broomcorn ware-
house in Laredo, TX, right on the Mexican border, in 1968. Once again,
the decision was based on providing the best service and to ensure quali-
ty control over broomcorn processing factories located in the fields of

Torreon and Cadereyta, near Monterrey, Mexico.
Bart Pelton and Ray LeBlanc both joined the company in 1977, in very

different capacities. Ray was living in Mexico at the time, working for
DuPont, when National Broomcorn had an immediate need for a bilingual
broomcorn buyer. Bart had just completed his BBA in accounting at the
University of Texas, and was hired as the controller of National
Broomcorn Company. Both men were in the right place at the right time
to move into the family business.
Ray moved from Monterrey to also manage the Laredo warehouse until

he recruited David McGee in 1986 to be the Laredo branch manager.

When the Laredo warehouse closed in 2007, David joined Ray in San
Antonio, where PelRay continues to have its operations. David now
works in sales alongside Bart and Ray.
From 1996 to 2001, Bart managed a metal and wood handle factory in

Birmingham. When the factory was sold, the company decided to consol-
idate operations in San Antonio. 
Bart says, “In that location we have been able to increase our bilingual

staff who can better communicate with our Spanish-speaking suppliers
and customers. Now that we have the South Carolina manufacturing facil-
ity, we also have better quality control and can custom package for our
customers. We are very proud of the USA-made poplar and Southern yel-
low pine handles, and customers have been extremely satisfied, too.” 
Ray notes that the most critical element of the company’s success over

its long history is due to its quality of customer service.  
“We have positioned our company as a quality supplier. We supply the

higher quality products, and we provide rapid and efficient customer serv-
ice.  We have built our entire reputation on quality products and good cus-
tomer service. Excellent customer service means that anything we can do
to make our customers’ lives easier, whether or not it’s specifically
involved with our products, we will try to accommodate.” 
With its roots going back over a century, PelRay constantly looks to

the future to meet the ever-changing needs of the cleaning and floor
care industry. Look for a new website to be launched in 2017. Visit
www.pelray.com.

— Article provided by PelRay International.

Pictured, left to right, are Bart Pelton, Katie Pelton, Ron Cherryholmes and Ray LeBlanc.
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Perlon® — The Filament Company — is a new group comprised of
PerlonNextrusion and Hahl-Pedex. Following its successful merger, the com-
pany is now the world’s leading manufacturer of synthetic filaments. Through
its technical expertise and strength in innovation, Perlon® has developed pre-
mium-quality products for customers. It offers an extremely broad product
range to suit almost every technical application. Perlon® operates six future-
proofed manufacturing sites in Germany, USA and China.

Hahl: SBF and ABR
A brush would not be a brush without bristles or fibers. The many diverse

properties of plastic materials and engineered polymers give brush manu-
facturers the advantage of being able to have synthetic filaments tailor-
made to fit their specific application.
Perlon® manufactures filaments from all the main polymer groups

required for use in a wide variety of brush and tool applications — Abrasive
filaments in Nylon 6, 610 and 612; Polyamide (Nylon) 6, 66, 610, 612, 12;
Polyester PBT and PET; Polyethylene (PE); and Polypropylene (PPN).
These products are supplied in a range of diameters (0,075mm/3 mils to
3,00mm/118 mils) and grit sizes (36 to 4000) for abrasive filaments.
Perlon®’s service based approach to the brush industry led to the concep-

tion of its long established range of standard products, available to all cus-
tomers with quick delivery from stock.

Synthetic Brush Filaments
In addition to the industry’s largest range of standard articles from stock

in Nylon 6, 66 and Polyester PBT, Perlon® offers a broad pallet of special-
ist items in different polymers for custom applications. They are:

n Duramid®— a low cost alternative based on Nylon 6;
n Polymex®— a PVC replacement for sweeps and brooms;
n PBT antibac — an antimicrobial-treated PBT for added value in

hygiene applications;
n PBT metal detectable — filaments that can be detected by X-ray

machinery for added safety in food processing applications;
n Bilon®— an additive to promote longer life in high pH (7-13) areas,

typically used in the steel industry;
n WP40 — heat stabilized PPN for hot-wet applications in the steel

industry;
n Antistatic and conductive Nylon 6 — a non-coated filament for all

areas requiring static control; and,
n UL94V0 rated Nylon 6 — a self extinguishing flame retardant fila-

ment for areas where safety is a critical factor (eg. construction industry).

Abrasive Filaments
Perlon® has long-since been the leading innovator of abrasive filaments

for the industry. With fully flexible manufacturing in Europe and the U.S.,
Perlon®’s wide range of standard stock items in Abralon, Abrafil® and

Hahlbrasif® — from grit 36 to grit 1000 — continues to serve as a staple
source for brush manufacturers supplying brushes for deburring, polishing,
textile sueding and stone processing.
In addition to standard grit types in SiC, AO, Ceramic and DM, Perlon®

is able to call upon years of experience in abrasive filament production to
combine grit types in the same filament, or produce different diameter and
grit size combinations to achieve solutions for the most challenging of
applications.
Perlon®’s latest addition to its range of high temperature resistant abra-

sive filaments is AbraMaXX™. It offers superior bending stiffness and
abrasion performance compared to all other abrasive filaments on the mar-
ket, while withstanding continuous working temperatures of 150°C without
smearing. This product enables end-users to consider stopping the use of
messy coolants, previously required to extend the lifetime of filaments.

Multifilaments
Perlon® offers a wide range multifilament products for use in the produc-

tion of coiled strip roller brushes and tufted brushes. Applications include
cleaning, degreasing and deburring of flat steel coils and glass washing.
These filaments are manufactured using the highest quality raw materials
with the full ‘Made in Germany’ quality guarantee.
The benefits of multifilaments include higher cleaning capacity, long life-

time and lower risk of filament breakage. Perlon®’s standard range covers
the full spectrum of chemical resistance required for these applications.

Pedex: Dental Care & Personal Care
Perlon® offers more than 25 different types of filament, which are made

using the latest technology, innovative materials and 2,820 possible Pantone
colors for toothbrush manufacturing. Standard dental care filaments from
Perlon® are made from Polyamide 6.12 (Medex S ®) and Polyester PBT
(Dentex S).
At the same time, Perlon® can call upon its extensive experience of co-

extruded production and holds patents for more than 10 different items.
Perlon®’s innovative toothbrush filament range includes:
n Coextruded filaments using Side by Side technology, core and sheath,

or other profiles;
n Stain Devil filaments;
n Spiral filaments;
n Rubber Soft filaments;
n Structure filaments; and,
n Filaments containing functional additives.
It goes without saying that all Perlon® filaments have been tested for

quality and effectiveness by external laboratories. Perlon®’s innovative
range also lends itself perfectly for interdental and cosmetic brush applica-
tions, with several packaging options available.

— Article provided by Perlon®.







PFERD INC. has been a member of the American Brush

Manufacturers Association since its inception in 1916. 

The mutually beneficial partnership between what is

now PFERD INC. and ABMA has been full of growth and

success for the last century, and we would like to

congratulate ABMA on 100 years of continuing service and leadership to

our industry. It has been a long journey from humble beginnings to where

PFERD INC. is today, and it is because of successful partnerships with 

reliable associations, like ABMA, that we continue to grow every year.

The PFERD portfolio of brushes has evolved over its century long history in terms of meeting 
customer requirements and bringing new innovations to the market. Here’s a brief look at our history:

The Milwaukee Brush Company was founded in Menomonee Falls, WI, in
1916. It was previously a holding of Osborn Manufacturing Company known
as Colonial Brush until 1915, when ownership passed to a group of founders
and investors looking to expand on the turnkey operation. With a previous his-
tory in the industry and employees bringing their experience from Osborn,
Milwaukee Brush quickly became a leading industrial brush manufacturer in
the United States. By 1940, the Streich family, one of the founding investors
of Milwaukee Brush, had gained exclusive ownership of the company, and
continued to nurture its growth for the next half-century.

At the same time that the Milwaukee Brush Company was starting, a com-
peting brush company, the Manufacturers’ Brush Company, was founded in
Cleveland, OH. Created in 1911 and representing one of the main competi-
tors to Milwaukee Brush, Manufacturers’ Brush dedicated its business to
product innovation, developing entire families of brush products to handle a
broad range
of clean ing
and finishing
applications.
The compa-

ny’s engineers, driven by their application problem-solving abili-
ties, designed and developed many significant brush manufacturing
processes. Manufacturers’ Brush added the ADVANCE BRUSH
product line in the late 1960s.   

In 1984, Manufacturers’ Brush (along with the ADVANCE
BRUSH product line) was purchased by Milwaukee Brush.
The companies were run as separate entities for a few years
until they were united under a new name, Advance
Milwaukee Brush, and moved all production to the original
Milwaukee Brush facility in Menomonee Falls, closing the
Cleveland location. 

PFERD INC. SINCE 1916
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With a range of unique and market-leading solutions for surface conditioning and cleaning, PFERD’s 

range of power and maintenance brushes are proudly manufactured here in the US.  We continue 

to bring leading products to the market that encompass over a century of ingenuity and engineering 

excellence that bring you real solutions in the way of cost savings and increased productivity.

COMBITWIST® 

TWIN-NUT

SINGLETWIST® 

PFERD BRUSH INNOVATIONS

 � Patented nut design eliminates brush interference with 
guard when reversing the mounting position of the brush

 � Features most aggressive knot construction for 
concentrated surface conditioning

 � Increased user safety and longer brush service life

 � Also available in COMBITWIST®

 � Single knot end brush that is designed to work in tight 
corners and crevices

 � Tightly twisted knot is aggressive enough to remove rust, 
scale, and corrosion

 � Available in carbon and stainless steel

 � Features alternating knot twist for more aggressive 
deburring 

 � Extended brush life due to superior balance during rotation

 � Available in cup and wheel brush styles in multiple wire 
sizes and types

To learn more about these products and other solutions in the PFERD 
brush program, contact your local sales representative or distributor.

PFERD INC., the U.S. subsidiary of top German abrasives manufacturer August Rüggeberg GmbH, acquired the company in 1997,
changing the name again to PFERD MILWAUKEE BRUSH COMPANY. Brushes under both ADVANCE BRUSH and MILWAUKEE
BRUSH brands were marketed for several years until they were consolidated into one brand — ADVANCE BRUSH — in 2005.

In 2011, the company moved to its current location in
Milwaukee, WI. In addition to serving as the brush manufactur-
ing and distribution center for PFERD operations worldwide, the
new facility boasts a state-of-the-art training center where
PFERD offers regular product training for its staff and distribu-
tion partners. After a consolidation of the PFERD INC. sales and
marketing office in Massachusetts with the Wisconsin produc-
tion and distribution facility in late 2015, the ADVANCE
BRUSH line officially transitioned to the PFERD brand to rein-
force a more universal branding strategy under the PFERD INC.
company name.

The organization has been responsible for developing numerous
innovations in the power brush industry. Some accomplishments
include the COMBITWIST® and SINGLETWIST® brushes, as well
as the patented nut design of TWIN-NUT brushes.

The COMBITWIST® range was introduced in 2005 and features
brushes with alternating knot rotation for more aggressive brushing
and superior balance during rotation. The alternating knot twist con-
struction maximizes stock removal and improves surface finish by
creating additional angles for the wire to come in contact with the
work piece. In addition to increased aggressiveness and surface finish,
COMBITWIST® also extends brush life and effectiveness. The alter-
nating knots provide a sturdier brush face, and the multiple wire
angles keep the wire sharper for a longer period of time. PFERD INC.
is currently the only manufacturer to offer this unique product as a cat-
alog item in the United States.

SINGLETWIST® brushes were added to the product line in 2008 to address
the need for brushing in small spaces and corners. The SINGLETWIST®, as
the name suggests, is a single knot twist end brush for die grinders that is nar-
row enough to reach into tight corners and crevices.  The strength of the knot-
ted wire allows adequate pressure to be applied to quickly remove rust, scale,

corrosion, etc., with ease from these formerly troublesome areas. Available in carbon and stainless steel, the SINGLETWIST® is a prod-
uct created, and exclusively sold, by PFERD INC.

The patented TWIN-NUT brush was intro-
duced to the market in 2013 to address the
problem of brush interference with the safety
guard when alternating mounting positions.
Reversing the mounting position of brushes is
a common practice that takes advantage of the
self-sharpening effect of the wire, resulting in
longer service life and improved brush performance. With most brushes, however, reversing the mounting position often results in the
brush coming into contact with the safety guard. The unique nut design of TWIN-NUT brushes provides adequate spacing on both sides
of the brush, solving the problem of brush interference with the guard, and improving effectiveness and operator safety. 

Today, PFERD brushes are manufactured with the same integrity and dedication as when the company first started 

making brushes in 1911. Ingenuity, engineering excellence and continuous improvements allow PFERD INC. to match the fast industrial

pace set by today’s performance demands. We look forward to even more growth and success in partnership with ABMA over 

the next 100 years, as we continue to produce a market-leading brand representing quality, performance and innovation. 

— Article provided by PFERD INC.
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PURDY® WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
THE ABMA ON ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY, 

AND ITS SERVICE TO THE INDUSTRY!
PURDY. MAKE ANY PAINT BETTER.
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The Purdy story began in 1925 when S. Desmond
Purdy started building paint brushes in a converted
two-car garage in Portland, OR. His unswerving,
uncompromising dedication to quality and excellence
continues today. He was a man of strong principle,
believing that handcrafting the finest painting tools
may take longer, but it was the only way to “build in”
the characteristics and properties that assure superior
coverage and unsurpassed performance that can only
be found in Purdy tools.

Today, the company sells its products in all 50 states, as well as inter-
nationally.
Purdy’s philosophy is one of QUALITY, SERVICE and VALUE — all

of which are conducted with INTEGRITY. Purdy handcrafts the world’s
finest painting tools, serving as the “yardstick” by which all other paint-
ing tools are measured. Choosing the proper, top-quality applicator is as
equally important to the success of a painting project as choosing the
right paint or coating.
Not all painting tools are built the same. It’s what’s on the inside that

counts.
Like any quality product, finished goods are only as good as their raw

material components and the manufacturing process. Purdy’s vendors
know what their expectations are, including their specifications for each
component. A spec is a spec, and if the raw materials don’t meet, it will
be rejected. 
Purdy’s attention to detail guarantees each and every tool made will

give the professional painter years of service, making each painting expe-
rience less stressful and helping the finished job look its best.
The current factory is within a mile of the original plant, and continues

to be an active member of the community. Many employees have been
part of the Purdy family for more than 30 years, with the average time of
employment currently at 14 years.
In 2004, Purdy was acquired by The Sherwin-Williams Company, pro-

viding access to some of the finest minds in the paint and coating world.
This allows Purdy to be at the front end of designing the best applicators
for newly developing coating technology.  
Purdy is committed to remaining at its leadership position with contin-

uous improvement, dedication to innovation and a focus on understand-
ing the most important needs of those who use professional painting tools.  
That is why, for the past 90-plus years, Purdy has been the No. 1 choice

of professional painters.
— Article provided by Purdy.

PURDY
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING TOOLS

SINCE 1925

Purdy today

Purdy factory 1950s

Some of Purdy’s personnel - 1950s

Purdy staff 1920s
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Our catalogue has
gone from a few pages
to over 30 pages of top-
quality products. Our
expanded mini-roller
department includes
foam, lint-free and
microfiber mini-roller
covers. In addition,
many of the items we
supply are manufac-
tured with customer
specifications and are
shipped directly in con-
tainers from our own
factories in China. We
manufacture products
for both the profession-
al and Do-It-Yourself
markets, and offer pri-
vate labeling for vol-
ume purchasers.
Royal Paint Roller’s

history dates to 1965
when Natan Szechtman
and his wife, Ester, founded the company in Brooklyn, NY, with
only eight employees. Randy Boritz joined the company in 1974,
along with his wife, Gloria (Szechtman’s daughter), who served as
the office manager and bookkeeper. The Szechtmans established
the company on the foundational principles of providing cus-
tomers with high quality products, competitive pricing and excel-
lent customer service — a philosophy to which Royal Paint Roller

has remained true
throughout its history.
As the business grew

and prospered, it
became necessary to
move into a larger man-
ufacturing facility, also
located in Brooklyn,
NY. The company
remained at that loca-
tion for over 27 years,
where it underwent ex -
pansion and renova-
tion. After Natan Szec -
ht man passed away in
1992, the company con-
tinued on its successful
path under the watchful
eye of Randy Boritz
and his wife.
After being acquired

by Linzer in 2007,
Royal moved to the
Linzer headquarters in
West Babylon, NY,

which operates out of a 178,000-square-foot manufacturing and
warehouse facility. With the support that only a large corporation
with global presence can provide, we are able to offer our cus-
tomers the latest in technology, a more expansive product line and
quicker turn-around of orders — while still providing the kind of
personal, attentive customer service our customers have come to
expect from Royal. 

ABOVE: Pictured are, from left, Royal Paint Roller Plant Foreman Gary Persampieri,
employee Maria Reyes and President Randy Boritz.

Royal Paint Roller is entering its 10th year as an integral part of 
the Linzer Products family of companies. Our move, over to the 

Linzer Products facility, in March 2007 has given us the 
opportunity to expand our product line for the painting industry to 
over 500 items — including a full line of paintbrushes, paint rollers,

frames, complete roller kits, foam covers and foam rollers. 

ROYAL PAINT ROLLER
SINCE 1965



As in all industries, business has been very challenging.
However, with the cooperation between our many locations
throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico, and our facto-
ries in China, our company, as a whole, has seen an increase in sales
volume. We have developed a reputation for quality products and
excellent service, a reputation that our customers appreciate and
continue to support by purchasing additional items from our prod-
uct line and remaining loyal to us, some for more than 30 years.
In this tough economic environment, many businesses look for

cost-cutting measures to stay afloat. We have found that our cus-
tomers, on the other hand, are now looking for a higher quality
product that will last and that they can sell with confidence. With
the use of the latest technology and our in-house testing lab, our
rollers and brushes are always being tested and refined. Our high-
ly experienced supervisors, including our plant foreman, Gary

Persampieri, ensure that the brush, paint roller and import depart-
ments are all run efficiently. Our in-house machine shop and main-
tenance department assure that all machinery is up and running.  
In addition to offering quality products at competitive prices, we

feel that the service we offer is key. This begins with the recep-
tionist at the switchboard who will direct you to the proper party,
not to an automated telephone system. We treat all our customers
as “priority” accounts, and have created relationships that date
back decades. We consider our customers as “business partners”
rather than customers. Their success means our success.
We are confident that by sticking to our proven formula of qual-

ity products, competitive pricing and excellent customer service,
we will continue to grow our sales and our customer base in the
years to come.

— Article provided by Royal Paint Roller.
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Founded in 1939 as a manufacturer
of strip brushes and wound strip
cylinder brushes in Cleveland, OH,
Spiral Brushes enters its 78th year
in 2017 as a broad line manufacturer
of power brushes, strip brushes and
cylinder brushes.
Spiral Brushes’ customer base

consists of industrial distributors,
original and custom equipment man-
ufacturers, service companies, com-
mercial end-users and other brush
manufacturers.  
As a manufacturer of both stan-

dard and custom brushes, Spiral
Brushes’ staff is attentive to cus-
tomers’ requirements, including those needing assistance with
brush selection or defining requirements for a custom brushing
solution. Spiral Brushes strives to maintain responsive lead times
through a combination of in-stock inventory on higher frequency
items and make-to-order on items with unique specifications.  
A good proportion of inquiries involve new customers with an

application question or a problem to solve. Spiral Brushes provides
engineering assistance to customers to help define and design cus-
tom brush solutions for integration into a customer’s equipment
design. CAD drawings are often exchanged for review and approval
before an item is quoted and manufactured. 
Spiral Brushes’ website (www.spiralbrushes.com) features both

brush styles and material options to allow users to consider the
properties of brush fill materials while researching the appropriate
brush format. Web pages allow users to define their requirements in

the form of an online inquiry, and links allow users to access an
online copy of the entire catalog. Coming soon is a catalog update
that will integrate more catalog page links into the website for a
more seamless user experience.
The power brush line includes wheel brushes, cup brushes and end

brushes. Most are available in a broad selection of wire: carbon steel,
stainless steel, brass or bronze; as well as synthetics: nylon, abrasive
nylon, polypropylene or polyester; and natural materials including
horsehair and tampico fiber. From fine wires and filaments for clean-
ing and polishing applications to aggressive wires and abrasive
nylons for heavy surface preparation and deburring, Spiral Brushes
carries a wide selection of wire and synthetic material sizes. For
more challenging applications, higher specification materials are
available on special order.
The wheel brush line includes small copper center brushes,

shank-mounted brushes, mini-
grinder brushes, fixed arbor hole
wheel brushes, wide face wheel
brushes and twisted knot wheel
brushes. Wheel brushes may be fin-
ished with a plain arbor hole, a
threaded nut, or in the case of small-
er brushes, with a shank for use in a
drill or die grinder. 

Cup brushes range from small 1
¾-inch utility style with a shank
mount for drill use, to 2 ¾-inch min-
igrinder cup brushes with a threaded
nut, and larger standard duty cup
brushes in 4, 5 and 6-inch sizes.

End brushes are available from a ½-inch through 1-inch diameter
and include a shank for use in a drill or die grinder. Spot facer drill
brushes and pilot bonding brushes are also available.  The addition
of plastic rings or bridles concentrates the exposed wires for a more
focused and aggressive brush face. Flared end brushes are designed
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SPIRAL
BRUSHES
INC.

ABOVE: Left to right, end brushes and abrasive nylon wheel brush.

ABOVE: Steel wire cup brush.

SINCE 
1939



to clean the sides and bottom of blind holes and corners without damaging
the work-piece.  
Most of these power brush formats are available in crimped wires, twist-

ed knot wires, and synthetic or natural filaments.
Our product offerings in strip brushes and spiral-wound cylinder brush-

es can be custom-made from the full spectrum of metal, synthetic and nat-
ural fiber alternatives.  
Strip brushes are commonly known as “brush seals” and are designed to

contain mist, light, dust or chips; or may be mounted to passively wipe,
dust,or spread a coating. Strip brushes can be formed to fit into a cus-
tomer’s process or conveyor line.  
Wound cylinder brushes provide wide-face brushing, scrubbing or sur-

face preparation in a production process. Typical applications include con-
veyor cleaning to remove dried or baked-on product, surface preparation to
remove debris or corrosion, or final finishing. Cylinder brushes may be
mounted directly to a shaft, onto a tube with bushings and keyways, or onto
an engineered cylinder with bearing journals and drive shaft.   Brushes can
be designed for long-term use and refill-ability or for an economical dis-
posable format where the brushes are easy to replace in equipment. 
Spiral Brushes continues to thrive, thanks to the satisfaction and good-

will of customers, the support of suppliers and the dedication of many long-
tenured employees.  

We congratulate ABMA on its 100th year anniversary, and thank its staff
and many members for their support and friendship over the years.

— Article provided by Spiral Brushes.

Spiral 
Brushes, 

Inc.
   1355 Commerce Drive

   Stow, OH 44224
 toll free: 800-888-2861

www.spiralbrushes.com
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LEFT: Stainless steel
strip brush.

LEFT: Spiral wound
cylinder brush.



President Scott Tanis, and his late father, Chuck Tanis, started the company in 1987
after several years of working in the brush industry. Tanis Brush is currently head-
quartered in Delafield, WI, and acquired Regal Manufacturing Co., of Fond du

Lac, WI, in 2011. Between the two facilities, Tanis has over 64,000 square feet of com-
bined operation space, and utilizes the latest brush manufacturing technology with state-
of-the-art automation equipment to ensure quality, consistency and value. 
Tanis has brushes in a variety of constructions and dimensions including twisted-in-

wire, metal back strip, cylinder, stapled set and composite set; all for a multitude of appli-
cations and industries. 

Tanis is highly recognized in the industry for its ability to develop brushes unique to
each of the company’s customers’ requests. 
“We like it when current and potential customers ask, ‘Can you help us solve this

problem?’” President Scott Tanis said. “It’s a team effort to find solutions to a cus-
tomer’s problem. It’s all about offering quality products, while providing a high level
of customer service.” 
Over the past year, Tanis has added several new products including sanding, table top

and thermochromic brushes as well as wheel bench grinders made with a metal hub. 
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TANIS INC. SINCE 1987

As ABMA is celebrating its 100th year in business, Tanis Inc., is

celebrating 30 years of dedicated service to its customers,

while providing best-in-class standard products as well as

innovative specialty-engineered brush solutions. 

ABOVE: President Scott Tanis, and his late father, Chuck Tanis, started 
the company in 1987 after several years of working in the brush industry.
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Tanis’ sanding products are useful for surface
finishing in both the wood and metal industries.
The table top brushes are widely used in sheet
metal fabrication, glass panel conveying,
wood finishing, or any application where sur-
face finish is a high priority. 
The thermochromic line features a strip

brush that is often used in temperature-sen-
sitive environments, such as data centers,
as an added precaution to an already exist-
ing temperature monitoring system or as a
primary indicator.  
The metal hub wheel bench grinders are

made with CeramiX® abrasive filament, and
are a less expensive option than composite
hub wheel brushes and offer the ability to
withstand higher temperatures. 
In March 2016, Tanis Brush launched a major update to its

website. This includes e-commerce shopping, which gives
customers the flexibility to order independently and at any
time of the day. The site additions also include an advanced
product filtering system that allows users to narrow down
results by product attributes; such as brush length, diameter,
fill material and max RPM. 

Tanis stated, “The website updates are a new channel to
improve the customer experience, and are built in a way that
reflects our ongoing appreciation for our customers’ technical
requirements. The website’s new shopping cart adds freedom
and convenience to brush shopping, and helps us fulfill cus-
tomers’ evolving needs and expectations.”
Visit Tanis Inc. at www.tanisbrush.com to view the compa-

ny’s extensive product offering or fill
out an RFQ.

— Article provided by Tanis, Inc.
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TANIS INC.

“We like it when current and potential customers

ask, ‘Can you help us solve this problem?’”

ABOVE: Tanis has over 64,000 square feet of operation space in 
Delafield, WI, and utilizes state-of-the-art automation. 



One of the leading suppliers in the broom, brush and mop indus-
try, The Thomas Monahan Company, of Arcola, IL, recently cele-
brated its 94th anniversary. What began in 1922 as a small domestic
broom corn brokerage firm has grown over its nine decades into a
worldwide supplier of all the parts needed to put together a broom, a
brush or a mop. The company has changed dramatically to adjust to
the changing industry.
In recent years, The Monahan Company has reacted to changes in the

marketplace by expanding operations and developing into a major
O.E.M. manufacturer. Thomas III (known as Tim), Patrick (Pat) and
James (Jim) Monahan — grandsons of the founder of the company —
are the third generation of
Monahans to operate the family
business. (A fourth brother,
Joseph Monahan, is chairman of
the First Bank of Arcola.) The
Monahan brothers share the goal
of carrying on the tradition and
ideals summed up in the compa-
ny’s mission statement: “The
Thomas Monahan Company is
dedicated to serving the broom,
brush and mop industries as the
best provider on a worldwide
basis.”
Along the path in fulfilling that

goal, the brothers have enjoyed the
opportunity to spend a great amount
of quality time together, and have
equally enjoyed working with peo-
ple throughout the industry.
Members of the fourth genera-

tion have also joined the company.
With addition of the next genera-
tion, the corporate structure has
adjusted to fit the new
reality. Tim’s sons,
Jon, Chris, and Matt
Mon ahan, have joined
the Monahan Comp -
any’s subsidiary Mon -
a  han Filaments. Chris
also runs Brush Fibers
Inc.,  while Jon is pre -
sident of Mona han
Filaments and Matt
has joined the sales team. Pat’s son, Kevin Monahan, is president of
Monahan Partners, which continues as a supplier of wet and dry mop hard-
ware and assembly of these parts on wood, metal or fiberglass. Brother Jim
still is associated with TMCO, but spends most of his time with Whitley-
Monahan Handles of the wooden handle business.

A FAMILY TRADITION

While the company celebrates 94 years in operation, the Monahan
family has been involved in the broom business for well over 130 years.

In the late 1800s, Patrick Henry Monahan, an immigrant from Loughrea,
Ireland, was one of the first broom corn brokers to set up shop in Illinois.
Patrick Monahan had traveled around the East Coast for a number of
years before settling in Arcola in the 1860s. Around the same time, farm-
ers in this small Central Illinois community had begun growing a new
cash crop, a type of sorghum called broom corn, characterized by a
strong, durable fiber that made it perfect for use in sweeping tools.
In 1867, Monahan set up shop as a broom corn broker. There were two

aspects to the job. Each crop in each broom corn field grows differently,
so first the broom corn broker was charged with evaluating crops, and
then recommending to individual broom manufacturers whether or not

certain crops were worth purchasing.

This was over 100 years before the invention of
broom corn processing (the preparation of broom
corn for use by manufacturers, an innovation
which was introduced in the 1960s by Tim
Monahan), so brokers were also asked to shop for
the type of crops that would best fit the needs of
individual manufacturers.
“It was a real art to be able to judge, and then to

be able to match what the customer liked as far as the percentage of the
sizes of long and short corn,” Tim Monahan said.
In 1871, Patrick Monahan turned his brokerage firm over to a cousin,

Thomas Lyons, and by 1875 the firm became known as The Thomas Lyons
Company. Patrick and his wife, Hannah, had a son, the first Thomas F.
Monahan. Thomas followed in his father’s footsteps and went to work for
the Lyons Company. Thomas purchased the business in 1922 and renamed
it, The Thomas Monahan Company. At that time, nearly 14,000 tons of
broom corn were raised each year within a 10-mile radius of Arcola, the
town that was known as, “The Broom Corn Capital of the World.”
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THE THOMAS MONAHAN COMPANY 
SINCE 1922

ABOVE: Members of the fourth generation of the 
Monahan family who have joined the company include, 
from left to right, Jon Monahan, president of Monahan

Filaments; Kevin Monahan, president of Monahan Partners;
Matt Monahan, Monahan Filaments sales team; and 

Chris Monahan, president of Brush Fibers, Inc.





Thomas Monahan was well known around town for his dedication to
the broom corn brokerage firm, but he was perhaps even more respected
for his community service, as he served as mayor of Arcola and was an
instrumental part of several community projects and events during the
1920s and 1930s.
Thomas and Lillian Monahan had two children, a daughter, Mary, and

a son, Thomas Monahan, Jr., who graduated from the University of Notre
Dame in 1931, where he played football for the legendary coach, Knute
Rockne. After a short time in Chicago, Tom joined the family business.
Tom Jr., established a Monahan Company presence in

other broom corn growing areas of the
country, such as Kennedy, Beeville and
Hondo, TX; Lindsay, OK; Walsh, CO;
and San Jon, NM. He also began diversifying the company, by brokering
items for broom manufacturers other than broom corn; items like wire,
twine bands and handles.
Tom Jr., married Mary Cunningham in 1937 and became president of

the Monahan Company in 1939. At the time Thomas F. Monahan, Sr.,
died in 1945, Tom and Mary Monahan had three boys, Tim, Pat and Joe
and another, Jim, was on the way. Over the years, Tom, with the help of
his sister, Mary, and a hard-working staff, built on the reputation of the
company and established a strong financial foundation. Tom also made
sure his sons were involved in the business from an early age.
“In high school, or even in late grade school, we worked in the ware-

houses during the summer — unloading broom corn,” Jim Monahan
said. “In high school, we were sent to some of the broom corn growing
fields in Colorado, Oklahoma and south Texas. We grew up around
broom corn and we were in the broom and mop business ever since we
were old enough to think about it.”
All four of Tom’s sons graduated from Notre Dame. Two of them, Tim

and Jim, joined The Monahan Company right out of graduate school.

INNOVATIONS IN BROOM CORN

In the early 1960s, Tim Monahan pioneered the concept in the United
States of the preparation of broom corn for the broom manufacturer.
The first product offered using the method was called Redicorn and
is the preferred method by which manufacturers purchase broom
corn today.
“In 1961, we started processing,” Tim Monahan said. “In 1963, we

invented, for commercial purposes, processed broom corn. That
changed the basic concept of the broom corn broker.

“It changed the idea of judging the crop, because all the corn was
processed down to the best use. If a manufacturer wanted 22-inch
hurl, he could buy 22-inch hurl already processed. The dealer’s func-
tion changed primarily to financing all the different lengths so the
farmers and the processors could turn their crops into cash, and the
dealer then could get the 22-inch hurl broom corn into the hands of
the people making warehouse brooms.”
Another advantage of the processing system is that manufactur-

ers can make brooms in as many different sizes as they want,
because the appropriate material
is readily available.
“In the past, if broom manufac-

turers bought a corn crop and it
was only 2,000 pounds of whisk
corn, they had to cut long corn
down if they sold more than
2,000 pounds worth of whisk
brooms,” Tim Monahan said.
“Broom manufacturers might
make money on the whisk
brooms, but lose money getting
rid of the odds and ends and extra
lengths that stacked up. There

was a real balancing problem.
“When processed corn came

along, you could sell twice as many
whisk brooms and not to worry. The
manufacturer just bought 12-inch
hurl and the dealer then worried
about getting rid of the other

lengths. When I came into the
business, I took care of the
processing side of broom corn
and my dad took care of the
raw corn side of the business.
By 1970, 80 percent of the

market had switched to processed corn. By 1975, probably 90 per-
cent of the market was using processed corn.”
During these years, the industry began to change shape. One of the

most notable examples being the complete relocation of the broom
corn crop from the United States to Mexico, where — with longer
harvesting seasons leading to two yearly crops and plentiful inexpen-
sive labor — the crop is more economically raised.
Thomas Monahan II died in 1979 at the age of 69, survived by

both Marys, his wife and sister. Tom’s second born son Pat, said,
“Dad was a proud father, a constant donor of his time, money and
ideas for the improvement of Arcola, and he was able to pass the
company on to his sons in better condition than he found it.”
After his father’s death, Tim became president of the family busi-

ness. Today, he still presides over the broom corn business while
handling corporate duties as well.
“The broom corn market really has changed. When I first started,

we had 400 accounts. In the mid-to-late 1980s, we had 200 accounts
and today, we probably have 10,” Tim Monahan said.
“Consolidations have been the driving factor in the marketplace.
The passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement, which
went into effect January 1994, also caused the domestic broom
industry to shrink, as more and more of the market turned to inexpen-
sive brooms made in Mexico. What we see now is the bigger shops
getting bigger and the smaller shops closing down. Brooms have too
high a percentage of labor in their costs for U.S. manufacturers to be
competitive. Today, the company does very little broom corn. The
manufacturing of brooms has pretty well left the United States.”
However, The Monahan Company has long since diversified into pro-

viding a number of various products for other segments of the industry.
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ABOVE: The four Monahan brothers: 
from left to right; Jim Monahan, Joe Monahan, 

Pat Monahan and Tim Monahan.



HANDLES, INC., AND THE CHANGING HANDLE MARKET

In 1972, Jim Monahan became the second son of Thomas Monahan,
Jr., to join the company. Jim took on responsibility for The Monahan
Company’s growing handle business.
“We’d been brokering handles under The Monahan Company name,

buying and reselling handles from domestic suppliers. In the early 1970s,
when some of the imports of raw materials became available, it put us in
the ball game,” Jim Monahan said. “We could then go overseas and buy
material rather than having to process it here domestically. Dowels came
in already processed. That made it advantageous for us to go into han-
dles, forming Handles, Inc., as a division of The Monahan Company.
“It has been an interesting business. Dealing in wood is very similar to

dealing in broom corn. It is a natural product that grows every year. In
broom corn, you are sometimes operating at the whim of Mother Nature
when you take into account outside things like the amount of rain the
growing areas receive. In the wood industry, we are a low-end user, so
we are, kind of, at the mercy of the total wood market. A number of envi-
ronmental concerns have been emphasized in recent years, and we are all
involved in, and impacted by, reforestation projects. This is a complex
business, much like broom corn.”
In 1985, Handles, Inc., began pursuing the new technologies that made

metal handles a feasible product. It was slow going, at first, Jim
Monahan said, when the company started offering the metal products. It
was a time when metal handles cost roughly the same as the wooden han-
dles, yet wood was still readily available to the consumer.
“Metal handles struggled a little bit for a few years to find their place

and become accepted in the market,” Jim Monahan said. “Later on, in the
1980s and early 1990s, we ran into a few shortages of pine. As wood
became harder to get, we had some customers change to metal. Once
some people switched to metal, they didn’t go back.
“I think, as people get more sophisticated in their manufacturing

process and demand tighter specifications, the metal handle makes it
much easier to automate the manufacturing process. The lengths are very
consistent, the diameters are very consistent and metal handles are
always available.
“These days, corporations have taken over from the smaller manufac-

turer as the dominant force in the industry, and the purchasing agents for
the corporations want to be able to call for supplies on a Monday and
have them delivered on a Thursday,” Jim Monahan said. “They don’t
want to hear about the rainy season in Honduras or something else caus-
ing problems while trying to get raw wood material. Purchasing agents
are all very, very busy, overworked, and overloaded with items they are
buying. If they can find a good and consistent supplier, that’s what they
want.”
In 2010, the Monahan Company sold its metal handle operation to the

supplier of the production equipment, FIMM. After helping with the
transition, Jim Monahan now concentrates on wood handles through
Whitley-Monahan handle company.

MOVING INTO NEW MARKETS

While Jim Monahan had been working to establish the company’s
handle division, Pat Monahan had been successfully pursuing a career in
the computer industry, first with IBM and subsequently through a small-
er Monahan Company division called Arcola Software. Pat moved into
the broom and mop industry after his father’s death in 1979.
“We sold off all the computer and software products, and I devoted

myself full time to helping Tim and Jim,” Pat Monahan said. “My per-
spective is that the computer industry was extremely competitive, and
when I first started in the broom, brush and mop industry it was not
nearly as competitive as it is now. I have a great respect for our cus-
tomers and the manufacturers who face the retailers on a daily basis.
The retail market — trying to get the business of a Wal-Mart or a
Home Depot or a Target—is every bit as competitive as the computer

business was when I was in it. We are glad to support our customers
in fighting these battles.”
In the 1980s, Pat Monahan’s division began concentrating on pro-

viding mops and mop hardware to the industry. Pat Monahan has
received five patents for plastic connectors and material for the man-
ufacturing of mops.
“Many years ago, just as we sold broom corn, we also sold all the

broom supplies — the wire and the twine, all the things you need to fin-
ish making a broom. As our customers were making more varied prod-
uct lines, we had to carry more supplies, and that’s how we got into mop
hardware, wet mop hardware, dust mop hardware and dust mop heads,”
Pat Monahan said.
He added that by 1987, the first woven mops were introduced in the

United States.
“At the time, many of our customers didn’t have a competitive prod-

uct and they turned to us for help. Subsequently, we patented our first
non-woven product. Vining introduced it as the New Wave mop. That got
us into rotary die cutting and non-woven technology. Today, we are
doing a lot of work with non-wovens, not only in deck mops, but also
using non-wovens in self-wringing mops, which have become a perma-
nent niche in the market. It fits right into our philosophy of trying to do
more manufacturing,” Pat Monahan said.
Another area in which Pat Monahan’s division has been innovators is

the attaching of mop hardware to metal handles.
“We started bringing in containers of mop hardware from Taiwan in

1987 and China in the early 1990s. We have proven sources of quality
products from China at competitive prices. This part of our business con-
tinues to grow. We have been well ahead of the current rush to do busi-
ness in China,” Pat Monahan said.
He added that high-speed riveting machines make it far more econom-

ical for The Monahan Company to attach hardware to a metal handle. It’s
hard for any broom shop that doesn’t do a lot of metal handles to be able
to afford a rivet machine.
“We succeed only if we can be more efficient and reliable than our

customers’ own people,” Pat Monahan said.
Today, this operation has added fiberglass handles, mopsticks and a

patented lobby dust pan to its product line. It is now a separate compa-
ny, known as Monahan Partners, and is run by Pat’s son, Kevin
Monahan, with Pat serving as Ambassador.

CHANGES TODAY AND LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

The Monahans recognize that the company must change with the
times, and are continually working toward meeting that challenge.
“We’ve always been fairly innovative and learned to react to the mar-

ket. You can’t force the market,” Tim Monahan said. “Times are chang-
ing with consolidations and foreign competition increasing. We used to
do business with all the owners and we used to do business on our word,
which is still the best way. With the larger corporations and the consoli-
dations, it is all systems-based now. For everybody’s sake, we have to
change and we have to adjust.”
The Monahan Company has adjusted to the family and business real-

ity by: No. 1 — Family and stock restructured to the individual family
needs. In the 5th generation there are 31 Monahans. The corporate own-
ership change adjusts the situation to the current reality; No. 2 — The
Thomas Monahan Company is now a holding company with Monahan
Filaments and Brush Fibers, Inc., as its operating units, and outside the
industry investments; No. 3 — Whitley-Monahan continues in the wood-
en handle market through Jim Monahan’s efforts; and, No. 4 —
Monahan Partners is run by Pat and Kevin Monahan and is focused on
the mop industry.
All companies are still based in Arcola, IL, and carry on the family tra-

dition of supporting the community. 

—Article provided by The Thomas Monahan Company.
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IN THE BEGINNING...
Unimac was born in 1983 in a small workshop

close to Bologna, Italy, producing prototype
automation equipment for the automotive market.
From the start, the first and main target for Unimac
was the U.S. market. 
Continuous study on technological innovation

and electronic development pushed Unimac to sell
and install many machines for the U.S. automotive
manufacturing industry. Unimac’s products helped
its customers’ machines to check the quality of
their own products (automatic quality control sys-
tems built by Unimac) or, in the packaging field,
provided automated packing equipment.

For the next seven years (1983 - 1990), Unimac began to produce technology that focused on three main fields: • Power brush manufacturing
machinery; • Broom handle production lines; and, • Automation for banking ATM’s.
The development of power brush machinery led Unimac to apply, and receive, many patents regarding its wire insertion technology. This first

involved brush technology for the crimped wire segment. The same results were achieved with bank automation for the distribution of rolls of coins.
The machines of Unimac, in those years, were installed in many parts of the world (Asia, Middle East,
USA, Canada, etc.), pushing the company to increase the number of people on its staff.

JOINING THE BRUSH DISTRICT...
To improve and grow further (once again) its sales network, in 2008 Unimac joined the Brush

District, composed of Borghi and Techno Plastic, in Castelfranco Emilia, Italy. The first relationship
sought was the connection with Borghi U.S.A., in order to strengthen Unimac’s service in the USA
and Canada, thanks to the excellent reputation of Borghi USA’s commitment to the companies they
serve. The target for the years that followed was to visit and get to know the brush makers, with the
goal of becoming the No. 1 power brush machinery supplier for the North American market.

TODAY...
The year 2016 was special as

it was full of important meet-
ings and exhibitions (ABMA,
FEIBP and InterBrush), and
also due to the many types of
projects that were realized at
Unimac. The year started with
a 70 meters/minute broom han-
dle production line, and ended
with another broom production
line producing 90 meters/
minute. Throughout 2016,
many custom machines were
delivered to fit the desires and

needs of Unimac customers. Many first-time buyers of Unimac automation
were pleased, and said they would again buy equipment from the company.

2017 AND BEYOND...
The target for the future will be directed at the needs of the customer, a Unimac base philosophy. The constant desire to improve machinery with

new technology, and provide the possibility for customers to climb the market by renewing their manufacturing processes and replacing old ways
with new, is the constant target at Unimac. Furthermore, Unimac’s partnership with the sales network of Borghi S.p.A., and the desire to reinforce

the Unimac presence in the global marketplace,
provides many opportunities to help new cus-
tomers enjoy the benefits of investing in Unimac
technology.

INVOLVEMENT IN ABMA...
Unimac has been a proud member of the

ABMA for many years, and believes in support-
ing this association of brush makers. By coming
together as a group, all members are stronger
rather than alone and divided. Unimac congratu-
lates ABMA on its 100th anniversary, and looks
forward to being a part of the celebration.

— Article provided by Unimac.
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Unimac:
A history of power
brush automation

since 1983 ABOVE: Unimac offices are shown in
1990 in Zola Predosa (Bologna), Italy.

ABOVE: Pictured is Unimac’s machinery 
assembly hall in the Brush District.

BELOW: Shown is the Unimac, Borghi and Boucherie booth 
during a recent ABMA Annual Convention.

ABOVE: Paolo Malavasi and
Vanes Villani, of Unimac, are

pictured during InterBrush 2016.





Established in 1995, Warna Exporters (Pvt)
Ltd. is a Board of Investment of Sri Lanka
(BOI) approved manufacturer and exporter of
Industrial and Household Brooms, Brushes,
Brush Blocks (made out of treated rubber wood), fibre mixtures and upgraded coco fibre.

With worldwide export
capabilities — employ-
ing the latest technology

to produce high quality products
with strict quality control proce-
dures — Warna Exporters is perfect-
ly equipped to supply the brushware
needs of customers. Starting out as a
small 10-man team of employees, Warna has grown to a 200-
strong workforce in 21 years.
Warna Exporters has the capability to fully manage the pro-

duction process. This includes tree cutting and preparation of
the filling and shipping of customer orders that come from
around the globe. Timber blocks are produced from rubber
wood, and can be filled with a variety of natural fibre or syn-
thetic materials if required.
Warna Exporters has the necessary experience to supply both

branded as well as its own brand of products — all made to cus-
tomer specifications. The company also has the ability to design
and provide merchandising cartons and packaging to meet the
varied demands of today’s worldwide markets.
Please contact Warna Exporters at sales@warnaexporters.com

to see how company representatives can help grow your brush-
ware business.

— Article provided by Warna Exporters (Pvt) Ltd.
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WARNA EXPORTERS (PVT) LTD.

Starting out as a small 10-man team 

of employees, Warna has grown to 

a 200-strong workforce in 21 years.

SINCE 1995

Warna Exporters has the 
necessary experience to supply
both branded as well as its own
brand of products — all made to

customer specifications.



It was the year 1902, when, in a small garage in Todtnau, Germany,
Anton Zahoransky started to make the first machines for automating the
brush making process. Back then, he could not sense that his small work-
shop would develop to become the leading company in the industry of
brush making machines. 

With his inventive talent and his visions, Anton Zahoransky provided a
solid foundation for a successful corporation, which today, is in its third
generation and structured as a family business. From the Black Forest, the
company went out into the world. Today, there are ZAHORANSKY loca-
tions in Germany, Spain, Brazil, Japan, China, India and the USA.
According to Dr. Heinz Zahoransky (son of the founder): “Since the

beginning, the ZAHORANSKY name has stood for reliability, precision
and sophisticated engineering. The ever growing requirements of our cus-
tomers have been the engine for the innovative, fast-paced and very suc-
cessful development of our business.”
Up to the 1950s, most of the processed materials were mainly natural

materials. Since then, all different kinds of synthetic materials have
evolved, which nowadays allow for maximum versatility in design and
function. Each step of this development has been both accompanied and
influenced by ZAHORANSKY.
It has always been important for ZAHORANSKY to comprehensive-

ly meet its customers long-term needs, from the in-plant commissioning
of machines to supplying local on-site customer service. With over 20
representatives worldwide, ZAHORANSKY guarantees the best of care
for its customers.  
Since 1994, ZAHORANSKY has been ISO9001-certified. For its cus-

tomers, this certification is a visible sign that the company has set in place

the highest quality standards for each area of the ZAHORANSKY Group.
A focus on high quality and “Made in Germany” remains.
In order to secure quality and innovation for the future, ZAHORANSKY

has set a very high value on continued education for its employees.
Apprenticeships started in 1952, and today the amount of trainees at

ZAHORANSKY accounts for approximately 10 percent of
total employees; this is an enormous investment for the future.
The ZAHORANSKY story consists of 114 years of inven-

tive talent and progress; continuity and willpower; inner con-
viction and the capability to act as a visionary. The company’s
highly qualified staff members stand for know-how, innova-
tion, networked thinking, high flexibility and unmatched
quality. One-stop shopping from A to Z — this is what the
name of the founder stands for: Anton Zahoransky.
According to Ulrich Zahoransky (nephew of the founder):

“The business world is ever changing, but what has stayed
the same is the affection for technology and perfection —
beyond generations. This is what our staff members, at loca-
tions all over the world, stick up for every day … and they do
it with passion.”

— Article provided by ZAHORANSKY.

THE FOLLOWING 
IS A ZAHORANSKY

TIMELINE:
1902-04-01 Founding of company by 

Anton Zahoransky
1902-09-29 Delivery of the first tufting 

machine
1906 First machine exhibition in Dresden
1909 First automatic tufting machine for

radial tufting
1914 80 employees
1922 Founding of the first subsidiary in 

Freiburg-Lehen
1924 Acquisition of business competitor 

"Flade" who was exclusively pro-
ducing toothbrushes /  employees

1927 25 Year Jubilee / 170 employees
1929 Major problems due to the Great 

Depression. First films of mac -
hines for marketing purposes.
First automatic staple machine 
with moveable filling tool

1930 Founding of subsidiary near 
Strassbourg

1935 First automatic trimming machines
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A brief history of more than 114 years of

innovation, continuity, willpower and passion

to build better machinery at ZAHORANSKY:

ZAHORANSKY SINCE 1902

1902

1934



1946 Recommencing of production after World War II under extremely
difficult conditions. Founding of a subsidiary in Muellheim

1951-01-09 Death of the founder of the company, Anton Zahoransky
1952 50 Year Jubilee. First twin-tufting machine for toothbrushes. 

Founding of first apprenticeship in Todtnau 230 employees
1955 Founding of a benevolent fund for employees
1958 Centralization of the companies from Freiburg and Muellheim in 

Freiburg
1959 Entering of Dr. Ing. Heinz Zahoransky to the company

Implementation of employee suggestion system
1962 Adoption of a premium bonus system for the employees
1965 First injection mold.

First automatic twin-tufting machine for brooms & brushes
1967 Introduction of 40 hours working week
1969 First automatic machine for bottle brushes
1970 Founding of companies relief organization

(up to date donations of over 500.000 EUR for aid organizations)
1971 First fully automatic twin tufting machine (insertion, drilling, 

tufting and trimming)
1972 Founding of the subsidiary in Logrõno
1973 Integration of the company ESTO (machines for bottle brushes)
1977 75 Year Jubilee. First Interbrossa: exhibition of  50 machines.

315 employees
1978 First packaging machine
1979 First hot runner mold
1980 First automatic twisting machine for mascara brushes MA1. First 

compact unit ZT1-TA61 for toothbrush production with CNC 
control. First electronic tufting machine ZA2E. First hot runner
mold for toothbrushes

1981 First blister packaging machine
1983 First fully automatic toothbrush production units including blister

packaging
1986 First exhibition in Japan
1987 Implementation of computer based construction (CAD)
1988 First 2 component injection mold for toothbrushes worldwide
1990 First stacking mold
1991 Founding of ZAHORANSKY Formenbau GmbH, Freiburg. 

Founding of ZAHORANSKY GmbH Formen- & 
Werkzeugbau, Stützengrün. First business trip to China

1994 DIN ISO 9001 certificate for mold making
1995 Start of RPT in mold making
1996 New building in Rothenkirchen. Implementation of e-mail for 

Todtnau, Freiburg and Logroño. First patent application in China
1999 25 year Jubilee of subsidiary in Logrõno. First emission permit for

a company in Spain ever
2002 100 year Jubilee. Founding of the Indian subsidiary, initially in 

Mumbai / 610 employees
2003 Relocation of machine construction to new building in Todtnau-

Geschwend. Relocation of the mold making plant to new 
building in Freiburg-Hochdorf

2004 Founding of ZAHORANSKY Asia Ltd. In Hong Kong
2006 Founding of ZAHORANSKY USA, Inc. Sugar Grove, (near Chicago)
2008 Founding of ZAHORANSKY Light Machinery Ltd. in Shanghai.

Relocation of Freiburg Maschinenbau to the new building in 
Freiburg-Hochdorf

2012 Founding of ZAHORANSKY Ltd. in Kobe, Japan
2013 111 Year Jubilee
2014 Working anniversary of 5 employees who have worked for 

ZAHORANSKY for 50 years
2015 Groundbreaking for the new factory building in Logroño

2016 Founding of ZAHORANSKY do Brasil Ltda., Brazil. 
Change of name from ZAHORANSKY Formenbau 
GmbH to ZAHORANSKY Automation & Molds, 
Freiburg
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1980 1987

1991 1996

2016



Congratulations!Congratulations!Congratulations!Congratulations!Congratulations!Congratulations!

est Quality by ZAHORANSKYBlack Forest Quality by ZAHORANSKY
Passion and Perfection in Molds, Machinery and Automation.

.comzahoransky.com
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ABOVE: Zelazoski’s manufacturing location in Antigo, Wisconsin.

ZELAZOSKI WOOD PRODUCTS, INC.
SINCE 1924

Zelazoski Wood Products began as Thos. Zelazoski
Mfg., Co., in 1924 in a converted blacksmith shop in
Antigo, WI, when Tom Zelazoski and his four employ-

ees began making doors, windows and cupboards for area
homes. The business later branched out to make farm related
items such as stanchion liners, hay pulleys and potato crates.
In 1928, Tom Zelazoski was approached by a broker who

wondered if the company could make blocks for the brush and
broom industry. Tom accepted the challenge and brush backs
became a new product line that continues to be a mainstay to
this day.
Over the years, the Thos. Zelazoski Mfg., Co., made numer-

ous wooden items including crutches, wooden folding tables,
Chinese checker boards, as well as farm items and brush blocks.
Business prospered, skidded, increased and decreased.
Employment bounced between 1 and 10 people.
Land was purchased in a swampy part of Antigo. Enough

fill was dumped into the area by 1940 that a new plant could

be built. This allowed for expansion and the addition of
some automatic machinery. Cutlery racks became a very
important part of the company’s production in the 1950s as
production of brush blocks slowed considerably in the early
part of the decade. These cutlery racks and other items
enabled the company to survive until brush blocks rebound-
ed later in the decade.
Tom sold the business to his two sons, Clarence and

Bernard, in 1958. The company incorporated and continued to
grow, slowly but surely. Tom died in 1961, five years before
the first dry kilns were built in 1966.  
The 1960s saw cutlery rack production almost disappear. To

take its place, Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc., as it became
known after incorporation, began making wooden parts for
folding chairs. This new product line made for very busy times
during the 1970s and 1980s. 
Adjoining property was purchased, better buildings were

constructed, and an equipment improvement plan was put into
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ZELAZOSKI WOOD PRODUCTS, INC.
SINCE 1924

place. This enabled the company to produce more and better
items to meet the ever-increasing close tolerance demands of
high-speed brush filling equipment. This was very important
as the furniture business went to South America in the 1980s,
and Zelazoski Wood Products fell back on the brush and
broom business as its main production line.
Two of Bernard’s children and four of Clarence’s followed

their fathers in the family business. In 1986, those six pur-
chased majority ownership of the business and took over the
day-to-day operations — James Zelazoski, as president and
production manager; Thomas Zelazoski, as vice president and
shipping manager; Michael Zelazoski, as vice president and
maintenance supervisor; Joseph Zelazoski, as vice president
and yard foreman/lumber procurement; Charles Zelazoski, as
treasurer and finishing supervisor; and Benjamin Zelazoski, as
secretary and office manager.  
Tom passed away in 1994, Bernie died in 2000 and Clarence

passed away in 2008. The other five remain active in the 

business today.
With machinery pretty well up-to-date, the business began

construction of a new manufacturing facility. The new plant
began operation in May of 1997. This facility is three times
larger than the old facility, making it possible to move all pro-
duction operations under one roof. The new facility connected
to the finishing plant built in 1991 and an existing warehouse
that was converted to finished goods storage  — thus providing
good flow of products.
Wooden brush and broom blocks continue to be very impor-

tant items for Zelazoski Wood Products. Our greatest asset, our
employees, routinely take raw lumber and process it into prod-
ucts made to the customers’ specifications in a modern facility,
using up-to-date as well as some very specialized equipment.
We are also capable of machining PVC, HDPE and several
other synthetics.  

— Article provided by Zelazoski Wood Products.



The story of Zephyr Manufacturing Co., of Sedalia, MO, reads
much like a history book, with its success and challenges weav-
ing through some of the most poignant times in U.S. history.

From its early days as the Acme Broom Company, located in Kansas
City, MO, to 2017, Zephyr Manufacturing has endured and prospered for
90 years while the world beyond its doors has gone through change time
and time again. 
During such events as the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl, World War

II and into the computer age, Zephyr Manufacturing has continued its
climb into an elite class as a manufacturer.
Current Zephyr Manufacturing President R.J. Lindstrom is the fourth-

generation family member to run the company. He has been preceded by
his great-grandfather and company founder Harry E. Lindstrom, grandfa-
ther Robert J. Lindstrom and father John Lindstrom. The business, which
began in 1927, now provides a complete selection of wet and dry mops
featuring a full range of fibers and styles. Also offered are brooms, brush-
es, specialty products, handles, frames, dusters, mop sticks and other
related items. 
Strictly a broom manufacturer at the start, Harry Lindstrom developed

and patented what quickly became the company’s flagship product — the
Zephyr Streamline broom. With this product’s success, the business soon
began to grow and the Kansas City Broom Company was acquired. This
marked the Acme Broom Company’s movement into the mop industry.
Harry Lindstrom soon opted to change his company’s name to the Acme
Manufacturing Company, as it was no longer only a manufacturer of
brooms. 
Another significant event in the history of the business took place in

1946, when Harry Lindstrom decided to form a corporation. Because
another company had incorporated under the “Acme” name, Harry
Lindstrom decided to change his company’s name to reflect its most pop-
ular product — the Zephyr Streamline broom. Thus, the company came
to be known as Zephyr Manufacturing Co.
As a corporation, Zephyr Manufacturing continued to grow, and, in

1954, the company expanded again with an 8,000-square-foot warehouse
being built on more than three acres of land purchased in Sedalia. 
Three years later, when Harry Lindstrom died, he left a legacy of suc-

cess. The torch of company leadership was then passed to Harry’s son,
Robert Lindstrom. Often known as Bob, the second generation chief
executive assumed the company’s top rung in 1957, 10 years after joining
the family business. 
Under the tutelage of Robert Lindstrom, the company continued its

growth, purchasing the W.W. Stewart Company, of East St. Louis, IL, in
1962, and adding that company’s line of natural rubber dry wall clean-
ing sponges to the Zephyr Manufacturing’s holdings.
Robert Lindstrom moved the rubber products company to Sedalia

and, soon thereafter, traded property for five acres of land in Sedalia
that later became the site of the company’s second manufacturing loca-
tion. Robert Lindstrom had a 12,000-square-foot warehouse built in
1973 on the land, and moved the company’s warehouse along with its
manufacturing facility into the new building.
In 1982, the second generation of Lindstrom leadership in the

business retired after 35 years of service to the company. Following
Robert Lindstrom’s retirement, his son, John Lindstrom, took the
reigns with visions of continued growth and prosperity for the
Zephyr Manufacturing Co.
Those visions became realities, as John Lindstrom used his own

entrepreneurial talents, and the business savvy he learned from past gen-
erations, to lead the company through another period of transition.
While the marketplace changed dramatically in the last two decades of
the 20th century, tried-and-true tactics passed on through the generations
proved to be crucial to John Lindstrom’s success. Part of this change was
a move away from producing brooms due to marketplace conditions
while remaining a manufacturer of other cleaning-related products. 
Today, John Lindstrom’s son, R.J. Lindstrom, is company president

as John has retired. R.J. looks forward to continued growth for the
company that his great-grandfather started 90 years ago. 
“If you look at Zephyr from the first generation to now, it’s a

completely different company. You have to change with the times
to remain relevant in the marketplace,” R.J. Lindstrom said.
“(Zephyr) started out simply as a broom winding company, and now
it doesn’t have any broom winders. We didn’t sell mops in the begin-
ning, and now mops are our main product line. A lot of things have
changed over the years to help make Zephyr competitive and remain
in the marketplace.”

— Article provided by Zephyr Manufacturing Co.

Your One Stop
Source for Quality
Cleaning Products®Cleaning Products

800-821-7197 – U.S. & Canada 
660-827-0352 – International

SEDALIA, MO – USA

www.zephyrmfg.com

R.J. Lindstrom 
President
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ZEPHYR
MANUFACTURING CO.

SINCE 1927



On May 8, 2015, the V-Air company, of Todtnau, Germany,  joined the
Boucherie Borghi Group. V-Air Maschinenbau GmbH was founded in 2013, and
specializes in tuft picking systems based on vacuum technology for use in e.g.

anchorless toothbrush equipment. With the addition of the expertise and capabil-
ities of V-Air, the program of the Boucherie-Borghi Group is further extended. 
In April 2016, the Boucherie Borghi Group participated in the 12th edition of

InterBrush, the most important fair of the brush industry. InterBrush 2016 not only
represented the first edition in which Borghi s.p.a. and GB Boucherie N.V. partici-
pated as a group in a single stand, but it also was (for them) the best edition ever,
proving to be a real success in terms of the opportunity not just to meet with clients
and get to know new friends, but to strengthen the company’s internal bonds as well. 
In the booth, it was possible to feel the friendly and welcoming atmosphere,

together with revolutionary innovations and new developments in terms of technol-
ogy and machinery for all sectors of the brush industry. Existing machine lines were
improved and refined, but the newly introduced Giotto for technical brush makers
— featuring a triple fiberbox with an automatic fiber loading system, very high pro-
ductivity and a filling controlled by servomotors — was definitely a highlight.
For the oral care industry, the revolutionary PTt machine was unveiled. This

machine uses a completely new brush manufacturing technology, which offers
a range of new options to brush designers, and with substantial advantages for
both product quality as well as manufacturing. PTt was the winner of the 2016
FEIBP Innovation Award. 
The Ovale is also a new development. This double header for the production

of household brushes has continu-
ously-running filling tools, no
indexing time on most brush mod-
els, an electronic trimming station
and a handle feeder with automat-
ic orientation feature. 
To “crown” symbolically the

success of the fair, the Boucherie
Borghi Group received (during the
2016 InterBrush) the award for
“Most Impressive Booth.” Surely
those who had the opportunity to
visit the booth noticed the entrance
wall with the names of all those who
form the Boucherie Borghi Group
and the phrase “We Are One.”
Borghi and Boucherie are two

technology companies that have come together. They are made of people who
form a strong  spirit as a group. They work together to achieve the same goals...
because, “We Are One.” 
The many businesses that have since joined Borghi and Boucherie have con-

tributed to a rich heritage and have shaped the personality of the business today.
Although we have come a long way
from these humble beginnings to be
the international business we are
now, the commitment of our people
to our customers, the quality of our
service and our spirit of innovation
remain a constant and ongoing fea-
ture for future development.  

— Article provided by The
Boucherie Borghi Group

The Boucherie Borghi Group: Continued from page 73

The Boucherie Borghi Group at InterBrush 2016
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